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Rector’s Speech
2011 sees the first class to graduate from our Year 7-13 redesignated 
school. In November 2004 we faced the following challenge:

•  To establish a State Year 7-13 boys’ school in three months with 
590 new enrolments

•  To ensure that the 78% of the students attending our school for 
the first time in 2005 were enculturated to their new school 

•  To employ and induct 24 new staff
• To secure physical and financial resources – including 13 

classrooms, desks, ICT, books – none of which had been catered 
for in the Ministry of Education planning 

•  To Identify and plan $5,000,000 worth of building projects

This process would usually take 18 months. We had 3 months.

Were it not for the parents, Board 
of Trustees and staff taking a 
major leap of faith in supporting 
the concept, it would never 
have happened. After all, the 
only Year 7 – 13 boys’ schools in 
New Zealand were private. How 
could we manage to resource and 
deliver to our community what 
they had only seen happen in a 
private school environment?

Reviewing the literature at 
this time led up to this goal: 
to help young men to become 
21st Century men; literate, 
articulate, emotionally secure, 
compassionate, balanced and 
focused on the future but with a 
respect for what has gone before. 

Older would look after younger. 
We would specialize in helping 
boys grow into men in a way that 

modeled a contemporary view of masculinity. We would accept 
the differences between boys and girls. We would acknowledge 
the difference in maturation and provide opportunities for 
growth. We would acknowledge that many boys of all ability 
levels consistently under-perform because of their inability 
to write, which of course, is inextricably linked to Literacy. We 
would challenge the current practice of assuming that the ability 
to decode in reading, equates with the ability to comprehend. 

Our Year 7 and 8 boys would have the best of both worlds; a 
homeroom with a primary teacher for core subjects with access to 
science laboratories, gymnasia, art rooms, technology, languages 
and music. This is what we believed. But what models existed for 
the reformation of schools? What was happening in the rest of 
the world?

At a NAVCON conference in 2004, I met Mr. Ron Lake, the 
Director of Education in Victoria, Australia, who was charged with 
the responsibility of transforming state education in Victoria. He 
had recently presented a paper at the World Summit on Future 
Schooling on behalf of the Victorian State Government.

The blueprint was based on four precepts; first that the virtual 
world will pervade, second, that this will demand radical changes 
to the organization and delivery of curriculum involving 
customized entry points, multiple pathways and more in depth 

learning; thirdly, that curriculum will have to allow for greater 
creativity with greater breadth and depth and finally, that staff 
are THE most important asset to develop through supported, 
structured long term team and individual professional learning.

How would this look in reality? A new performance and 
development culture would grow in our school. It would involve 
effective induction and mentoring programmes for staff, multiple 
sources of feedback to teachers; quality customized professional 
development activities and the need to end deficit theorising.

The shape of the teaching environment would change with the 
introduction of flexible teaching spaces, flexible groupings of 
children, and ICT and AV in all rooms, enabling teachers to use 
a variety of teaching modes ranging from explicit instruction to 
collaborative research and supported on-line learning. 

Information and communication technologies would pervade. 
The logic behind it was to expand the time and space for teaching 
and learning at home and at school, to increase access to a wider 
range of instructional resources for both students and teachers 
leading to a transformation in both curriculum delivery and 
curriculum.

In addition to this blueprint, we were determined to implement 
a model that would give boys of intermediate school age the 
opportunity to develop skills that were essential for boys to succeed 
at school and beyond: a values based education driven by quality 
instruction in a caring environment that led to a balanced view of 
the world. Far too many of our students at intermediate age were 
specializing into wider curriculum areas too early, without a solid 
base in literacy and numeracy to work from.

This led to the development of homerooms rather than the 
more traditional intermediate or middle school environment. 
I knew that if we selected the right teachers and gave them the 
right support our boys would get a foundation that they could 
not get anywhere else. They would leave our Year 7 and 8 area 
better prepared socially, behaviourally and academically for the 
challenges of NCEA. Their belief in themselves as learners and the 
school as a nurturing environment would be enhanced in a home 
room environment.

So has it been successful? How have we followed the blueprint and 
how does it work?

Academic Results
NCEA: Level 1 (2008 to 2010) 60.1% to 71.1%
 Level 2 (2008 to 2010) 48% to 67.8%
 Level 3 (2008 to 2010) 52.9% to 72.1%

All these levels are higher than the national statistics for decile 4 
to 7 schools.

Literacy
94% of our boys in Year 7 this year and 85% of our Year 8s 
have made upward movement. Our results from the targeted 
professional learning received through the Secondary Literacy 
Project show that 78% of Year 9 and 10 boys have made significant 
upward movement in their reading comprehension as a result 
of the explicit literacy teaching, they have received, across the 
curriculum. These results are confirmed by AsTTle testing. For 
two consecutive years we have topped the SLP results for the 
country. Across years 7 – 10, the numbers of boys reading “At or 
above” the National Standard has lifted from 52% - 75%. These 
results are nationally significant. Where Literacy results are lifted, 
improvements in all areas will follow.
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Numeracy 
Our participation in the national Numeracy Contract ended 
two years ago. It is cause for celebration that we have been able 
to sustain the upward momentum that began while we were in 
the contract. An example of this is that in Year 10, 78% were “At 
or Above” the National Standard at the beginning of the year; 
December testing reveals that this figure has lifted to 87%. The 
statistics for Years 7, 8 and 9 are similar.

Professional Learning
There has been a gradual move from whole school professional 
learning, to contracts, to individualized programmes delivered 
by staff for staff, referenced against international research and 
focused on how to deliver teaching content more effectively. 

Direct instructional support for teachers in the classroom has 
increased from one SCT working four hours a week to support 
beginning teachers and one reading specialist on ten hours a week 
supporting Year 7 and 8 staff to two specialist classroom teachers 
on 24 hours a per week, supporting teachers in classes.

Curriculum
We have continued a gradual progression from the traditional mix 
of subjects typical of mid decile schools to a much greater breadth. 
These subjects have been added to the 2012 curriculum: Spanish, 
Drama, Money Stuff, YES (Young Enterprise Studies) across 
three new subject areas, Performance, Alternative Pathways, Film, 
Media Studies, Jewelry and Carving. Within subject areas, greater 
depth is sought through on going reviews based on authenticity 
and connectedness.

Extra-Curricular 

Drama
From 2009 to 2011we have had 3 wins at the national Sheila Winn 
Festival as well as the following successes: NZ Theatre Federation 
–Best School Drama Group, Trinity Guildhall examinations-
Distinction and Merit passes as well as establishing our own 
Shakespeare Day

Music
80 of our students are involved in itinerant music learning 
instruments from bagpipes and cello to violin and snare drums. 
This year, we were winners in the Chamber Music Festival with 
our Taiko drumming group and we won the Big Sing Musicians 
Cup. As well, we have the following performance groups: Ukulele 
group, Jazz Band, Rock Band, Chamber Music group – the Break 
Out Quartet regularly perform in Old People’s homes), Choir – 
that is, 40 students in two choirs, as well as a Barbershop Quartet.

Compare this participation by boys to other performance groups 
across the province.

Kapa Haka/Pasifika
From 2008 to 2010 senior AND junior groups have been 
established in the culture of the school, including competing at 
the Manu Korero. These groups are also embedding themselves in 
the culture of the wider community with requests to perform for 
the Governor General, and recently, at a Police Investiture.

Sport
From 2008 to 2010, 57% of our boys play sport. There has been a 
reduction in number of staff involved, from 47% to 26% due to 
increased planning and curriculum demands but this has been 
compensated for by an increase in parent participation. The 

number of codes has stayed the same at 35, but there has been an 
increase in the number of teams from 46 to 54.

The Future (next three years)
$1.5 million will be spent on continuing the development of 
flexible teaching spaces.

$240,000 will be invested in ICT infrastructure to enable a variety 
of delivery modes to be employed by students and staff. 

A Senior Manager will be dedicated to mentoring Heads 
of Faculties, for up to 12 hours per week. The Performance 
Management System will be based on evidence derived from 
students’ grades. Greater use of short term contracts will be made 
for staff to fill positions of responsibility.

There will be an unparalleled focus on raising achievement 
through a Grade Point Average system. The focus on the 
achievement of Maori and Pasifika students will continue. 

There will be a Mentoring Dean and a Leadership Dean to ensure 
that senior students receive 1-1 support both collectively and 
individually. 

The High Performance Sports Group (10 to 15 students invited) 
will continue along with the Cricket Academy and a sport 
development initiative to increase participation across all Year 
9 students. An International Rugby Academy is being trialed 
in partnership with a well-known NZ Coach who is also acts 
as an agent for the prospective international players. A High 
Performance Performing Arts group 2012 (15 to 20 students 
invited) will be established. I will be personally asking each staff 
member to commit to coaching or managing a team OR running 
tutorials all year after school for students not meeting their 
academic targets.

The issue from a parent’s perspective is often not whether their 
child is experiencing success BUT whether their success looks 
similar to success in other learning environments and whether 
their child has been extended. What we have learned is that 
investment in staff professional learning over a seven year period 
has dramatically improved learning outcomes across ability 
groups.

What you will see over the next three years is significant focus on 
lifting individual performance which will be measured in

-  a move from credit to merit and merit to excellence, 
- increased success in external competitions at national and 

international level for our most able
- increased success in scholarships
- Maori and Pacifika taking their rightful place in tertiary study

I would like to take the opportunity to say farewell and thank you 
to the following people. Bill Richardson leaves us after serving 
33 years for the SBHS community. Nathan Hughes is taking up 
a position at another Invercargill School, as is Simon Wilkinson, 
and we also say goodbye to Stacey Black and Sisa Tuitakau. We 
wish them all well in their future endeavours. We would also 
like to wish these people well in their temporary absence; Kelly 
Townson and Catherine Patterson who are taking maternity leave 
and Scott Richardson who is taking a year’s leave to complete his 
formal teaching qualifications.

I would like to thank you all for your continuing support.

Ian Baldwin
RECTOR
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Heads Of Faculty
HOD Years 7 & 8:  Mr G Folster B Com, B Ed, Dip Tchg
Art:  Mrs J Adamson Dip FA, Dip Tchg 
Computing: Mrs S Hailes B Com, Dip Tchg
English: Mr P McDowall MA, Dip Grad, Dip Tchg, 
Languages: Ms M Sasaki BA (Japan), Dip Tchg
Maori and Pasifica: Mr G Houkamau
Mathematics: Mr J Moore BA, Dip Tchg
Music: Ms V Murray B Ed, Dip Tchg
Performing Arts Director (Co-curricular Senior Drama):
   Mrs G Johnson FTCL, ATCL Musical Theatre, LTCES, 
   ACTD
Physical Education and Health and Physical 
     Wellbeing and EOTC:  Mr S Meijer BLS, PG Dip Tchg
Science: Mr I Welsh B Sc, Dip Tchg
Social Sciences: Mr R Laurenson BA, Dip Tchg
Sport: Mr C Neylon B Sport & Rec, Dip Tchg
Technical: Mr A Bisschops Adv Tr Cert, Dip Tchg 

Guidance
Mr S Jackson B Phys Ed, PG Dip Sp Mgmt,
     Dip Tchg, PG Dip Couns 
Mr M Mulholland Adv Tr Cert, Dip Tchg, PG Dip Couns

Assistant Teachers
Mr G Allan MSc, Dip Tchg
Ms C Bloxham B Ed 
Mr C Boyce B Sc, Dip Tchg
Miss S Cameron BA, Dip Tchg
Mrs M Chapman BSc, B Ed
Mr J Dermody B Sp & Rec, Grad Dip Tchg
Mrs W Edgley B Ed
Mr D Greenwood B Design (Hons), Grad Dip Tchg
Mr A Grant Dip Fine Arts, Adv Trade Cert, Dip Tchg
Mrs L Hepburn MA (Hons), Dip Tchg
Ms K Hickman B Ed
Mr A Hughes Dip Tchg, BA
Mr N Hughes B Ed
Mrs S Johnson BSc, Dip Tchg
Mr G Kern Grad Dip Tchg, BA
Mrs C Laurenson B Ed, BA, Dip Tchg
Ms K Liddell BA, Dip Tchg 
Ms A McKinlay B Bc, Dip Tchg
Mr G McDonald BFA, Grad Dip tech
Miss J McSoriley B Ed
Mr R Marshall B Ed, Dip Tchg

Mrs S Marshall, Dip Ed
Ms A Mulligan B Ed
Miss C Munro B Sc, Dip Tchg
Mr P Parkinson BA (Hons) Film & TV, Grad Dip Tchg
Mrs C Patterson Dip Tchg, B Ed
Mr G Puna B Ed, Dip Tchg 
Mr S Richardson Trade Cert Restaurant Service,  
    London City & Guilds
Mr W Richardson BA, Dip Tchg 
Mr D Roberts BE (Hons), Dip Tchg
Mrs H Robson Adv Dip Tchg, Cert Ed Leadership 
Ms J Russell BA, Dip Tchg, L.T.C.L. 
Mr C Smith Grad Dip Tchg, B Phys Ed (Leave Term 4)
Mr J Swift B Sp & Rec, Grad Dip Tchg
Mrs K Taiaroa BA, Grad DipTchg, TLL
Mr B Tapper B Sc, Grad Dip Tchg
Mr J Tonga BTchg Primary Bi-lingual
Mrs K Townson B Ed
Mr S Tuicakau Dip Bus, B Eng Tech, Tr Cert, B Ed
Mr R Ward BA, Dip Tchg
Mrs S Wells B Ed
Dr S Wilkinson B Eng (Hons), PhD, PGCE (UK)

Part Time
Mrs N Armishaw B Ed, Dip Tchg
Mr S Bond BS (Oregon) 
Mrs N Boyce B Ed 
Mrs N Lamont BA, Dip Tchg
Mrs L Neylon B Ph Ed, Dip Tchg
Mr A Munro B Sc, PG Dip Sc (Geology)
     Dip Tchg
Ms L Schmidt (Careers) B Ed, Dip Tchg
Mr P Skelt TTC

Business Manager
Mrs P Jones

Administration Staff
Finance: Mrs K Graham
Finance Students: Mrs E Buick
Enrolments: Mrs S Ridley
Reception:  Mrs S Brown
Executive Assistant:  Mrs N Roberts
Reprographics/Uniform: Mrs J Kelly
Student Attendance: Mrs L Heslip/Mrs C Withington

STAFF 2011
Rector

Mr I M Baldwin BA, Dip Tchg

Deputy Principal
Mrs J Hutt M Ed (Dist), B Ed, Dip P Ed, TTC

        

 Assistant Principal Assistant Principal Assistant Principal
 J Murcott BA, Dip Tchg Ms L M Dalzell BA, Adv Dip Tchg,TTC Mr A Bailey Dip Tchg, Dip Phys Ed
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Associate Staff
Canteen: Mrs G Meikle, Mrs J Black
ESOL: Mrs S Blackley BA, P Grad Dip S.L.T., Dip Tchg
Gateway: Mrs M Anderson
International Students Homestay and Pastoral Care  
     Coordinators: Mrs L Crofts
Library: Mrs S Muir BA
  Mr M Stewart
Laboratory: Mrs S O’Connor
Reading:  Mrs L Neave, Mrs L Williams
Sports: Mrs L Crofts
Student Support: Mrs A McMinn, Mrs S Walker,
  Mrs B Carlaw, Mrs L Tudor, 
  Mrs B Kidd, Mrs M Milne
Staffroom Hostess: Mrs J Darragh

Property and Grounds 
Mr B Pickett
Mr A Burgess
Mr B Nicholl

Coldstream Hostel
Manager:  Mrs S Mills
Executive Assistant: Mrs P Bradley
Caretaker: Mr E Kennedy
Supervisors:  Mr C Boyce, Mr C Neylon, Mr A Bailey
         Miss S Cameron, Mrs M Chapman,     

 Mr J Dickson, Mrs W Edgley,  
  Mr A Munro, Mrs J Munro
         Mr B Tapper, Ms J McSoriley.
Night Supervisor: Mr D Mackie

RTLB 
Ms J Williamson TTC, Dip Tchg
Ms L Irvine B Tchg

Archivist
Mrs L Dear MA (Hons)

STAFF

BACK ROW: Ben Tapper, Jason Dermody, Chris Boyce, Jamie Swift, Phillip Parkinson, Sander Meijer, Glen Puna, Alan Bailey,  
Marc Mulholland, Greg McDonald

FOURTH ROW: Darran Roberts, Lara Neylon, Lisa Heslip, Shane Harris, Greg Houkamau, Fai Mika, Greg Allan, Chris Neylon, Jenny Kelly,  
Megan Shayler, Catherine Patterson, Ryan Marshall, Sue Marshall

THIRD ROW: Alan Grant, Geoffrey Kern, Bill Richardson, Stacey Black, Kim Hickman, Shirley Ridley, Bob Ward, Jacque Russell,  
Kate Taiaroa, Simone Brown, Daniel Greenwood, Sonia Johnson, Alice McKinlay, Kathleen Graham, Nicola Roberts, Debs Wilson

SECOND ROW: Linda Neave, Lyn Williams, Simone Cameron, Suzanne Muir, Andrea Mulligan, Wendy Edgley, Karyn Liddell, Evelyn Buick,  
Helen Robson, Suzy Wells, Nic Lamont, Lyn Crofts, Christine Withington, Michelle Chapman, Josie McSoriley

FRONT ROW: Virginia Murray, Midon Sasaki, Sarah Hailes, Kelly Townson, Steve Jackson, Ray Laurenson, Denis Murcott, Linda Dalzell,  
Ian Baldwin, John McKinlay, Pat Jones, Paul McDowall, Ambrose Bisschops, Ian Welsh, Jenny Adamson, Geoff Folster,  
Nathan Hughes

ABSENT: Megan Anderson, Nikki Armishaw, Sue Blackley, Nikki Boyce, Laurel Hepburn, Alex Hughes, Gussie Johnson, Clare Laurenson,  
Greg Lucas, John Moore, Cassandra Munro, Stella O’Connor, Scott Richardson, Loretta Schmidt, Craig Smith, Sisa Tuicakau,  
Simon Wilkinson.
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Welcome to our new Deputy Principal
Southland Boys’ High School 
welcomed Mrs Joanne Hutt to the 
position of Deputy Principal at the 
beginning of Term 2. A full school 
powhiri was held in her honour on 
Thursday 5 May.

Mrs Hutt has 27 years of teaching 
experience in five different schools, 
most recently in Whangarei. 
During her career to date, Mrs 
Hutt has taught in the South 
Island, the North Island, in gender 
specific schools and also enjoyed 
some time teaching at Kingslea 

Residential School, the former national Youth Remand Centre in 
Christchurch. 

Originally trained as a physical education teacher, Mrs Hutt now 
also teaches Science and senior Biology and comments, “I am 
enjoying my new role in this prestigious and historic school.”

Mrs Hutt says, “The Southland environment is a refreshing change 
from the wet and humid weather of Northland and my husband 
and I look forward to exploring our new home and being a part 
of the home of the Stags and the Steel.”

Head Prefect’s Speech
Every person dreams of amounting to something great. From 
sports stars to actors, to the millionaires and the fame and 
fortunes of the rich and famous, life has a meaning and a value 
and each and every person has the potential to succeed. Although 
many fix their eyes on achieving success, the reality is that doubt 
clouds the goal and the mind set of failure can easily creep up 
from behind.  As a brotherhood at Southland Boys’ High School, 
we always focus on each and every one of our students reaching 
for their goals and dreaming big.  As each student has entered 
the main doors, the hopes of striving and pressing on towards 
their dream is very evident in their school life.  The aspirations 
of students is what makes the life of the school so lively, yet the 
outcome of their decisions, either wrong or right, can be seen as 
something that many dread contemplating. Southland Boys’ High 
School has not just become a place where I have come to learn and 
equip myself better for my future, but a place where change has 
occurred, from the little boys we used to be, to the young men of 
the 21st century we have become today.

Starting back in 2005 I was among the first lot of Year 7s to be 
enrolled at the Southland Boys’ High School Junior Campus on 
the Grasmere site. Since my first days here as a youngster I soon 
came to understand, just slightly, the way in which a Southland 
Boys’ High School student acts and the values of our school that 
we uphold and portray. Learning these new ways was hard.  I’m 
not going to lie, being a part of a high school is a lot different 
from being at a primary school, especially as a Year 7 student.  Yet 
the system and the environment we were placed in helped us to 
manage what was put in front of us. However old and however 
young we were when we first started at this school doesn’t really 
matter.  What does matter is the potential we have in taking what 
we’ve learnt on these grounds and the seed of perseverance that 
will continue to push us further and will help us grow more in our 
efforts towards pursuing our goals.

At this time in our lives, the fellow leavers of this school and I can 
look back on our younger days and know that what we have learnt 
and the years spent in the Southland Boys’ grounds haven’t been 
a waste of time, but rather our best days that allowed us the time 
and opportunity to set up for the future. We can hold our heads 
high and say that we have finished our last year ever at high school 
and shut the doors on our teenage years, entering the open doors 
of the adult world that awaits, with the knowledge and wisdom to 
tackle what life will throw at us. 

2011, a year filled with events that promised to show the sporting, 
cultural, and many other sides of the school that Southland Boys’ 
pride ourselves in. The year kicked off with what seemed to be 
quite an exciting and eventful sports day. Each house tried their 
best and talented individuals emptied the tanks all to show what 
they were made of in the efforts of their house prevailing to the 
top. The annual cultural competitions proved to be the most 
anticipated of them all with tensions on the rise. The first one 
consisted of the performing of the two school hakas. Later in the 
year the second cultural competition took place with the Waiata 
and Lip Sync commencing with outstanding performances by 
each house. As always the inter-house swimming and Rugby 
Sevens competition showed the best of the best come out to play.                    
Both of these events were a hit and best efforts were put forth to 
be the top house. Its great to see the Southland Boys’ spirit that 
each of the boys show when participating in events like these.

Other than just the house competitions, many sports teams have 
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achieved very highly and have represented the school well. Being 
the winner of the Highlanders 1st XV Rugby Competition for 
the past two years, the Southland Boys’ High School 1st XV had 
another great season, yet tough rivals Otago Boys’ High School 
were the favourites and took out the competition for the first 
time this year.  Also the Southland Boys’ High School under 15 
Tournament Rugby Team did the school proud by winning the 
South Island Schools’ Under 15 Rugby Tournament after a three 
year drought. On the dramatic side of things, the production 
was spectacular with “The Sound of Music” being a hit and 
the support of peers, staff and all involved with the mentoring 
enabled this show to be such a success.

After a “good amount of time” spent practising our ballroom 
dancing moves the night had finally arrived. The “Winter Bliss” 
themed ball was a night that all of the year 13 students and their 
partners thoroughly enjoyed. With the young women looking 
great and the blokes scrubbing up well, the night kicked off with 
the pre-ball in which we were all able to strut our stuff and be in 
the limelight. 

This year has been one where we have all gotten to know each 
other despite who we are, what background we come from and 
our social status. Since our leadership camp early this year, we have 
all become closer, of course you have your “certain groups” that 
hang out at lunchtimes, but that still doesn’t hide the fact that we 
all acknowledge each other in some point during the week with a 
simple ‘gidday’ or ‘how’s it going’.  As we returned to school, we were 
well aware, being the senior year of the school, of the responsibilities 
we had and the jobs that needed to be done.  As a school body we 
found ourselves actively involved in leadership roles and giving of 
our time and serving within the life of the school.

On a personal note, 2011 has been an intense year that I will 
always remember. Being in my 7th year of high school I have found 
that the essentials for life have been gained here and I can say that 
I am proud to be a Southland Boys’ High School student.  In all 
honesty, it is very emotional to think that my years here at Boys’ 
High are coming to an end. I still remember quite clearly my Year 
7 days and especially the opening of the new Grant block. 

As school has wrapped up towards the end of this year, I couldn’t 
help but think that these would be the last moments I was going 
to be walking down the corridors as a Boys’ High student. In past 
times I have heard from students things like “Oh I can’t wait to 
leave school,” and, “Man, I hate school,” and that’s something 
that’s very common in all schools.  But you only find yourself 
as a school student for a short period of time in your life. It is 
the one place you can come to ‘chill’, and ‘kick back’ while at the 
same time putting in the hard yards by ‘learning and being filled 
with knowledge for life’. I’m a person who believes highly in each 
and every person identifying within themselves the potential 
they have to succeed, no matter what their circumstances 
say.  Southland Boys’ High School has taught me very valuable 
lessons on leadership. As leadership expert, John C. Maxwell says, 
“Everything rises and falls on leadership.”  I feel very humbled 
and honoured to have had the opportunity to have led my fellow 
students and try my best to sustain and uphold the school values 
in carrying out the responsibilities that have come along with my 
position of Head Boy for this year.

Teachers are not often recognized enough as the driving force 
behind students’ successes and now I would like to acknowledge 
every teacher here at Southland Boys’ High School and say thank 
you for the effort and extra time you pour into your students.  

Finally, in my address to all students who will be present next year 

at Boys’ High, don’t doubt yourselves, don’t be put off by thoughts 
that keep you captive, but let your dreams take you beyond that.  
Dream really big dreams, boys and push for your goals.  Your 
best days are still to come here at this school.  I hope that your 
remaining time here will be one where positive memories can 
be long lived and that every step of the way is enjoyed. To the 
2011 leavers, big ‘ups’ to you all for making it through 7 years of 
secondary schooling.  It has been awesome getting to know you all 
since my time here and I wish you all the best in your future plans. 
What we will remember for the rest of our days is the meaning 
behind the motto of Southland Boys’ High School, “Not for 
school, but for life we are learning”.

Keanu Kahukura
HEAD BOY 2011

   

Board of Trustees
Te-na kotou
Te-na kotou
Te-na kotou katoa

Good Evening, Mr Baldwin, Staff, distinguished guests, parents, 
family-members, caregivers and students of Southland Boys’ High 
School.

I wish to repeat again today, as I mentioned this time last year, 
the underlying SBHS philosophy; our point of difference and 
competitive advantage remains unchanged. SBHS strives to 
be “the ‘pre-eminent’ boys’ school” in this country, providing 
excellence in education; encompassing the full curriculum 
package of academia, trades, arts, and sport. This is our vision 
and this is who we wish to be. 

Entwined in this vision is the fact that to achieve excellence 
involves the efforts of more than just the school itself. Success 
cannot be achieved without home-school connections. As the 
New Zealand education academic, Dr Keren Brooking, wrote in 
2007, ‘The concept of home-school partnerships refer to ideas and 
initiatives that schools have implemented that involve parents, 
families and whanau in their children’s learning.” Or, in non-
academic speak; Brooking is stating what has long been known: 
parents, families and whanau can and do have a significant effect 
on their children’s education and achievement. To this end, 
the SBHS pursuit of excellence can only be achieved through 
partnership and collaboration between the school and our boys’ 
immediate caregivers. Success is thus a two way street and we as 
a Board of Trustees appreciate the on-going support we receive 
from you the families of our boys and from the wider community. 
Partnership and collaboration is the key. Tonight’s prize-giving 
is recognition of not only the boys’ achievements but also of the 
efforts put in by each family member. Congratulations to you all.

As a Board we also strongly support the growing collaboration 
and partnership between the educational leaders in our city. Our 
ability to achieve educational success is only possible with unity 
from all these leaders. We support any future initiatives that will 
evolve from this strengthening partnership.

On behalf of the SBHS Board of Trustees I would like to make 
a number of acknowledgements to the people who remain 
committed to the ongoing progress and success of this school.

We thank our Rector, Ian Baldwin for his continuing drive for 
professionalism and his passion for boys’ education. Ian is driven 
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to move this school forward and achieve success for all boys. As 
he says, “It is all about the boys,” and for that we thank him. We 
welcome Jo Hutt to the school and appreciate her enthusiasm and 
relentless drive in her new role. We also wish to acknowledge the 
ongoing support and professionalism of the senior management. 

We also appreciate the teaching efforts of the Heads of Faculty 
and their teaching staff. Further acknowledgement goes to the 
contribution of the Coldstream House management and to our 
Kaumatua Herewini Neho; to all ancillary staff, caretaking staff, 
cleaning staff and the organisations that actively support the 
school such as the PTA, Old Boys’ Association, local Iwi and all 
parents and caregivers. 

For myself I would like to extend my personal thanks once again to 
my fellow Board members Duncan McKenzie, Janice McKerchar, 
Tim Brown, Laurel Hepburn, Phil Culling and Pat Jones. Their 
support is much appreciated. I would also like to thank our 
retiring student B.o.T representative, Stanley McDowall for his 
contribution.

School, family and the community in a collaborative partnership 
remains our strength and our key to success. We understand our 
vision; we have momentum and we look forward to the challenges 
and successes that 2012 will bring.

J Rabbitt
CHAIR SBHS BOARD OF TRUSTTEES 2011

PTA
The Southland Boys’ High School PTA members are proud to play 
an important part of life at the school. We have been delighted 
this year to welcome Jo Hutt as the senior management team 
representative to our meetings. The presence of a member of the 
senior management team at the monthly meetings enables the 
important two way flow of information between the PTA and 
the school. It allows for discussion on issues that are important 
to parent and caregivers that impact our boys. The committee 
provides support at the open night not only providing the 
hundreds of sausages and cups of tea to the masses, but talking to 
prospective parents/caregivers answering any questions they may 
have from a fellow parent’s perspective.

The PTA likes to limit fundraising to a few events that have proven 
successful in the past. The ‘Surf and Turf raffle’ was once again a 
major source of funds for the PTA. We would like to thank all the 
families who supported us with selling tickets.

Ken Bowie and with his ‘Blokes and Shed tours’ is now a much 
anticipated part of the Southland calendar and this year it proved 
more popular than ever with four overflowing buses setting 
off after a brunch and making their way around some iconic 
Invercargill sheds.

The giving of scholarships to deserving young men is a role 
that the PTA enjoys. We continue to provide scholarships for 
new entrants into the school, we expect each one of these boys 
to go on and contribute to the school in a positive way. We are 
encouraged each year with the calibre of young men entering the 
school, already proving themselves at their primary schools and 
looking forward to excelling at Southland Boys’ High. It is with 
much pride that we are also able to acknowledge the achievements 
of some of our students on the world stage with our International 

scholarships. We believe it is important that boys learn not to 
just expect to receive so all worthy recipients of this award must 
demonstrate the length they have already gone to raise funds and 
then be prepared to give something back to the school on their 
return. This year we supported boys competing internationally in 
catering and touch rugby.

The PTA tries to distribute its funds in ways that have most benefit 
to the boys of the school. This year the PTA donated $10,000 for 
the purchase of books for the library with the hope that this would 
help support and foster the increasing literacy ability of our boys. 
The donation towards the much needed upgrade of the sound 
system in the hall will benefit not only all pupils but the extended 
community as well.

Rewarding and acknowledging the boys who achieve results by 
their hard work and dedication caps the year off with the PTA 
supporting the prize-giving ceremony at the Civic Theatre. 
Following this we send off the current year 13 young men in the 
leavers function, we wish them the best for life after Southland 
Boys’ High.

Maree Jackson
CHAIRPERSON PTA

PTA Chairperson Mrs Maree Jackson
 Secretary Mrs Bridget Winter
 Staff Representative Mrs Wendy Edgley

Committee
Mr Scott Richardson, Mrs Joc O’Donnell, Mrs Lynette Halder 
Mrs Yvonne McDonald, Mrs Debbie Campbell, Mrs Jo O’Connor
Mrs Ali Hickey, Mrs Neroli Laidlaw, Mrs Lee Muschamp

Farewell to John McKinlay
Southland Boys’ High School bids a fond farewell to Deputy 
Principal: At the beginning of Term 2 and after 15 years, John 
McKinlay took up the post of  Rector at Gore High School – we 
wish John all the very best – he will be missed.

John signing 
the rafters 
beside his 
son’s name.
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Youthmark Awards
GRAYDON HAYES

At Southland Boys’ High School, 
Graydon developed a passion for the 
Japanese language and culture, which 
he began studying while in Year 9. 
This has led to success in regional 
Japanese Speech Competitions as 
well as academic Excellence in this 
subject. His Japanese studies have 
allowed him to visit Japan in 2009 
as well as host Japanese visitors 
on two occasions. Graydon is the 
2011 Student Representative for the 
Kumagaya Friendship Association 

and has been awarded one of 15 Ministry of Education Language 
Immersion Awards.

Graydon has enjoyed academic success as well as being an active 
member of the school community. A Prefect and Coldstream 
House dormitory leader, Graydon has also been involved in choir, 
school productions, peer mentoring, tutoring and sound room 
control. Graydon attained Excellence endorsements for NCEA 
Levels 1 and 2.

In 2012 Graydon plans to continue his Japanese studies at 
University as well as pursuing his interest in art and design.

KEANU KAHUKURA
Keanu is an all-rounder who has 
achieved many things within and 
outside the life of Southland Boys’ 
High School.

He is the 2011 Head Boy and Deputy 
House Captain for Grant House. 
Along with being a Peer Mentor 
and Peer Tutor he has been involved 
culturally with Kapa Haka and is 
a member of the Pasifika Group. 
Keanu has also had the privilege of 
representing the Pasifika community 

in the ALAC Project which focuses on Alcohol related issues 
throughout New Zealand and local communities.

Along with his academic and cultural achievements he has excelled 
in two sporting codes. He has represented Southland in Southland 
Age Grade Touch Teams and was a member of the Touch New 
Zealand Elite Academy in 2007. He is a member of the Southland 
Boys’ High School 1st XV and has represented Southland as a 
member of the Southern Region Secondary Schools’ Rugby Team.

In 2012 Keanu intends to study Sport and Recreation at the 
Southern Institute of Technology.

MACKENZIE SMITH
As an all-rounder, Prefect and Sports Captain, Mac has shown 
talent in three major areas; Sport, Academic and Cultural. He 
shows ability and leadership in all, but his main talent lies on the 
football field.

Mac has excelled in football, playing nationally and internationally. 
He has been in the New Zealand Football Academy, played and 
captained for FED7 (South Canterbury/Otago/Southland Team) 
2007, 2008 and 2009. Mac has also played for Southland since the 

age of 10. Mac attended the Bobby 
Charlton School of Football in 
England. He has been a member of 
the Southland Spirit FC team and he 
has played for the SBHS 1st Football 
XI since Year 9 and was captain in 
2011. He has 3 football Blues. 

Academically Mac was awarded Best 
All Round Boy in 2005, 2006 and 
2008. He has also had four General 
Excellence Awards. He has been in 
school productions since Year 8, in 

the school choir and was awarded a drama blue. 

Mac has a strong focus on his football career and next year hopes 
to play football overseas in Europe or the USA, or attend Auckland 
University to study Psychology or Sport.

ROBBIE McKENZIE
Right through his time at Southland 
Boys’ High School, Robbie excelled 
as an all-rounder. In his final year at 
the school he was Deputy Head Boy.

Robbie’s NCEA Level 1 and Level 2 
were endorsed with Excellence. He 
has received numerous academic 
and sporting awards and in 2011 was 
recognised as the Best All Round Year 
12 Student in School and Games. 
His achievements include: School 
Athletic Champion, SBHS Cross 

Country Champion, Southland 800m/1500m/2000m/3000m 
Steeple Champion, placing at National Athletics level, 1st 
XV Rugby, captain of the 1st VI Volleyball, rowing, triathlon, 
swimming, SBHS Choir, SBHS productions, excellence in Art and 
a passion for playing the bagpipes.

He is a leader and role model. In 2012, Robbie intends to study 
Health Science at Otago University.

TROY SMITH Troy has achieved significant success 
in the sport of cycling. In 2009 Troy 
was a South Island Road Time Trial 
Champion and in 2009 he won 
the Silver Medal in the Team Time 
Trial at the Oceania Games held in 
Invercargill. His future direction in 
the sport of cycling is to obtain his 
Commissars.

Troy has been at Southland Boys’ 
High School for seven years. In 2011 
he was awarded a Prefect’s Badge. He 

plays a significant role in the Peer Mentoring Programme. Troy 
tutors in physics and reading and is a stalwart supporter of the 
Junior Chess Team. Troy is currently the Southland Boys’ High 
School Chess Champion and also a member of the school choir. 
Troy has a strong interest in Performing Arts and in 2011 took 
the challenging lead role of Captain von Trapp in “The Sound of 
Music” SBHS/SGHS Senior Production. He also performed in 
the Invercargill Musical Theatre Company production of “Jesus 
Christ Superstar” Musical.

In 2012 Troy intends to study Physics at the University of Otago.
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Student Musings
Compulsory School Uniforms
Compulsory school uniforms are a good idea because then 
everyone will be treated equally by their peers. If everyone wore 
mufti to school it would look untidy compared to if everyone 
wore uniform. If everyone wore uniform it would make them 
look like they belong to something. I think school uniform should 
be compulsory because then the public can identify what school 
people attend and it makes everyone look like they belong to a 
group. Another reason I think uniforms should be compulsory 
in schools is because it might stop some kids being bullied about 
what they wear when in mufti.

James McLees

Compulsory school uniforms are best. In my opinion having 
compulsory school uniforms is a good idea. Although children 
may disagree with this, parents won’t. Having uniforms saves 
washing clothes every day after school because you are able to 
wear one set of clothes all week.

Another reason having uniforms are good is because children 
can’t be discriminated on by the clothes or the brands they wear 
because everyone is wearing the same clothing. Uniforms are also 
reasonably cheap in comparison to buying 5 sets of clothes for 
school. School uniforms, good or bad, you decide.

Tommie-Joe Small

Single Sex Schools are Best
Single sex schools allow students to put their main focus on to 
education and success. Because males and females learn differently 
and have different interests, it makes sense to use these differences 
to find strengths in both sexes learning strategies. Schools can be 
set up to cater specifically for students’ needs.

Being separated gets rid of the natural attraction both sexes 
have for each other and without the need to show off decreases 
significantly. It’s highly possible that because students are not 
around each other all the time relationships can be stronger.

Boys Only is Best
This statement is shown with precision in Southland Boys’ High 
School. The primary reason why this is best for boys is simply 
masculine competitiveness. This is shown through the likes of 
cultural competitions, on the sports field and within the classroom.

Boys strive to not just beat school standards, but to crush 
standards set by classmates.

With girls not around to distract us, we have our minds set on 
winning and being the best in the class, which in turn moulds us 
into being smarter and better men by the time we leave.

Matthew Jackson

Travel
I feel that travel broadens the mind because you are introduced to 
new events. When we travel we are witness to different cultures, 
different beliefs, unusual flora and fauna and new people. When 
my family and I travelled to Moorea near Tahiti we came across 
new people and how they lived and survived and I realised how 
lucky we New Zealanders are to live in our beautiful country.

I saw amazing flora and fauna such as the Moray eel, the stingray 
and small, tiny electric blue fish that swam near the shore.

To travel around the world is important because we learn to not 
take things that are given or gifted to us for granted, and that 
travel not only broadens the mind but releases the soul.

Jack Ward

Peer Tutoring
The Peer Tutoring programme is now into its seventh year and 
is an integral part of our comprehensive Leadership Programme. 
The Peer Tutoring programme involves older (Years 10, 11, 12 
and 13) boys working one-on-one with Year 7 and 8 boys who 
are experiencing difficulties with their reading. The tutors receive 
training in specific techniques based on the “3 P’s – Pause, Prompt, 
Praise”. This approach is successful in two respects. First the junior 
boys are getting extra help and ‘mileage’ with their reading, and 
secondly, there is the mentoring aspect where the older boys, as 
positive role models, are looking after the younger boys.

2011 Peer Tutors

Year 10
Thomas Boyle Jack Capil Zane Carter
Sydney Caughey Jamie Colvin Nick Dunlevel
Joshua Hayes Nick Kergouzou-De La Boessiere
Nathan Laurie Strathan McKenzie Lee Richardson
Matthew Roberts Sam Rodden Cameron Smith
Sam Smith Nathan Stenton

Year 11
Brett Allan Zachary Andrews Travis Fraser
James Heffernan Lucas Horton Jacob Howe
Harry Hunter Thomas Laidlaw James Larsen
Robert McDonald Brayden McStay Sam Robertson
Timothy Shanks Kenji Suzuki Lachlan Wood
Ben Yeo

Year 12
Connor Harvey Daniel Kent Jake Henderson
Jordan Hopa Michael Lee Lachlan McKenzie
Stephen Tapu-Te Whenua Jonty Waddell
Jase Stewart Bradley Hamlin Caleb Mitchell
Hamish O’Brien Dylan Price Ryan Warhurst

Year 13
Eric Tan Jamie Culling Robbie McKenzie
Jesse Robertson Mackenzie Smith Troy Smith
Corey Sutton Jayden Tohill Jason Dobson
Jay van den Arend Cameron Richardson Rory Whatson
Alex Collins Liam Crosbie Michael Brownlie
Stephen Howard Ryan McGown Cameron Veint
Fayez Shahbaz Keanu Kahukura Ben McKerchar

Peer Support
This programme is designed to help facilitate the transition 
of Year 7 new entrants into the school life of Southland Boys’ 
High School. Up until this year we have used Year 13 boys as 
Peer Support Leaders but after our review of school leadership 
opportunities it was decided to give a group of Year 12 boys the 
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opportunity to work with the younger students during Term 
1 of 2011. The Peer Support Leaders had a full day of training 
once their NCEA exams finished in November 2010. During 
the training day the boys participated in a variety of games and 
activities, all designed to help develop trust, cooperation and a 
sense of belonging. The Leaders worked with the Year 7 students 
in small groups throughout Term 1 to ensure they were making 
new friends and adapting to their new environment.

2011 Peer Support Leaders
Robert Allan Tim Deuchrass Ben Hammond
Ryan McGregor Richard Mouat Ivan Snyman
Matt Wesney Morgan Buckingham Nathan Frisby
Michael Lee Ben McLean Thomas Officer
Daniel Stronach Rowan Cox Bradley Hamlin
Fraser Mathieson Caleb Mitchell Taylor Scott
Jonty Waddell Christopher Brash Jacob Duffy
Jake Henderson Lachlan McKenzie Hamish O’Brien
Jase Stewart Henry Burns Liam Grant
Ethan Maheno Ricky Miller Jack Robertson
Stephen Tapu-Te Whenua

opportunity for older students to work with younger students.  
This is an arrangement where everyone benefits, the younger 
students who the mentors work with and the mentors themselves, 
by gaining valuable skills that are transferable into life beyond 
school.  This is an important part of modelling the school motto 
and mission statement “Not for school but for life we are learning’

Year 13 Mentors
Troy Smith Rory Gentle Ben McKerchar
Macrae Sanderson Jason Dobson Nic Mainland
Mitchell Harvey Kieran O’Connor Graydon Hayes
Sam Milne Jesse Robertson Joshua Mangos
Zac Ghazally Braydon Peterson Guy Barnsdale
Fraser Beck Joshua Thompson Cameron Veint
Keanu Kahukura Cameron Richardson Jayden Tohill
Alfie Broughton Andrew Miller Corey Sutton
Hapimana Lines-Tohiariki Jonty Brown
Mackenzie Smith  Sam Anderson  Cody Oughton
Shaun Fraser Angus Larsen Michael Paterson

Prefects
At Southland Boys’ High School gaining the honour of a Prefect’s 
badge is not simply a matter of demonstrating excellence in a 
particular field or endeavour. Rather it is an honour gained through 
the demonstration of a willingness to be of service to others. 
In this way the Prefect’s leadership role is widened to provide a 
number of different kinds of leaders who all show commitment 
to helping others. In October 2010 we named 7 Prefects and after 

PREFECTS

Mentoring
On the Leadership Camp in early February and during the 
course of the year, the Year 13 boys were given the opportunity 
to ‘volunteer’ their services as a mentor in areas in which they 
have a particular strength or interest.  Like the Peer Tutoring 
and Peer Support programmes, the Mentoring Programme is an 
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Prefect Pen Portraits
Key: 
Nickname-  NN
Hero-  H
Claim to fame-  C2F
Likes to watch-  L2W
Probable Destination PD
Favourite Past time-  FPT
Trademark-  TM
Looks like-  LL

Stanley McDowall
NN:  Goat
H:  Ben Brown
C2F:  Hairline, lack of clothes
L2W:  Cod videos, magic
PD:  Sticky TV Host
FPT:  Eating out beans
TM:  The goat
LL:  Vegeta

Ben McKerchar
NN:  Goldilocks (& the three bears)
H:  Pa Greg, Wazza
C2F:  3 Standards in one night
L2W:  Himself in the mirror
PD:  In the middle of a photo
FPT:  Claiming Maori Ethnicity
TM:  Raufeeshi!
LL:  Ricky Miller

Callyn ‘Kaumatua’ Lindsay
NN:  Punky
H:  Tama Iti
C2F:  Kesha
L2W:  Kai Time
PD:  Jail
FPT:  Riding Whales
TM:  “What’s for lunch Tay?”
LL:  Mitre 10 Mega Guy

Jonty Brown
NN:  Friendly Old Wasp
H:  Ray Laurenson
CTF:  Sarah McDonald
LTW:  Animal Planet
PD:  Alliance Freezing Works
FPT:  Couples Nights
TM:  Muss Puss (Cat name)
LL:  Hubert Salter

‘Just’ Jayden Tohill
NN:  Frank Ying

H:  Jamie Swift
C2F:  Cody’s brother
LTW:  Hentai
PD:  SBHS Caretaker
FPT:  Visiting Cindy
TM:  Deathly Stare
LL:  Cody

Cody Oughton
NN:  Tenzing
H:  Max Baird
C2F:  Hillary Thayer
L2W:  Mac Popham
PD:  Japanese Ambassador
FPT:  Fighting Cops
TM:  Teddy Bear
LL:  Jackie Chan

Jason Dobson
NN:  Peropi
H:  Mr Puna
C2F:  House being on MTV Cribs
L2W:  Himself in the gym mirror
PD:  City College, Dunedin
FPT:  Benching for the Blue
TM:  Chuckle and big chest
LL:  Connor Todd

Mitchell Harvey
NN:  Skuddz, Me Mate
H:  Anthony
C2F:  Mates with J.V.O
L2W: Chat Roulette
PD:  569 Gillespie Road, Te Anau
TM:  Smart Remarks
LL:  Nathan Fien

Jesse Robertson
NN:  Jes
H:  Taylor Lautner
C2F:  Ash, Biceps
L2W:  American Football
PD:  Bombay Palace/Curry Guru
FPT:  Maori Warden Patrol
TM:  “Its cos Im Brown”
LL:  Joeari Turia

Keanu Kahukura
NN:  Nu
H:  Zac Archer
C2F:  Inventing the word “Skuxx”
L2W:  McDowall on weekends
FPT:  Popping corn at movies

Alfie Broughton
NN:  Tree, Pins
H:  Paul Tito
C2F:  Losing Prefect Tie
L2W:  Jono Dennison 

receiving perfect line-
out ball

PD:  Fiordland National Park
FPT:  Yarns with Mr Parkinson
TM:  Bung Eye
LL:  Jack Sonny-Bill Lovett-

Hurst

Troy Smith
NN:  Cheeser
H:  Shannon Pahl
C2F:  7 Vietnamese wives
L2W:  Men in lycra
FPT:  “Sound of Music” kiss 

scene <3
TM:  “I’m a schnake ssss”
LL:  Ho Chi Minh

Jamie Culling
NN:  Mr Burns
H:  Michael Culling
C2F:  Featured on Simpsons
L2W:  Smithers
PD:  Springfield Nuclear 

Plant
FPT:  Conjuring evil schemes
TM:  “Excellent”
LL:  Mr Burns 

 

Mackenzie Smith
NN:  Piri Smasher
H:  Chelsea King
C2F:  Semi-Pro Soccer Player
L2W:  Manchester United
FPT:  Smashing Piri’s
TM:  Getting on his knees
LL:  Wayne Rooney

Fraser Leonard Beck
NN:  Fraser Beck
H:  Richard Dickel
C2F:  Superior Spouse
L2W:  Free-view Television
PD:  Southland Flyers
FPT:  Calf Muscle Exercises
TM:  F.B get money
LL:  Ricky Miller

the Leadership Camp in February 2011 we 
named a further 14 Prefects:

TM:  Step 
LL:  Hone Hohepa

Robbie McKenzie
NN:  Whip
H:  Robbie McKenzie
C2F:  Cheating
L2W:  Other peoples’ papers
PD:  Laurens Hall
FPT:  6am Studying
TM: ”Im gonna fail”
LL:  A Skuxx G

Hapimana Lines-Tohiariki
NN:  Hapz
H:  James McDonald
C2F:  Vegetarian
L2W:  Maori TV
PD:  Alliance Meatworks
FPT:  Being Late
TM:  Screaming Outbursts/Lethal 

Long Ball
LL:  SBW

Fayez Shabaz
NN:  Fuzz
H:  Toppled Middle Eastern 

Dictators
C2F:  Dramatic Weight Loss
L2W:  Real Life Gossip Girls
PD:  Flight 595
FPT:  Being an Arab in Sweden
TM:  “I’m not Year 14” 
LL:  The first Swede-Arab Cross

Cameron Richardson
NN:  Yank
H:  Black Rappers/Preachers
C2F:  Sandwich
L2W:  Men grappling each other
PD:  Missionary in North Korea
TM:  “Before I blew my knee out” 
LL:  Your average horse

Kieran O’Connor
NN:  Wookie
H:  Maggie Burrows
C2F:  Four in Four Weeks
L2W:  From the top
PD:  The Couch
TM:  I got it in
LL:  Chewbaka

Keanu Kahukura Head Boy
Robbie McKenzie Deputy Head Boy
Ben McKerchar Deputy Head Boy

Fraser Beck Alfie Broughton 
Jonty Brown Jamie Culling 
Jason Dobson Mitchell Harvey
Graydon Hayes Hapimana Lines-Tohiariki
Callyn Lindsay Stanley McDowall 
Kieran O’Connor Cody Oughton 
Cameron Richardson Jesse Robertson
Fayez Shahbaz Mackenzie Smith 
Troy Smith Jayden Tohill
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Leadership
At Southland Boys’ High School we offer leadership opportunities 
at all levels rather than just for the senior students. At the end 
of 2009 we had a review of the existing leadership opportunities 
that were available to the boys and this resulted in the formulation 
of a new Leadership Pathways System. Along with the traditional 
leadership opportunities such as Peer Tutoring, House Captains 
and Prefects etc, we identified a number of additional ‘pathways’ 
that the boys could join then follow through as leaders. The 
identified ‘pathways’ include: Junior Council, sports, arts, cultural 
etc. Entry into these pathways is multi-level and for many, entry 
can be right from Year 7.

Year 13 Leadership Camp
In a world where leadership was found wanting, a group of 
individuals came together in a top secret location somewhere south 
of the equator to fill this deficit. The training was hard, thorough 
and without mercy. Students left on crutches, most were mentally 
exhausted, but all were inspired nonetheless. Thanks is due to the 
dedicated teachers who took it upon themselves to teach the Year 
13 class of 2011 skills that many would have believed impossible 
to teach to teenage boys. These included appropriate social 
communication, directed by Ms Dalzell, in which all boys had to 
share a little bit about themselves, then provide a custom remix to 
our infamous school song. Ms Russell then coordinated an eye-
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opening session that gave a deeper appreciation of who they were 
as an individual, revealing the very make up of the participants. 
The infamous Mr Richardson even gave them some quality advice 
from his forte, the kitchen. Let’s just say mince might be top of 
the menu for most meals devised in that notorious first year of 
flatting.

Highlights aside from these engaging sessions included intense 
games of bullrush and capture the flag, which fuelled much of 
the competitive nature found within those present and a mind-
blowing campfire talk from Mr Baldwin at his devastating best. 
This intensive camp came to a close by means of a unanimous 
democratic election process. It is fair to say the rift was filled and 
the school was in safe hands for another year…future students 
beware, it will change you.

Cameron Richardson and Robbie McKenzie

 Year 13 Borland Leadership Camp 2011 
Thoughts from Students

• One great thing about this camp was the range of activities: 
everyone found something that they liked

• This camp has been a great experience. I learnt a lot about 
leadership and mentoring

• I liked the team building session as it brought out the leader in 
all of us

• Both the teachers and the students were easy to get along with

• I learnt a lot about myself and my peers. This camp taught me 
what it means to be a leader

• I think I have a more open mind to new ideas and a better sense 
of the family and brotherhood of SBHS

• It was good to learn about how we think and then apply that to 
different situations

• The Careers session was really helpful. It made me think about 
the direction I am going in and how I am going to get there

• I don’t like public speaking, but that session was good for me! 
It made me think about the way I think as well as about how 
others think

• We made stronger bonds and became a more effective unit

• We feel as though we really are the leaders of the school

• This camp was awesome. Being together over the three days of 
the camp meant we bonded, both as a student unit and with 
the staff. We learnt how we operate and to accept that we are all 
different, yet united under the SBHS banner

• The camp activities that we were all involved in really helped us 
connect as a group

 UN Youth Declaration Report
From the 16th to 18th of April, during the 2 week Easter holidays 
I was lucky enough to travel to Auckland for a 3 day conference 
called UN Youth Declaration. After being informed about this 
opportunity at leadership camp I quickly signed up my name 
and started the extensive paper work. After numerous emails and 
phone calls an opportunity to acquire one of two South Island 
Scholarships for $300 dollars presented itself, the catch was to 
write a one page essay stating why you would like to attend Youth 
Declaration and how this Scholarship would benefit you. I sent 
my essay not really expecting to actually get the scholarship but 
a few days later I received an email saying that I had been chosen 
to receive the Scholarship. This was wonderful news and it was a 
great start to the holidays!

The conference was held primarily in the Engineering Block of 
Auckland University, on the first day we were welcomed by the 
main co-ordinators, as well as a guest video by John Key saying 
how wonderful it was that the Youth are getting involved in such 
affairs. After the welcoming we were treated with numerous 
workshops about racism, human rights protection; guest speakers 
like the CEO of OXFAM and a highly entertaining panel debate 
which included the Green MP Gareth Hughes. The objective 
of this conference was to present to John Key himself and 
numerous other members of parliament a Youth Declaration. 
This Declaration was our voice and was symbolic to the other 
primary objectives to empower youth to become actively engaged 
in our community and society. After these workshops we split 
into our focus groups, these groups ranged from Child and 
Gender, Education, Environment, Health, Foreign Affairs, Justice, 
Social Development, Substance Abuse, Leadership, Economic 
Development, Maori and Pacific Island Affairs and New Zealand 
Identity. I was in the child and gender focus group.

We split off into our groups and then were entertained by an 
expert guest speaker. Our guest speaker spoke about two major 

Next Generation Leaders Programme
Congratulations to Jordan Hopa, who is the recipient of the Fuji 
Xerox Peter Blake Scholarship. This programme aims to inspire, 
motivate and educate the next generation of Kiwi leaders to the 
pathways open to them as they leave school and move on to the 
next stage in their lives.
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issues, the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of all 
forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) as well as 
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC). 
We debated in length of the current issues and barriers which 
were affecting Women and Children in New Zealand. Such topics 
of interest included inequality of women in comparison to men 
in numerous forms, for example the workforce. We talked about 
the negative effects of stereotypes and prejudice on our society. 
We talked about the need to implement a substantial culture 
change in our society, as we believed the root of all these issues 
lies deep within our cultural heritage. We concluded the day by 
briefly brainstorming some concepts and ideas about what laws 
and legislation we would like to discuss and debate.

Day 2: Began with a bang. We were seated in the substantially 
large lecture hall which easily accommodated our delegate group 
of 144 people from all corners of New Zealand. Speaking to us 
today was a UNICEF representative as well as two UNICEF Youth 
Ambassadors. The aim of these presentations was to inspire Youth 
to reach their full potential and contribute to society in any shape 
or form. The speakers enthusiastically spoke about breaking 
down the barriers between the older generation and the younger 
generation for the benefit of society development. They preached 
about Youth Engagement and Empowerment and encouraged us 
to in the words of Mahatma Ghandi “Be the change you want to 
see in the world”. This is the Year of the Youth and it is our time to 
stand up and be heard. 

Following the UNICEF presentation we split off into our focus 
groups again and for the remainder of the day we debated and 
discussed our topic of Child and Gender Issues. These discussions 
were highly entertaining and academic. Furthermore it was a 
very nice atmosphere and everybody in our group was able to 
confidently contribute their thoughts and beliefs without the 
fear of group retribution. The main topics we discussed was the 
voting age, age to find out who your real parents are, abortion, 
civil unions, sex education, alcohol and its relation to violence, 
increased victim support service and prejudice towards women 
in the workforce. We concluded day 2 with a well written report 
of beliefs and clauses for the Prime Minister himself to read. Of 
course with most things in life with all this work we were doing, we 
were rewarded with a fantastic buffet dinner at the Rydges Hotel. 
So it was time to suit up, and suit up we did and surprisingly the 
boys scrubbed up well and the ladies were just stunning.

Day 3: Was the final day of the conference and it was time to 
propose our clauses to the other delegates in the lecture hall. One 
by one each group came to the front of the podium and declared 
their beliefs and clauses and heated arguments ensued. The whole 
delegate force debated and discussed the terms of the declaration. 
Some clauses were struck out whilst others were changed but most 
of them were widely accepted. By 3pm after 6 hours of plenary 
sessions our voices, opinions and beliefs were all transcribed to 
a united Youth Declaration of 2011. This declaration was then 
presented to members of the Auckland City Council where they 
assured us this document would be read by numerous members 
of parliament, including the man they call the ‘smiling assassin’ 
John Key himself. The conference concluded with everyone 
coming together taking a group photo, of course we also had to 
stop by the local Starbucks and top up on some creamy double 
chocolate chip frappechinos. 

This conference was a wonderful event which I recommend to 
all the boys who have an interest in international and national 
affairs. It was a great opportunity to meet and discuss with all the 
like minded individuals who were keen to have their voices heard 

and make a difference in their respective communities. It was a 
truly inspirational event that has encouraged me to become more 
actively engaged in my local community and have my voice heard. 
It is essential that more youth get involved in events like these as 
it is true, we are the future so it is important that we are heard. 
This is the Year of the Youth, so I encourage everyone to rise like 
a phoenix from the ashes and “be the change you want to see in 
the world”. I will leave YOU the reader to dwell on this quote from 
the very wise and current American president, Barrack Obama, 
“Change will not come if we wait for some other person, or some 
other time. We are the ones we have been waiting for. We are the 
change we seek”. We are the change boys! So let’s get out there and 
make a difference!’’

Fayez Shahbaz

Trust Power Community Awards
Congratulations to Keanu Kahukura who was awarded a Youth 
Spirit award at the Trust Power Southland Community Awards.  
Keanu who is a natural leader and involved in a variety of events 
and groups, received a framed certificate and $500 prize money, 
half of which he will donate to the Invercargill City Impact 
Church Invercargill Youth Group.
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Year 7-8 Report
Another exciting year is almost over for the Year 7 and 8s. This 
year we have had 5 classes in Year 7 and 5 in Year 8. We welcomed 
a new staff member during the year in Mr Tonga and also Mrs 
Marshall took over a homeroom class.

A big goal this year was to improve the results of students in Year 
7-8 and get the boys who were achieving above our expectations 
to push further. In term 1 this started with the introduction of a 
grade point average. This determined who was top in a subject 
area in each year level, each term. This has become somewhat of a 
competition and the boys are striving to be number 1! 

The Year 7 students started off this year in parallel education with 
SGHS. The boys did a number of tasks with the girls. The Year 7s 
then had their overnight camp at Taringatura which was a huge 
success. In term one the annual interschool tournaments were 
held with Balmacewen and John McGlashan from Dunedin. The 
boys played very well and were role models to our school.

Term 2 was another busy term with the Year 8 students making 
their way to Deep Cove for three nights. It was really good for the 
boys to link their learning in a real life context. We also started 
our winter interschool tournaments with Balmacewen and John 
McGlashan. Also this term the choir festival was another highlight 
with Tom Doyle-Franklin doing a great solo in the combined 
choir.

Term 3 started with the boys getting involved in the Polyfest. This 
was a credit to all the hard work the boys and teachers put into 
this. This year we also entered two teams in the Southland BP 
Technology Challenge. The boys were a credit to the school and 
went one better than last year and won the competition. Well done 
to David Hourston, Kieran O’Neill, Hayden Smith and Yannis 
Warrender. The production was outstanding and was enjoyed by 
all. The production of “Thoroughly Modern Millie” was a very 
professional presentation with some great humour added. Well 
done to all involved in this.

In a shortened term 4 our Year 7-8 Squash team went to the South 
Island Intermediate Tournament in Christchurch. The team of 
Regan McNaught, Alex Tait and Mitchell Kempton took out the 
South Island Title without losing one game! Outstanding!

The performance of our Year 7-8 Kapa Haka group with the 
support of SGHS at the Southland Competition was very 
successful. The boys made the stage their own and it was hard to 
believe this was the first time that SBHS and SGHS had performed 
at this competition.

 I would like to wish all our Year 8 students the best of luck in 
their journey into the senior school. For the Year 7 students I look 
forward to seeing you step up as leaders and keep improving on 
the great results you all have achieved this year.

I would also like to thank all the Teachers and Teacher Aides who 
have helped these students develop and the effort that you all have 
put in this year.

Listed below are some of the great achievements our Year 7 and 8 
students have achieved this year.

Team Competitions
Team Position – Competition
1st Yr 8 SMAC Maths (Ryan Chatfield, Kieran O’Neill, Nic Blom  
 and Rhys Broad)

1st BP Technology Challenge (Kieran O’Neill, Hayden Smith,  
 Yannis Warrender and David Hourston)
2nd Yr 7 SMAC Maths (Hayden Smith, Ethan Yeo, Morgan   
 Ormsby and Ben Pope)
2nd Yr 8 SMAC Maths (Hunter Te Awhe, Shiloh Tupua, Hayden  
 McElligott and Matthew Colyer).

Individual Competitions
Placing Competition Name
1st Yr 7/8 Putake Korero English 
 Speech Competition Alex Tait
3rd  Yr 7/8 Creative Southland 
 Speech Competition Henry Smith 

Sporting Competitions
Placing Competition Name
1st South Island Intermediate 
 Squash Tournament  Alex Tait, Regan McNaught  
  and Mitchell Kempton 

International Competitions
Competition Grade Name
ICAS Spelling Year 7 Distinction (Top 10%) Cairo Pennicott
ICAS Maths Year 7 Distinction (Top 5%) Callum Holloway
ICAS Maths Year 7 Distinction (Top 7%) Keefe Stephens
ICAS Maths Year 7 Distinction (Top 10% Ethan Yeo
Australian Maths Year 7 Distinction (Top 8%) Dylan Erskine
Australian Maths Year 7 Distinction (Top 11%) Hayden Smith

Geoff Folster (Proud Head of Year 7/8)

Poems written in the Year 7 Literacy class after being at Camp 
Turingatura in Term one.

Camp Taringatura

Taringatura camp is fun
An awesome place to camp
Rats are living there!
In the cabin it is real smelly!
Nice place to be at
Gross as bathroom!
All the food is yum
Tall trees are everywhere
Uncool bush walk
River is fun to play in
Arrows are fun to shoot.

Callum Moroney Y7

Camp Taringatura

The river was so cold!
An awesome place to camp
Running in the bushes with torches!
Inside the cabins having fun
New activities that I’d never done
Getting ready for the big walk
At the river playing in the mud
Trying to eat when people are  
making me laugh
Us trying not to go to sleep!
Record for me beating the  
horizontal bungee!
At camp having fun!

KIDS’ LIT QUIZ – March 2011

For the first time ever, SBHS entered a team in this event. Year 
8 boys Mitchell Holden, David Meades, Liam Ottley and Alex 
Campbell made up the team to attend the competition in Gore. 
There were 14 teams from all around Southland, competing to 
be the winning team to go on to the National final! Our team 
placed 5th, which was a great first time effort!!! Looking forward 
to attending again in 2012, for a top four placing!

POETRY

Cameron Kuresa Year 7
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YEAR 7/8 SPORTS HONOURS 
– Those who have represented Southland or higher

CRICKET
Tom Capil
Bradley Jackson
Nathan Geraghty
Thomas Kennedy
Ethan Yeo
Cody McKenzie
Bailey Taylor
Ben Pope
Alex Tait

HOCKEY
Haydon McElligott
Lachlan Graham
Cody McKenzie
Mitchell Kempton

BASKETBALL
Tom Capil
Brayden Horton
Darcy More
Quinn White
Kaleb Kahukura
Keefe Stephens
Keegan Fiebig
Jordan Frisken

FOOTBALL
Trae Proudlock
Jimmy Duncan
Josh McNamara
Aidan Windle
Adam Hoffman
Alex Campbell
Kaemyn Smith
Jared Cuff
Alex Tait
Henry Smith

WATERPOLO
Jackson Crooks
Troy Tomlins

TENNIS
Rory Sinclair
Thomas Winter

SOFTBALL
Kaelib Hamill-Smith

CYCLING
Joshua Carpenter
Lachlan Graham

TRIATHLON
Matthew Colyer

TABLE TENNIS
Nathan Geraghty

ICE HOCKEY
Nic Blom

SQUASH
Mitchell Kempton
Cody McKenzie
Regan McNaught
Alex Tait

BOXING
Jasen Scobie

RUGBY
Keegan Winter
George Phillips
Ethan Yeo
Hughan Sharp
Brad Kooman
Harry Small
Kaleb Talamahina
Ben Pope
Jeremy Ryan
Mitch Pereira
Shiloh Tupua
Josh Keenan
Harry Burgess
Mitch Taylor
Sam Nicolson
Cooper Miller
Anton Pahl
Logan Jones
Gregor Wood

TOUCH RUGBY
Callum Holloway
Caleb Spain
Keegan Winter
Ethan Yeo
Khan Lloyd-Cullen
Brad Kooman
Te Kaanu Te Huia
Kaleb Talamahina
Ben Pope
William Burnett
Blake Tempero
Mitch Taylor
Sam Nicolson

YEAR 7/8 SPORTS STUDENT COACHES
– Year 7/8 would like to thank these SBHS students who      
 have coached them in a variety of sports

BASKETBALL
Chris Neho
James McDonald
Jake Hansen

RUGBY
Ben McKerchar
Jackson Wallace
Patrick Clegg
Kieran O’Connor
Caleb Mitchell

TOUCH RUGBY
Josh Tipu
Joe Rabbitt
Hayden Edgley
Tre McKenzie
Marlon Adcock
Oliver Stirling
Taamati Harris
Neihana Kahukura
Sam De Vries
George Karamaena

WATERPOLO
Robert McDonald
Jake Howe
Michael Lee
Stanley McDowall

VOLLEYBALL
Mackenzie Smith
Jesse Robertson
Robbie McKenzie

CHESS
Troy Smith

YEAR 7 AND 8 SWIMMING 
Four of our boys entered in the Southland Junior Schools 
Swimming Champs in May.  Their results were:

TROY TOMLINS – Year 7   
1st boys 11 yrs 50 breaststroke
2nd boys 11yrs 50 backstroke
2nd boys 11 yrs  50 butterfly
2nd boys 11 yrs 50 freestyle
 
MITCHELL HOLDEN – Year 8
1st boys 12 yrs 50 freestyle
2nd boys 12yrs 50 backstroke
2nd boys 12yrs 50 breaststroke
2nd boys 12yrs 50 butterfly
 

TACKLE TENS
Jayden Tohill
Ryan Egerton
Jason Dobson
Ben McKerchar

7/8 BALMACEWEN SUMMER INTERSCHOOL

At 7:30 we departed from SBHS to Balmacewen to play Touch, 
Cricket, Waterpolo and Tennis in our Summer Interschool.  On 
the way up we had a few stops caused by illness, which didn’t help 
anyone’s concentration on their sport.  

At 10:30 we finally arrived at Dunedin, when we got there we had 
to get changed because the Year 8s’ first game was only 30 minutes 
away. Due to a lack of numbers Te Kaanu Te Huia and Kaleb 
Talamahina had to play for the Year 8s. It was a very tough game 
ending in a drop off. Sadly Balmacewen won the game. 

The Year 7s were up next, which happened to be a one sided game. 
SBHS took the game comfortably. The next game was SBHS/
SGHS mixed game, the Year 8s played first and won. The Year 7 
mixed team were up next and they won also.  

We also had a very successful game of Cricket. Things were looking 
gloomy with 1 wicket to spare, 2 overs and 30 runs needed for us 
to win. In steps Torell Baker to the pitch and smashed a few sixes 
and fours to seal the match with an over to spare. 

It was an exciting day for SBHS and Mr Folster was super excited 
with his Cricket team’s victory. 

A big thanks to all the Coaches and Staff involved. 

Jeremy Ryan, Te Kaanu Te Huia and Kaleb Talamahina

BRADLEY KNIPE – Year 8
5th boys 12yrs 50 backstroke
7th boys 12yrs 50 freestyle
 
YANNIS WARRENDER – Year 8
5th boys 12yrs 50 freestyle
7th boys 12yrs 50 backstroke
 
SBHS Medley Relay  3rd
SBHS Freestyle Relay  3rd

In addition to this, Mitchell Holder was named the ‘Top Male 
Swimmer’ at the meet.

7/8 BALMACEWEN WINTER INTERSCHOOL

It was second period and we all had to meet in the Gym to watch 
the Basketball team play the Balmacewen Year 7 team, followed up 
by the Year 8 team. We lost both games by quite a lot. 
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7/8 JOHN MCGLASHAN WINTER INTERSCHOOL

On the 10th August SBHS took part in an Interschool against 
John McGlashan. SBHS took part in a lot of sports like Rugby, 
Soccer, Basketball, Hockey and Chess. 

The Rugby team had an exciting win, but had an upset at the 
beginning of the game with Logan Jones getting knocked out. 
With the team upset, they carried on playing and won 61-0. 

The Basketball team won 68-42 with an intense and exciting win. 

SBHS looked to have a roll on with the Hockey team also winning 
3-1 in a tense game. 

Our Football team played their hearts out, but went down 11-1.  
Our Chess team also lost 6-2. 

A special thanks to Chris Neho, Caleb Mitchell, Troy Smith as well 
as Mr Puna and Mr Grant, we couldn’t have done it without you. 
But with Miss Mulligan’s effort we got there, so a big thanks to her. 

Gregor Wood (Rugby Captain)

SOUTHSPELL

This year we entered 3 teams in the Annual South Spell 
Competition at James Hargest College. The boys had extra 
lessons for 5 weeks refining their adverbs, conjunctions, prefixes, 
apostrophes and of course spelling skills. They competed against 
22 other teams and their hard work paid off gaining great results 
in the competition. Team Three also picked up the prize for ‘Best 
Manners’ winning book vouchers.

Team One- 5th 
Oliver Lee
Jayden Smith
Cairo Pennicott
Connor Stirling

Team Two-10th
Harry Burgess
Alex Tait
Henry Smith
Jaden Castle

Team Three-15th
Alex Campbell
David Meads
Matthew Colyer
Caleb Whelan

CREATIVE SOUTHLAND SPEECH COMPETITION

Henry Smith, Year 8, placed third in this Southland-wide 
competition in October.  In order to qualify for the Grand Final, 
Henry had to give his speech four times – at a class, school, cluster 
and area level.  A significant achievement!  Well done to Henry 
for an extremely well planned and confidently delivered speech.

It was finally 3rd period and the Rugby team was in the changing 
room getting warmed up for the big encounter. The whistle went 
and the match was on, it got to half time and we were up about 20 
points. But there was still room for improvement. We knew that if 
we kept our foot flat on the throttle we would win, and it turned 
out that way. 

Our team showed good discipline throughout the game. Ben Pope 
scored 3 tries, Mitch Taylor set that standard with some great 
defence in the backline and Kaleb Talamahina kicked well. 

Kaleb Talamahina, Jeremy Ryan and Ben Pope

SMAC MATHS YEAR 8 2011

For the first time in SMAC Maths history Southland Boys’ High 
School has won the competition. Our Year 8 team of Ryan 
Chatfield, Kieran O’Neil, Nick Blom, Rhys Broad won the tie-
breaker to take the glory. Not only did we get first but we also got 
second which made for a very successful night for our Year 8 boys. 
The students worked extremely hard for the 3 weeks leading up 
to the competition and ended up with the ideal result. Mr Puna 
was proud of all the boys who represented the school at SMAC 
Maths 2011. 

Year 8 Team 
Ryan Chatfield, Kieran O’Neill, Nick Blom, Rhys Broad, Hayden 
McElligott,  Hunter Te Awhe, Shiloh Tupua, Mathew Colyer,  Kyle 
Jameson,  David Meades, Regan McNaught, Cody  McKenzie, 
Wade Calder, Ryan Edgley,  Jaden Castle, Alex Tait.

BADMINTON

It has been an impressive season for this year’s Badminton team 
at Southland Boys’ High School. The team is made up of Michael 
Patterson, Tyler Young, Corey Stevens, Nic Thrupp, Lachlan 
McKenzie and Danny Leung. The annual interschool tournaments 
were held against Otago Boys’, King’s and Waitaki. 
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to smash their spinner to all parts and ended up on 33 not out 
including one massive 6. The boys kept their unbeaten interschool 
record intact with a 5 wicket win. 

In the New Zealand wide Milo Cup competition we won our first 
game against Verdon getting 118-6 off 20 overs and then bowling 
them out for 21. This included a hat trick to Ben Pope. We then 
beat Fiordland College. They got 61-7 and we passed this in the 
12th over. Thanks largely to 43 not out by Alex Tait.

The Southland final was in Gore against Blue Mountain College. 
We lost the toss on a wet day and were put in. We only managed 
to get 98 all out. This score was never going be enough when the 
weather cleared. They passed our score 8 down thanks to some 
big hitting. 

This was a dissapointing way to finish the season but with 5 
players back next year and a year to grow we look forward to a big 
season in 2012.

First up was a clash with Otago Boys’. Their team was extremely 
strong and thumped our new combination 6-0. After this 
interschool some hard training was required. Next up was Waitaki 
Boys’ and after a poor start the boys got it together and had a 
3-3 victory on count back. This was a great performance as our 
top player was away playing at the Nationals. Then we faced old 
foes King’s High School. The boys put everything together and 
produced some top class badminton and won 5-1. A special 
mention needs to go to Tyler and Michael who may have played 
their last games for the school. Well done for your contribution to 
Badminton at SBHS.

The weekly Southland Competition was entered in term two and 
three. We had three Year 9-13 teams and three Year 7-8 teams. It 
was great to have such a strong representation from the school.

Term 2 saw us find some new players around the school and some 
coaching happened at lunchtimes to get these young men up to 
speed. The Year 9-13 team took out the weekly term 2 competition.

In Term 3 the teams showed massive improvement. The boys took 
out not only the Year 9-13 competition but they also won the Year 
7-8 competition. 

Special mention this year goes to Tyler Young making the 
Southland Under 19 Team and Bradley Jackson winning all 
three Southland Under 13 titles. I look forward to the continual 
resurgence of Badminton at Southland Boys’ next year.

Mr Folster (Teacher in Charge of Badminton)

YEAR 7 AND 8 CRICKET

This season we had 2 teams in the weekly competition held on 
Friday nights. These teams were looked after well by some of our 
seniors and produced some pleasing results.

The Milo Cup team this year was all about rebuilding with only 
Alex Tait back from last year’s team. The team had two excellent 
victories in their annual interschools. The first game was against 
John McGlashan from Dunedin. After losing the toss and being put 
in Captain Alex Tait led from the front with an innings of 45 and was 
well supported with Tom Capil making 24 and Ethan Molloy making 
16. The team ended up with 147 from its 30 overs. A great fielding 
display which saw 4 run outs paved the way for a victory by 24 runs.

The next interschool was against Balmacewen from Dunedin. 
After winning the toss on a cold day in Dunedin we put them 
into bat. They managed 97-4 off their 25 overs. Alex Tait bowled 
well and finished with the figures of 3-16 off 5 overs. At 61-4 we 
were struggling to keep up with the run rate. Then in came Torrell 
Bakker in his last game at Southland Boys’. He decided it was his 
day to shine and when we needed 36 off 5 overs he proceeded 

YEAR 7 AND 8 CHOIR

Our choir performed as part of the ILT Invercargill Schools’ 
Sing Out on Tuesday 13 September.  In addition to the massed 
choir singing and SBHS’s two individual songs, highlights of 
their performance included doing the Haka in the middle of the 
National Anthem, Tom Doyle-Franklin (Y7) singing solo and Josh 
Payne (Y9) Rock n Roll dancing.  Sam Smith (Y10) did a fabulous 
job as the MC and Matthew Jackson and Lee Richardson (Y10) 
did a superb job as Stage crew. Well done to all those involved!

Choir Members…..
Y8 Taine Forbes, Bailey Newcombe, Caleb Whelan, Harry Burgess, 
Elejah Russell, Daniel Culhane

Y7 Keiryn Gibbs, Xzavia Johnson, Tom Capil, Sam Kelly,  Jackson 
Crooks, Bailey Mowday, Anthony Horton, Liam McGregor, James 
Redman, Logan Halder, Lachlan Graham, Tom Doyle-Franklin, 
Bradley Jackson, Andrew Hood, Liam Robertson, Rory Sinclair.
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Year 10 Camps at Boyd Creek  
This year, with the 
limited time available 
in Term four – Year 
10 camps ran dur-
ing weeks 5 and 6 
with students able to 
register for a camp, 
rather than attending 
in class groups.  Pref-
erence were students 
who had worked hard 
throughout the year, 
and those who had 
not been on a daily 
report card.  Students 
were able to register at 
the sports office or see 
a PE staff member for 
further information.

Camps were held at 
the school Lodge near 
Te Anau, with a range 
of activities e.g. cav-
ing, flat water kayak-
ing, bush navigation, 
bivvy building, low 
ropes course, tramp-
ing, shooting and 
some activity which 

was dependent on weather conditions.  Students were in tents, 
with the exception of some groups building bivvies to stay in. Stu-
dents were expected to plan and coordinate their camp menu in 
groups and this was implemented at school during class / Tutor 
Time.

PED Camp, curling. PED Camp, mountain biking.
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Careers
INCUBATOR PROGRAMME 2011
Incubator is an exciting innovative programme at SBHS which 
offers the opportunity to senior students to experience health 
from a new perspective.

Programme Incubator was developed by the Hawkes Bay District 
Health Board in 2007 and in conjunction with Southland District 
Health Board in 2009 implemented Year 1 at Aurora College. This 
year  Aurora College has Year 3 of the programme and Year 2 at 
Menzies College, Verdon College and SBHS. 

The programme is a workforce development initiative designed to 
nurture a passion for a vocation in health, through the experience 
and knowledge of people from within the health sector.  The 
programme is reliant on the generous support of community 
funders, The Community Trust of Southland, The Invercargill 
Licensing Trust and The ILT Foundation.

The programme is designed to:

• Create interest in health careers from Year 12 and 13 students;

• Provide health information in an engaging and interesting manner 
that both furthers interest in health careers, as well as increase the 
health literacy of the students, their family and whanau;

• Provide access to health care workers who can act as informants 
and mentors for those wanting to find out more about health 
careers or health issues.

Incubator is a mentoring programme that incorporates a blended 
methodology approach utilising on-line support, high definition 
digital based print media and experiential sessions.  The 
programme is more than just introducing careers to secondary 
school students and reflects an evolving partnership approach 
between health and education.

SBHS Year 12 and 13 students were invited to apply to join the 
programme at the beginning of the year with the aim to have an 
equal number of year 12 & 13 students comprising a class size of 
not more than twenty. 

The Incubator Team lead by Jan Tait, Programme Co-ordinator 
has visited the school with health care agency workers and health 
professionals for 4 classroom sessions between March and August. 
These sessions commenced with a card sort game whereby students 
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Language Department
Projet Invercargill-Lille 2
After last year’s successful combined schools’ exchange to Lille, 
France, a new group of students from Southland Boys’ High, 
Southland Girls’ High and James Hargest College are busy 
preparing to participate in the next French exchange with Lycée 
Kernanec (France) in April 2012. 

Along with teachers, parents, and students, the group is 28 strong 
and has been fundraising over the past seven months to help raise 
the funds for the trip. 

In February 2012, a group of students and teachers from Lycée 
Kernanec will arrive in Invercargill for three weeks, hosted by their 
correspondent and attending school with them, before spending a 
few days in Queenstown and Auckland on their way home. 

Four weeks later, the group from Invercargill will set off for three 
weeks in Lille, with the goal of putting their French language 
learning into practice by going to the local high school and living 
with a French family, followed by a week of sight-seeing in Paris.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of those who 
have supported our fundraising efforts to date. 

Catherine Patterson, Teacher of French

Manu Ko-rero Speech Competition
On Friday 10 June, Southland Boys’ High School and Southland 
Girls’ High School ro-pu- travelled to Dunedin to support Jesse 
Robertson, Teana Nikora-Chalmers, Chanel Whatuira and Te 
Rewa Te kani, at the Otago/Southland Manu Ko-rero Speech 
Competitions.

Jesse Robertson and Chanel Whatuira were entered in the 
Korimako Section/Senior English. Te Rewa Te kani was entered 
in the Sir Turi Carroll Section/Junior English, and Teana Nikora-
Chalmers was entered in the Rawhiti Ihaka Section/Junior Ma-ori.

Jesse was placed 2nd in the prepared speech, 3rd in the impromptu 
speech and 3rd overall, which is a credit to him, 12 speakers in his 
section were all extremely talented. 

All four speakers, along with their supporters, represented their 
schools with pride and it was a huge pleasure to be involved.

Japanese Speech Competitions
The 13th Southland Interschool Japanese Speech Competition 
2011 was held on 31 May at Southland Girls’ High School.  The 
competition for year 7 to 13 students attracted 72 participants.  
Year 7, 8 and 9 students perform a role play in pairs, Year 10 and 11 
students deliver a one minute speech and Year 12 and 13 students 
deliver a two minute speech followed by questions.  

Results follow:

YEAR 9
1st Billy Hansen and Jayden Holten SBHS 
2nd   Tamaroa Ave and Joshua Payne SBHS
3rd = Brianna Nally and David Stupples JHC
3rd = Braedon McNaught and Kyle Schins SBHS

YEAR 10
1st Sam Smith                                                SBHS
2nd = Matthew Jackson                            SBHS
2nd = James Hobson   SBHS

YEAR 11
1st Benjamin Yeo   SBHS
2nd Decha Niramaithaworn  SBHS
3rd = Alyce Brown   SGHS
3rd = Ashleigh Bain   SGHS

YEAR 12
1st Jake Henderson   SBHS

and guests attempted to identify medical equipment and match 
them to names. Winners from each session were awarded prizes. 

Mentors shared their stories at SBHS in the classroom about how 
they came to work in health and described aspects of  their jobs 
that they found satisfying and challenging.  Many mentors also 
brought equipment or activities for the students to be involved in. 

Visitors to the classroom included: Hospital Pharmacist, Leonard 
Bagley, Pharmacy Intern Louise Thomas; Medical Social Worker, 
Murray Smith; Medical Doctor, Simon Page; Medical Salesman, 
Charles Arrowsmith; Clinical Psychologist, Mike Prouting, Justine 
Greig, Workforce Development Manager; Peter Boon, IV Nurse 
Specialist and Staff Medical Radiation Technologist, Andrew 
Baird. Mike Mika a representative from ILT Foundation one of 
the programme funders also visited the classroom.

On Wednesday 16 March, 16 students and their teacher Mrs 
Schmidt visited Southern District Health Board, Kew Hospital for 
a site visit. After a safety briefing groups visited the Emergency 
Department, Southland Hospice and in the Simulation centre 
with interactive manikins.

On Thursday July 7th 11 students came for a second visit where 
they visited the Pacific Island Cultural Trust on Bowmont Street. 
Then they went to the hospital and were involved in activities in the 
Laboratory, Fracture Clinic and Southland Sexual Health Clinic.

In September and October Year 13 students were offered the 
opportunity to spend some time in a health area of their choice. 
Students spent time in an Operating Theatre and Physiotherapy 
Department.

The Incubator Team along with the Southern DHB Mentors’ were 
impressed with the students’ enthusiasm and professionalism 
when on work experience. They also enjoyed sharing their 
expertise and knowledge with these students.

We are delighted to have completed the second year at SBHS and 
are hopeful of continuing this programme in 2012.
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2nd Sita Hanvareevongsilp  SGHS
3rd Ben Frengley   JHC

YEAR 13
1st  Graydon Hayes   SBHS
2nd  Michael Allan   JHC
3rd  Angela Schuck   JHC

Mayor’s Prize for the most passion and expression:
Junior Section  Braedon McNaught and Kyle Schins SBHS
Senior Section Krista Richardson              SGHS  

Congratulations to all participants on their achievement.

Including Josh Andrews, Matthew Colyer, Taine Forbes, Henry 
Smith, Leighton Bagrie, Alex Tait, Regan McNaught, and Jared 
Wills, Year 8.   Kenji Suzuki, Year 11, James Todd and Ricky Miller, 
Year 12. 

Pictured left to right: Jayden Holten, Billy Hansen, Sam Smith,  
Ben Yeo, Jake Henderson and Graydon Hayes

JAKE’S JAPAN

In October I went to Japan for a month with the global interchange 
company AFS, this is just a brief account of what I got up to over 
there. I flew over with 3 other Kiwis and had a 2 day orientation 
in Osaka with a few Aussies and Koreans who were also going 
to be staying in Japan for 3 and a half weeks with AFS. At the 
orientation we learnt things about the Japanese culture and what 
not to do and what to do etc.

After this I took the bullet train for about 3 hours to Kumamoto, 
where I met my host family.  I stayed with a family of four, where 
I had 2 host brothers, who were 6 and 8 years old. For the first 
few days my host school had exams so I went sightseeing with 
AFS volunteers in Kumamoto and the surrounding areas. I went 
to Kumamoto castle –which was over 500 years old, a famous 
waterfall, lots of shrines and temples, flower viewing (a classic 
Japanese pastime), to Mt Aso – a famous and active volcano – and 
I went bush walking.

Eventually it came time for me to start school; my school uniform 
was similar to that of a sailor. My school was called Toryo High 
School and I was the only exchange/foreign student at the school, 
so I was really token. Within 20 minutes of arriving I was told to 
make a speech in front of the whole school in Japanese – I was a 
little flustered, but got the job done. School started at 8.30 and 
didn’t finish until around 4.30 most days.

Some friends 

(in school uniform)

Jake at Mount Aso- a famous 
volcanic area

Host family

At school doing outside cleaning

Jake with 
Tennis Club 
members
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However every day after school and on Saturday most people would 
do a club activity which was either a sport or a cultural activity, so 
during my time in  Japan my classmates took me to different clubs 
most days and I really tried to experience the Japanese culture. I 
tried traditional Japanese activities such as calligraphy, flower 
arrangement, Japanese Archery and Judo. However I mostly went 
to the athletics and tennis club. As a result of the club activities I 
didn’t usually get home until around 8pm each night.

Over the next 2 weeks I had heaps of fun at school and I was 
overwhelmed and embarrassed by the kindness and hospitality 
of the Japanese people. A couple of the differences between the 
schools were that in Japan inside the school everyone wears 
slippers and once a day the whole school stops for 15 minutes and 
everyone cleans the school.

One weekend I went on an AFS organised trip to Nagasaki with 
2 other exchange students – one from Belgium and the other was 
from Australia. During our 2 day trip to Nagasaki we went to 
the atomic bomb museum and the peace park which were both 
amazing experiences.

Throughout my time in Japan I had heaps of fun, experienced 
the most amazing culture and met some awesome people. Anyone 
else who studies a language or not should go and study abroad, 
it broadens your views on life and is a lot of fun. I’d like to thank 
Miss Sasaki and the school for helping me with my Japanese and 
with my scholarship application. 

Jake Henderson

LIFE IN JAPAN 2011

To most people who come from Invercargill, August means cold 
winds, rain and maybe a bit of hail or snow every now and then. 
This was definitely my image of the month, at least until this year 
when I jumped on a plane and was dropped off on the other side 
of the world. I was lucky enough to receive a MOE scholarship 
for a six month exchange programme to Japan. When I arrived 
in August, the temperature was regularly hitting 32 degrees C. 
Although I was glad to miss the even higher temperatures that 
come earlier in the season, biking to school at 7.30am when it 
is already 25 degrees was a pretty crazy. Right now, though, I’m 
preparing for a snowy winter!

School itself, at first, was pretty hard. In Japan, there are 7 periods 
a day, from 8.15am to 4.15pm, and the classes are like lectures with 
the students staying dead quiet while the teacher writes notes on 
the blackboard and talks for 50 minutes. This, combined with the 
extreme heat, makes it far too easy to doze off in class – there are 
always at least three or four students taking a nap. Luckily, there 
are three periods of PE a week, the occasional research class on the 
computers and a ten minute break between every lesson, so there’s 
plenty of time to hang out with your friends (and, sometimes, 
catch up on a bit of sleep/late homework). 

School life for most Japanese students also includes an after 
school club activity, something that is taken very seriously. There 
are lots of different clubs ranging from normal sports (like 
soccer, baseball, softball and tennis teams) to traditional Japanese 
activities (like kendo, judo and Japanese archery [Kyudo]). As well 
as these, there are culture clubs including a tea ceremony club, 
an art club, a choir and a brass band. Almost every student is 
involved with one of these clubs which have practices nearly every 
day (including weekends and some holidays). I joined the Kyudo 
club, which is really fun and getting taught how to do everything 
in Japanese definitely tested my language skills. However, what it 

probably tested more was my tutor’s patience! Now I do Kyudo 
every day until 6.30pm, which means I’m normally at school for 
over 10 hours!

As for the food, all I can say is that if you like Japanese cuisine you 
should be jealous! My host mum is a great cook and every day for 
lunch I take a Japanese bento (lunch-box) to school – inside, a 
variety of cooked foods and, of course, the standard steamed rice. 

Anyway, as of writing this I’m only half way through my exchange. 
I’ve gotten used to school life, so it’s probably time for a bigger 
challenge – going bare in a public bath, perhaps? I’ll keep you 
posted…

Graydon Hayes
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Students
International Students from all Southland Schools were invited to 
a Mayoral Reception on 4 July, this was a great experience for all 
students and our students enjoyed meeting other students. 

On Friday 16 September two busloads of International Students 
from Southland Boys’, Southland Girls’ and James Hargest College 
joined forces and invaded Gore for dinner and ice skating.   It 
was a nervous start on the ice for a few but, with plenty of 
encouragement from the staff who also joined them on the ice, 
including Mrs Browning; it wasn’t long before anxiety gave in to 
enjoyment.  

Social Sciences 
Throughout the year the Social Sciences Department has 
endeavoured to update our practice to better suit the changing 
nature of our target audience ‘21st Century Boys’. In 2011 - 12 
schools have been required to align their curriculum delivery with 
the new NZQA guidelines, as a result we have decided to not only 
format our curriculum to fit this document but also to appeal to 
the strengths of male learners. It is a common misconception in 
New Zealand that boys are outperformed by girls in education. 
The truth is that boys learn differently to girls and therefore 
a programme that is 
tailored to meet their 
needs specifically is 
far more likely to be 
beneficial. With this in 
mind we have made each 
unit far more student 
centered with large 

International
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components of experiential learning. Boys prefer to experience 
their learning (learn by doing) so a programme that immerses 
them in their learning is far more likely to lead to higher levels of 
engagement and therefore academic progress. 

The new Curriculum at Year 9 and 10 that will be introduced in 
2012 is:

Year 9
Conflict Diamonds – Looks at economics in a third world country 
where ‘might is right’ and those who are born into poverty are also 
given the gift of constant fear. We look at the illegal diamond trade 
and how the economic benefits of it help to arm the warlords of 
Africa, we also focus on the role of child soldiers within these militia. 
The aim is to give boys an appreciation of the consequences of their 
decisions as consumers and a greater perspective of true poverty. 

Democracy and Dictatorship – Contrasts and compares the political 
structures of Democratic governments and dictatorships. The case 
studies for this unit are New Zealand and Pol Pot’s Cambodia. The aim 
is to teach the concepts of governance and decision making through 
an interactive contrast laden unit. 

New Zealand ‘The Frontier Society’ – This unit aims to educate our 
boys as to the origins and background of their country. The topic looks 
at the impact of colonisation on New Zealand between 1800 and 1840. 
The underlying principle is teach our boys the principles of the Treaty 
of Waitangi and the intent of its signatories. They then compare and 
contrast the difference between these ‘intents’ and the reality of race 
relations in NZ. 

The Real Game – In this unit the boys are immersed in the realities of 
‘your’ everyday life. They go through the experience of applying for 
jobs, seeking promotion, paying bills and balancing budgets. Each boy 
receives a ‘real’ job and pay packet, they then have to buy property 
and work towards owning items of ‘need’ and ‘want’. The aim of this 
unit is to display in a very real sense the realities of life after school, 
to dispel myths and leave boys with (hopefully) a greater respect for 
the need for academic progress. 

Year 10
Global Terrorism – We now live in a world that is defined by fear. 
It is important that our boys can differentiate between that fear and 
the reality that underlies it. In a world that is becoming ever more 
judgmental of people in regards to their ethnic background this unit 
aims to educate our boys not to judge a ‘book by its cover’. 

The 20th Century – This is a study based unit in which the boys will 
research a series of key moments in the 20th century and look at how 
these moments affected society at the time as well as their continuing 
influence. They will look at events ranging from the invention of the 
light bulb, to the moon landing and the bombing of the Rainbow Warrior. 

Population 7 Billion – Looks at the current population boom and how 
the scarcity of resources will impact on the planet in the next ten 
years (when our boys will be economic leaders). 

New Zealand at War – Looks at the land wars that occurred in New 
Zealand following the signing of the Treaty of Versailles. This unit aims 
to inform our boys as to the reason for contemporary treaty claims 
and therefore make informed judgments as to their relevance. 

Trialing the concepts in 2011
In the Social Sciences department we have embraced the concept 
of active learning. In order to teach governmental structures, one 
of our Year 10 classes completed a full Roman immersion topic 
complete with Togas and Sandals! The concept of experiential 
learning is not a new one but its application amongst Boys’ 

Design Technology, Years 9 and 10
This year the Technol-
ogy Department has 
been running an intro-
ductory course on Te 
Toi Whakairo (the art 
of carving). Year 9 and 
10 students have had 
the opportunity to gain 
knowledge in the art of 
carving and learn some 
fundamental aspects of 
tikanga Maori over the 
space of a term and in 
the case of the year 10s 
two terms. 

The students have 
embraced this oppor-
tunity and some out-
standing work has been created. For pupils of this age who started 
with limited experience in this field, there are high hopes that 
their learning of whakairo/sculpture will carry on into the senior 
school which will allow the boys to utilise the skills and knowl-
edge already gained to attain credits through NCEA achievement 
standards. 

educationalists is gaining exposure. Boys’ like to experience their 
learning and draw connections between that which is new and 
that which they are experiencing for the first time. The Social 
Sciences Department will use this strategy within the above 
mentioned units in 2012, should be a fun year!

2012 will also see the fourth biannual Social Sciences trip to 
Vietnam. Scheduled for the third term holiday this trip will take 
experiential learning to new heights. A group of 24 Year 12 and 13 
History students will have the opportunity to experience life in 
a third world country that has been defined by war and conflict 
from 207BC until the defeat of America in 1975. 

Ray Laurenson, HoF Social Sciences and Commerce
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Catering and Hospitality 2011
2011 saw a new breed of young man develop an interest and 
passion for all things Culinary. We continue to build on growing 
the talent in the senior school but also had the opportunity to 
encourage this with the year 8 & 9 boys.

This started with the Southland A & P Show where a number of 
the year 8 boys were awarded prizes in the cookery section.

The curriculum offered this year to the year 9 boys allowed them 
to research and plan a Market Day based around a particular 
theme. The themes included Easter, International and Christmas. 
The boys enjoyed the experience and learnt a range of skills.

Regan McNaught, Harry Small, Daniel Jackson and Harry 
Burgess, Year 8, were selected to compete in the Southern region 
heats of the Maggi Cook Off competition which was a feature of 
the Erin Simpson Show. The boys made the South Island final and 
travelled to Christchurch in July to cook their dish of Thai Fish 
Cakes with Warm Noodle Salad, Pickled Cucumber with Sweet & 
Sour Sauce, which was well received by the judges.

In early March the SBHS Culinary team was selected after they 
competed in a live cook off judged by local Chef Bernadette Kean. 
The team of Isaac Cross, Michael Patterson, Nico Parry, Jayden 
Dodunski and Sam Deuchrass went on to compete in the ILT 
Southland Secondary School Cooking Competitions and then 
continued to train for the New Zealand Culinary Fare.

They all competed at the Culinary Fare in two classes each ranging 
from Live Café Breakfast and Salmon to Table Setting and High 
Tea.

The team represented the school with honour and were awarded 6 
bronze, 2 silver and 1 gold medals. Teacher Scott Richardson also 
was awarded Gold 1st Place in the Innovative Table Setting class. 
Nico Parry, Year 12, is one of 13 students who made the finals 
of the Great NZ Vegetable Dish competition with his Cauliflower 
Croquettes.

In September Isaac Cross and Nico Parry represented Southland 
Boys’ High School, Southland and New Zealand at the 
International Secondary Schools Challenge held in Taipei, Taiwan. 
The boys had the opportunity to experience Taiwanese culture 
especially its food as well as interact with the other nine teams 
from the Asia Pacific region. The team competed in a professional 
manner which showcased their commitment to producing top 
quality food with this shining through on the day with the boys 
being awarded 3rd Place and Gold Medals with a margin of only 
1.5 marks between 1st and 3rd. The dish the team presented was 
Asian inspired with a Kiwi theme – Master Stock Poached Beef 
Fillet with Orange Kumara & Ginger Puree, Boy Choy, Asian 
Mushrooms, Tomato Chilli Jam finished with Beef, Courgette & 
Coriander Pot Sticker and Herb infused Jus.

We continue to showcase the talents of the young men by catering 
for a range of events including a fundraising dinner for the 
Masonic Lodge and the South Island Shooting Competitions.

This year’s Year 12 Catering & Hospitality class showcased their 
skills during the operation of the Try Line Café. Again it was 
difficult to secure a booking as we were fully booked most days. 
The diners were impressed with the level of service they received 
as well as the comprehensive menu the young men prepared, 
cooked and presented them.

The 2010 Culinary team have six recipes in a cook book produced 

by the Hospitality Standards Institute to raise funds for the 
Christchurch Earthquake called Cooking for Christchurch.

Catering & Hospitality Old Boy News

Ethan Flack is now working at Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons in the 
UK, the 2 Michelin Star Restaurant owned by Raymond Blanc.

Brendan Baucke was a finalist in the Fonterra Proud to be a Chef 
and was selected as 1 of the top 8 Modern Cookery Apprentices in 
NZ. At the final cook off Brendan came a close second.

Zane Neustroski is completing his Level 4 Cookery Apprenticeship 
at Top Christchurch Hotel The George.

Ben Shirley will graduate this year from the Millennium Hotel 
in Queenstown with his Modern Apprenticeship in Food and 
Beverage Service.

L-R: Nico Parry, Isaac Cross 3rd Place Gold Medal 2011 ISSCC

L-R: Harry Small, Harry Burgess, Daniel Jackson, Regan McNaught
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Mathematics 
MATHEMATICS COMPETITION RESULTS 2011

International Competitions and Assessments for Schools 
- Mathematics 

79 students from years 7 to 13 participated in the competitions 
run by the University of New South Wales. They competed against 
students from 12 other countries with over 1.7 million entries 
worldwide.

1 student gained High Distinction awards for placing in the top 
1% of entries from New Zealand.

Year 9: Thomas Slee

5 students gained Distinction awards for placing in the top 10% of 
entries from New Zealand.

Year 7: Callum Holloway  Keefe Stephens
 Ethan Yeo
Year 10: Liam Ryan
Year 11: Jake Stewart

16 students gained Credit awards for placing in the top 25% of 
entries from New Zealand.

Year 7: Oliver Lee   Liam Nally
 Hayden Smith  Jayden Smith
 Caleb Spain  Troy Tomlins
Year 8: Rhys Broad  Kyle Jameson
Year 9: Raynen Collins  William Heffernan
 William Marshall  Cameron O`Donnell
 Joseph Rabbitt  Brendan Wallace 
Year 10: Adam Carter
Year 12: Jake Henderson  
   

Australian Mathematics Competition 

79 students from years 7 to 13 participated in the competitions 
run by the Australian Mathematics Trust. They competed against 
420,230 students from 3687 schools worldwide.

1 student gained High Distinction awards for placing in the top 
6% of entries from New Zealand.

Year 12: Ricky Miller

3 students gained a Distinction award for placing in the top 15% 
of entries from New Zealand.

Year 7: Dylan Erskine  Hayden Smith
Year 10: Harrison O’Donnell

24 students gained Credit awards for placing in the top 50% of 
entries from New Zealand.

Year 7: Callum Holloway   Troy Tomlins 
 Liam Nally   Jayden Smith
 Jared Hall   Oliver Lee
 Mitchell Kempton   
Year 8: Matthew Coyler  Ryan Edgley 
 Daniel Jackson
Year 9: Tom Slee   William Marshall
 William Heffernan  Raynen Collins
Year 10: Liam Ryan   James Hume
 Strathan McKenzie  Christopher Withers 

Year 11: Jake Stewart  Blake Hansen 
Year 12: Jake Henderson  Lachlan McKenzie
 Michael Lee
Year 13: James Sommerville

Southland Mathematics Association Competition (SMAC)

They were held at James Hargest senior campus.

SBHS entered 2 to 4 teams at each year level (7 to 10).

This was a very successful year, highlighted by the first and second 
placing of two of the Year 8 teams in the Year 8 section. Both teams 
finished first equal at the end. In the tie breaker question the team 
of Nick Blom, Kieran O’Neil, Rhys Broad and Ryan Chatfield 
won first place ahead of the team of Hunter Te Awhe, Hayden 
McElligott, Matthew Colyer and Shiloh Tupua. Well done to both 
teams.

This was preceded by the Year 7 team of Ethan Yeo, Hayden 
Smith, Morgan Ormsby and Ben Pope placing second in the year 
7 section.

A year 10 team of Liam Ryan, Matthew Jackson, Sydney Caughey 
and Donald Walter unfortunately lost a tie breaker for third to 
finish fourth in the year 10 section. 

SBHS Computer Whizz
Josh Henley was recognised for his recent 
participation in Australian Invitational 
Olympiad in Infomatics. We are proud 
to acknowledge that Josh was one of only 
39 candidates across Australasia who was 
invited to take part; one of only 9 students 
from New Zealand who were invited to 
the Olympiad. The other participants 
were all from Australia. The Olympiad 
involved writing computer programs 
that solved problems that were set for the 
participants. 

Library Report 2011
Some of the highlights for this year have been:

The assistant librarian Ms Murray left in term 1 to be replaced 
by Mr Stewart. He is enjoying his role in the library and the boys 
have enjoyed his presence on the library team. Mrs McMinn is 
also providing valuable help one day a week especially with book 
maintenance and creative displays. This year we have trialed 
having student librarians. Term 3 began with an enthusiastic 
group of boys and as this has been a success to date, we plan to 
continue in the New Year, based upon this core group.

During the Term 2 holidays, Mrs Muir attended the School 
Librarians’ conference in Auckland. It was very informative and 
she came away with some great new ideas, which have been 
already implemented in our own system, including how to add 
the use of ebooks to our collection. The new Library management 
system that we are currently looking at should allow this new 
development.
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During the year we have also been the lucky recipient of donated 
books from a number of sources including, the Stout Trust, the 
Community Trust of Southland, SBHS staff, 2010 Year 13 leavers 
and other parents and students. Thanks to a very generous 
donation from the PTA we have purchased numerous titles, 
particularly focusing on books for the more proficient readers. 
These new books together with additional new copies of the more 
popular series have resulted in an increase in borrowing of 13.5%. 
This is a significant and pleasing increase.

The look of the library has been changed with the addition of 
two new stand-alone shelving units. These have been situated to 
create areas for reading and study, as well as allowing for the better 

display of books. New student art has been added to the décor and 
new lettering on the glass windows lifts the look of the library.

The library continues to be the venue for the regular Board of 
Trustees meetings as well as the Literacy group meeting in Term 
3. Tutor time sees groups of senior and junior students reading in 
the library three days a week, and regular trips to the library from 
all other classes. There has also been a study area set up for seniors 
to use for their exam preparation. This area has been well used 
with many students bringing in their own laptops.

To our leavers, good futures; to those who are moving, a safe 
journey; to those who are returning next year, a good break, and 
see you in the New Year.

Suzanne Muir, Mac Stewart, Angela McMinn and Laurel 
Hepburn

Most popular fiction series books:
1 – Cherub Robert Muchamore
2 – Percy Jackson by Rick Riordan
3 – Once by Morris Gleitzman
4 – Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins
5 – Gone by Michael Grant 
6 – Conspiracy 365 by Gabrielle Lord
7 – Diary of a Wimpy Kid by Jeff Kinney
8 – Chaos Walking Trilogy by Patrick Ness
9 – Stoneheart by Charlie Fletcher
10 – Young Samurai by Chris Bradford

And anything by Anthony Horowitz, Andy Griffiths, Darren Shan, 
Charlie Higson, Eoin Colfer, Fleur Beale, Christopher Paolini, to 
name but a few.

40 Hour Famine Summary
‘Listen to your heart, not your stomach’. 

‘Girls like guys who do the famine’. 

It’s quotes like these that have defined the organising committee’s 
stance on the 40 Hour Famine over the course of the last three 
years. After being ‘commissioned’ early each year in camps and the 
Global Leadership Convention, the best intentions were thrown 
into our campaign. At a boys-only school, it is important to always 
include a competitive sporting edge to promote fundraising. 
Capitalising on the school’s high testosterone levels, we set up the 
inaugural 40 Hour Famine Sporting Challenge. 

The 2011 Challenge: Dodgeball. Teams set out to win for glory, 
their dames, and surprisingly high value vouchers from Harvey 
Norman and Countdown, whom we sincerely thank for their 
generosity. 

Other big ‘thank you’ recipients that need to be recognised are Mrs 
Patterson, who ruthlessly kept us all on track, and was a serious 
driving force (now would be an appropriate time to mention her 
semi-illegal but efficient driving speeds – 3 cars in one overtake!) 
behind the whole operation. 

We are happy to report we have raised over $5000 in the last three 
years, but acknowledge the famine campaigns at Boys’ High are 
still in developing stages, and encourage all our successors to 
support the famine as we pass the of responsibility to new hands 
(notably Simon Cook, James Hartley and Thomas Perry). May 
SBHS forever ‘GO HARD FOR THE FAMINE’.   
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2011 SBHS House Competition
This year as in previous years the school’s five Houses (Coldstream, 
Deaker, Grant, Pearce and Uttley) took part in a series of House 
competitions.  As always the students in each house show off 
their competitive side and try to make their house the top in 
sporting, cultural or service codes.  The house competitions are 
an important aspect of the school that sets it apart from others.  
Some of the trophies awarded at prize-giving and in the final 
House assembly have been part of the school since the 1960s.  
The traditions that come with the house competitions are what 
make them a special part of the students’ lives and will remain for 
decades to come.

The results this year were relatively close with Coldstream and 
Grant fighting it out for best House overall and the Uttley Cup 
and Uttley (2010 Uttley Cup holders) trying to fight off annual 
wooden spoon holders Pearce House (last time they won the 
Uttley Cup 1991) for last place.

Overall Placings
1st Coldstream 405 points
2nd Grant  360 points
3rd Deaker  250 points
4th Uttley  235 points
5th Pearce  225 points

                        Coldstream        Deaker            Grant       Pearce      Uttley
Athletics 110 80 40 40 55
Cultural 1 70 50 40 30 20
Cultural 2 35 60 110 65 65
Round Park 40 20 30 10 15
Service 70 10 100 30 50
Swimming 40 15 30 20 10
Rugby 7’s 40 15 10 30 10
Total 405 250 360 225 235

2011 House Competition Trophy Winners
Auckland Old Boys’ Relay Cup Pearce
H Nicholson Shield Rugby Sevens  Coldstream
Swimming Sport McDonald Family Cup Coldstream
Cultural Cup Grant
Uttley Cup Coldstream

Coldstream House Report 2011
When one was asked what was the difference? What did they have 
that the others didn’t? It is in a way a simple question and followed 
by a rather simple answer. 2011 Coldstream was made up of not 
only students but brothers. Drawn together by the hands of destiny, 
walking along a path sown by fate so that they may become true 
Coldstreamers. They were a house of exceptional values, striding 
under the colours of the righteous. It takes a special character to 
be one of the Orange. They must be willing, strong in mind and 
body and a streak of what may be called insanity.

A Coldstreamer walks not on the path of individuality but that 
of the house. When one steps it is a step of all that have gone 
before and all that will ever follow. On Sports Day for Coldstream 
the battle commenced, yet they came as a deadly force with even 
sharper focus on their purpose. Their sights did not waver, their 
lungs did not falter and their mind refused to let their body give 
in. It was through a collective effort that the day was theirs.

Coldstream came to every competition with the same vivacity, 
leaderless the seniors stood up to guide the juniors so that they 
may too learn to lead with the same integrity. Under their guidance 
they took out all the competitions to date; sports day, swimming, 
the first cultural. They came, they saw, they conquered.

Yet the second cultural was a dark day, outclassed they fell. But 
they did not lose hope. Three to Coldstream and one to Grant the 
Green house was hot on their heels and baying for blood. 

The Cup’s fate was to be decided in the last encounter…. Rugby 
Seven’s. Bodies clashed, blood was spilt and bones were broken. 
After their lowest moment Coldstream were back on their feet 
with their sights locked. They walked over the other houses 
without mercy, and claimed the championship and the House 
Cup.

So for those future students of the Coldstream way, all that we 
ask of you is to keep our legacy strong and remember those that 
have passed through the care of the House. As long as you live the 
values, and as a house attack everything with a fiery zeal….. then 
you will not falter.

House Dean Greg Allan
House Captain Jackson Wallace
House Colour Orange
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Deaker House Report 2011
The inaugural sports day competition (or D-DAY as it came to be 
known) was again one of the most exciting events on the year’s 
calendar with every house arriving with a competitive attitude 
and the will to succeed... apart from possibly Pearce, no offense 
Boycey. We began with the flare and passion that we always do 
and as the day wore on it became obvious that it was going to be 
a foot race between us and Coldstream as it quite often had been 
in previous years. Unfortunately we were pipped at the finish line 
even after a stellar performance in the relays and Coldstream once 
again had a grasp on the prize that eluded them in the previous 
two years. If this wasn’t punishment enough the permanent 
acrylic paint that my friends and I had firmly stuck to our skin for 
days to come sure was.

The first of the cultural competitions was both the old and new 
version of the Haka combined along with the school song. With 
the great organisational skills of Pa Greg and some excellent 
leadership being shown by young up and comer Hori Elers we were 
placed in first position in the Haka and an unlucky second in the 
school song. Unfortunately due to a points count back we found 
ourselves finish the initial cultural competition with a second 
placing. The cultural competition held in the second half of the 
year consisted of a choice of Waiata. Deaker performed elegantly, 
and with the expertise of choreographer Kieran O’Connor and his 
outstandingly amazing last minute idea to alter our stances before 
performing we again gained an all too common second placing. 
Shot Kieran

Throughout the year we also had many other enjoyable house 
competitions. The first of which was the Shakespeare Competition. 
“To be or not to be. That is the question” …the answer for Deaker 
on this occasion was not to be. However at least in comparison 
to last year we fronted up and competed with the same fighting 

spirit that we always do. We then followed that performance up 
with a better than expected result in the aptly named McDonald 
Family swimming cup with standout Michael Lee holding up 
the fort and securing a second place position, that was of course 
until Ben McKerchar’s comedic outburst saw us being penalised, 
however the quote will be in the record books for years to come. 
Finally we had the lip sync competition and after a long duration 
of the senior team deciding the perfect song and the junior team 
becoming agitated as a result, we performed well. However the 
judging panel must have been watching a different performance 
at the time as we finished in a disappointing fourth position.

Nonetheless it has been an extremely enjoyable year being House 
Captain of Deaker and I will cherish the memories. I give a big 
thanks to all those who helped whether they be staff or peers and 
wish Deaker the best of luck in 2012.

House Dean Michelle Chapman
House Captain Fraser Beck
House Colour Red

Grant House Report
This year has been a year of mixed fortunes for the mighty Grant 
house. We started in a disappointing fashion finishing last on 
Sports day. In previous years we have been able to pull some 
points back in the relays but we couldn’t muster anything up this 
year. Cultural competitions were again our area of success as we 
managed to take out the Cultural Cup for the fourth year in a row. 
The haka and school song left us very dejected and confused but to 
come back in the 3rd term to take out the lip sync and the waiata. 
The Surf n Turf raffle was a big victory for us where we managed 
to push off Uttley and clearly take the victory. The McDonald 
swimming sports competition was a heart breaker for us as we 
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could only manage 2nd place behind a strong swimming display 
from Coldstream. The sevens competition was a poor effort from 
us as we could only manage five tries in the tournament from our 
most senior players. As you can see, we struggle in the physical 
side of house competitions which I’m sure the future Grant house 
leaders are looking at changing for the future. We finished up 
in second place overall. It has been an honour to Captain Grant 
house this year.

Jesse Robertson

House Dean Wendy Edgley
House Captain Jesse Robertson
House Colour Green

Pearce House Report 2011
The all too familiar place of 5th. In the winner’s circle described 
as ‘last’, however, it was one of the more successful years for Pearce 
House. Being in a house that has seen 7 years of constant losing 
sees any other position than 5th being celebrated.

As always, the sports day was the first event of the year. Our fourth 
place from last year had set the standard and out to avoid the 
wooden spoon once again. Pearce House were right in contention 
for a podium finish until lunch time. A small group of boys seem 
to get confused every year and think orienteering in the park or 
going home will earn the house points. It didn’t affect the senior 
boys relay though, with Nathan Frisby flying down the home 
straight to win the house relay cup and see Grant take 5th place 
for two years running. Unlucky Grant, chin up, maybe next year.

Shakespeare day had been a strength in the past, however, this year 
without our Romeo and Juliet that we had had in the past it was 
going to be a struggle. One man showed up representing Pearce 
and once again claimed 5th position.

We went into Cultural Competitions as the dark horse and 
surprised the audience and ourselves. Our practices had seen the 
footy being chucked around in the hall and a number of dismal 
hakas. Pearce House showed up on the day though, led by Jerone 
Diack and Simon Cook earning a more than respectable 2nd in 
the Haka Competition and showing they knew how to pukana.

The Swimming Sports struggled to gain participation amongst 
the senior students. The tactics were for the juniors to win their 
events and the seniors to hold an end up. This had gone to plan 
and the chance to earn some more silverware, until the relay 
which saw a brave Mr Boyce go beyond the call of duty and swim. 
An inspirational and slow swim wasn’t enough for Pearce to win 
but saw them avoid last once again.

We were defending champions in the sevens competition but 
were to be no match to the Coldstream grunters changing the 
way sevens were to be played with their forward dominated 
play. The hard hitting Patrick Clegg and Macrae Sanderson led 
from the front with the biggest grunter of all Henry Burns being 
player of the tournament. A reluctant Mr Boyce handed over one 
of his most prized possessions and Coldstream won the house 
competition overall.

I would like to thank the teachers in Pearce House for their time 
and dedication shown throughout the year. To the godfather of 
Pearce, hang in there Boycey, there’s light around the corner.

House Dean Chris Boyce
House Captain Jayden Tohill
House Colour Black

Uttley House Report
What a difference a year can make for the defending Uttley Cup 
champions. The year started off promising with the traditional 
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sports day. The boys in all houses did exceptionally well in 
getting into the spirit of the occasion and Uttley, wearing Avatar 
costumes, did superbly well. 

The houses traded punches all day and as usual it came down to 
the house relays and numbers of participants. Uttley ended with 
a commendable third. The future is looking good with some fast 
legs and powerful boys starting to come through the ranks. 

Next on the agenda was the School Song and School Haka. It was 
tough to find the motivation this year and the boys were struggling 
to find a harmonious tune. Two boys stepped up to teach the 
Haka the way it was meant to be done, thanks to Connor Ormsby 
and John Tait. The school song started to sound good but then 
come competition time the Dean of the house had a meltdown 
and decided to change procedures and ended up sabotaging the 
song, sorry boys next year. So we ended at the bottom of that 
competition giving the Pearce House a much needed boost that 
got them off the bottom of the table. 

Swimming has seemed to evade a lot of boys from Uttley house 
and the swim sports were disastrous. Limited boys were keen to 
put their hands up and if it wasn’t for the committed few it could 
have been a pure massacre. Swim trials will be held next year, 
failing that swim lessons. 

The Waiata and Lip Sync competition proved to be very tight and 
brought us another battle with Pearce for the wooden spoon. A 
commendable effort was given by the boys in the Waiata and we 
will build on our new found confidence. 

The greatest performance was left to Cody Oughton, Cameron 
Richardson and Sam Brown. Busting out some Jack Black and 
the Greatest Song in the World, the Gym was set on fire with the 
performance and Mrs Boyce must be praised for her dedication 
and desire to beat her husband. 

Therefore it came down to a two horse race for the wooden spoon 
in the annual House 7s competition. We finish above Pearce 
we are safe, we don’t then from hero to zero will be complete. 
We started off with a hiss and a roar destroying Grant house, 
narrowly losing to Coldstream, then the wheels decided to fall off 
against Pearce. Two boys decided to go home for lunch for free 
fish and chips? What the? Cody Oughton and Thomas Grandiek 

decided they were injured at interval. Hamish O’Brien sat on the 
bank watching. The Stewart twins do battle with three others in 
a must win battle.  Thank goodness Pearce decided to lose just as 
many games as us and we ended up avoiding the wooden spoon 
by a paltry 10 points. 

Credit is due to the teachers of Uttley House and the effort 
they put into the boys all year to achieve cultural and academic 
accomplishments. 

Dean  Jamie Swift
House Captain Cody Oughton
House Colour  Blue

 Caretaker Brendon Pickett hosting the Caretaking Staff 
annual Christmas barbecue
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Junior Hip Hop
After many many hours of fine tuning a performance ‘Skuxx 
Deluxe’ consisting of Matthew Colyer, Daniel Jackson, Taine 
Forbes and Henry Smith competed in the Push Play Hip Hop 
Festival and the Southland/Otago Championships. This year 
they performed at the Civic Theatre showcasing their talents to 
the judges and a large audience. They performed an entertaining 
dance number with a variety of styles and gained very positive 
feedback in the Festival and a well deserved Bronze Medal in the 
Regional Championship.

Kapa Haka Report 2011
What an eventful year the SBHS Kapa Haka Ro-pu- has had. The 
year started off with performances for the Tear Fund Christian 
Action Group and the New Zealand Rotary Conference both in 
term one.

 In term two things got even more eventful with the talk of 
resurrecting the Te Ara Hou ki Mua Ro-pu- by re-joining the 
Southland Boys’ High and Southland Girls’ High ro-pu- so we 
could perform at the Hautonga (Southland/Otago Secondary 
Schools’ Kapa Haka Competitions) and the Southland Polyfest in 
term three. The wheels were turning and early during term two 
we started having combined practices with Southland Girls’ High 
School to focus on supporting our speakers from both Southland 
Boys’ High School and Southland Girls’ High School for the Manu 
Ko-rero (Otago/Southland Regional Speech Competition). What 
a successful day this turned out to be for all competitors and the 
supporters. At this time the departure of Mr McKinlay was under 
way and the SBHS Kapa Haka Ro-pu- played a big role in handing 
him over to Gore High School where he took up the position 
as Rector, he will be missed. Practices continued throughout 
term two and then led into a noho Marae in preparation for the 
Hautonga and Polyfest. A big thank you to those parents who 
helped as our ringawera. During this time our new performing 
uniforms were being made by Whaea Wini Solomon and her 
team. We would like to take this opportunity to thank her and 
her team for the massive amount of effort and hard work they 
put in as well as those students and parents who at any stage went 
down and helped. We would also like to thank the Invercargill 
Licensing Trust, the Southland Boys’ High School Parent Teachers 
Association and other groups who donated money so this could 
happen.  

Back row: Taylor Dallas-Ormsby, Jackie Bragg, Chanel Whatuira, Roimata Coote, Lesley Neho, Ruby McGinity, Ella Williams-Teni, Caishen Dixon, 
Bay-Leigh Johnson
Second back row: Matua Junior, Rhiannan Molloy-Herrick, Katarina Coote, John Tait, Brendon McLean, Jordan Tiplady, Thomas Aerepo-Morgan, 
Connor Templeton, Jerone Diack, Makareta Coote
Second front row: Matua Duane, Ana Henry, Aneisha Salesa, Georgia Daken, Sa’hayla Harden, Zhane Mesman, Meg Adamson, Lahana Te Amo, 
Hinewai Collins, Maureen Snowden, Matua Greg
Front row: Te Kaanu Te Huia, Taylor Loach, Ikaira Patterson, Connar Fife, Kaukiterangi Blair, Te Ahna Nikora Chalmers (Kaitataki Wahine), Peter 
Ngatai (Kaitataki Tane), Sam Robertson, George Karamaena, Nikora Houkamau, Shannon Peterson, Jack Lovett-Hurst
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Term three had arrived and Te Ara Hou ki Mua were as prepared 
as they could be for the Hautonga and what a day it was with 
Te Ara Hou ki Mua from Southland and Otago Schools the 
Hautonga was a very successful day and we were very proud of 
the students not only for their performance but by the way they 
represented their schools with pride and dignity. The same pride 
and dignity was upheld at the Southland Polyfest which was a 
week later.  Te Ara Hou ki Mua had been re-established and we 
look forward to the next few years.  With all of this exposure the 
boys were starting to get a lot more requests to come and do 
one of performances for different organisations in and around 
town. Our next performance was at the Invercargill Licensing 
Trust Rugby World Cup night and then the City Gallery for the 
opening of a Rugby World Cup exhibition. What a great term for 
our students. 

In term four we were invited to participate in the powhiri for the 
new Southland Police Commissioner  and a ro-pu- of 22 students 
from both the senior and junior kapa haka ro-pu- attended. Also a 
combined performance with the Te Ara Hou ki Mua ro-pu- for the 

Junior Kapa Haka Group

Tufaatasi Junior Pacific Island 
Kapa Haka Group
Warm Pacific greetings.  Tufaatasi, week 4, performed at Polyfest 
2011.  The boys had been training for 3 months and finally had 
their chance to show family and friends what they had learnt.  It 
was the biggest crowd the boys had ever performed for and the 
nerves were easy to see.

The boys went out and performed extremely well and looked 
great on stage.  The crowd response was awesome.  Each member 
of the group had a huge smile on their face which lasted for a long 
time.  I was a bit worried that the boys would find it difficult to 
perform at that level again in the night show.  But I was wrong, the 
boys all lifted and give another superb performance.

Mr Tonga and I were extremely proud of the boys and were glad 
to see that all the long hours had paid off.  Well done Tufaatasi!

Mr Puna, Teacher in Charge 

Governor General and not to forget our own Prize Giving at the 
end of the term

To Herewini Neho (Kaumatua of both schools), Matua Duane 
Allan (Southland Girls’ High School Tutor), Matua Junior 
Tonga (Tutor),  Yvonne Browning (Southland Girls’ High School 
Principal),  Ian Baldwin (Rector Southland Boys’ High School), all 
the wha-nau and Staff who made this possible and especially the 
students who committed themselves to practices in making  Kapa 
Haka an enormous successful year, thank you all. The future of 
Kapa Haka looks promising and I look forward to being part of it.   

He mihi aroha te-nei e nga- tama, e kaha na- ki te ako to- ta-tou mahi 
kapa haka, He mihi hoki ki nga- pouako, ki nga- tu-muaki, ki nga- 

wha-nau e tautoko mai ana, e whakatenatena mai ana i a ma-tou. 

No- reira te-na- koutou, te-na- koutou, te-na- koutou katoa

Greg Houkamau      
 

Back row: Khan Lloyd 
Cullen, Mitch Pereira, 
Dominic Ririnui Sipa, 
Darcy More Taine 
Forbes, Hori Elers, 
Hunter Te Awhe, Tre 
Mako, Darion Stewart
Middle row: Leon Teraki, 
Sam Nicholson, Lealofisa 
Vaili, Zayviyn Henry, 
Brody Mackenzie, Taine 
Forbes, Shiloh Tupua, 
Haimana Tahakaraina, 
Cameron Kuresa
Front row: Junior 
Tonga (teacher), Kaleb 
Kahukura, Keegan Fiebig, 
Mohammed Rayhaan, 
Carlyn Kuresa, Emelio 
Muir, Xavier Fife, Caleb 
Spain, Laagan Harper, 
Keegan Winter, Te Kaanu 
Te Huia, Glenn Puna 
(teacher)
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Murihiku Maori and Pacifica Cultural Trust 
Art Exhibition

         

At the opening night, Redcliffe Peseta (Y11) won the OVERALL 
AWARD for his stunning multimedia work ‘Music is my life’

Nathaniel Notoa 
(Y9) won an award 
for his fabulous 
Oamaru stone 
sculpture

Sam Robertson 
(Y11) was 
costumed for the 
Opening Night, 
along with Ana 
Notoa – they 
looked amazing!

Fantastic work 
boys!

Murihiku Maori and Pasifika Cultural Trust 
Literacy Festival
This annual event was held in August. Some of our students were 
lucky enough to be participants in the two Literacy Events.

Year 7 and 8 students Cairo Pennicott, Morgan Ormsby, Shiloh 
Tupua and Alex Tait attended a whole day workshop with NZ 
author Melanie Drewery. They worked through some of the 
aspects of creating a picture book, and were each given a copy of 
one of Melanie’s books.

Seven of our Year 9-12 boys attended a one day workshop with 
Siliga Setoga – a Samoan Visual Artist. Siliga designs T-shirts 
under the ‘Popohardware’ label.  The boys really enjoyed working 
with and learning from Siliga. Each boy was given one of his 
T-shirts at the end of the workshop.  The boys who attended were 
Robert Peseta, Redcliffe Peseta, Risati Peseta, Nathaniel Notoa, 
Jovan Aerenga, Neihana Kahukura and Runi Safole. 
 

Sheilah Winn Shakespeare Festival
Queen’s Birthday Weekend, Wellington

Our scene from “A Midsummer’s Night’s Dream” was chosen to 
represent Southland at the Sheila Winn Shakespeare Festival. It 
was a strenuous weekend for the cast, who departed Invercargill at 
6.25am on Friday by plane and returned on Monday at 4.20pm.

On the Friday we attended workshops on Improvisation, Humour 
in Shakespeare, and directing Shakespeare. The Festival began on 
Saturday morning and finished on Sunday at 4.15pm followed by 
a social hour, dinner and the awards were announced formally in 
the evening. 
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The cast performed their scene very well, but did not pick up an 
award. It was a strenuous weekend, with the cast having only a 
short time to themselves on Monday when the Director, Gussie 
Johnson, attended the Adjudicator’s meeting. 

The experience was invaluable to the drama class and gave them 
some interesting ideas for future productions in the class.

Congratulations to Southland Boys’ High School Shakespeare 
in Schools Crew: Ray Luck, Blake Peterson, Jesse Dore, Fayez 
Shahbaz, Shawn Morgan, Lachlan Hayes, Emmanuel Roderique, 
Winners of the 15 Minute Entry – “A Midsummer’s Night’s 
Dream”.

Thanks to Director, Gussie Johnson and Technical Support, 
Graeme Snodgrass and Justin Sullivan.

Musical Theatre Group Examination 
Congratulations to the following students who passed the Trinity/
Guildhall Musical Theatre group examination in August. 

Jamie Adams  Jesse Dore
Lachlan Hayes  Emmanuel Roderique
Taegan Gutteridge  Blake Peterson
Ray Luck   Lee Richardson
Sheldon Soper  Redcliff Peseta 

The students had to present extracts from two musicals and 
chose “Annie Get Your Gun” and “The Rocky Horror Show”. 
The group had to dance, act and sing. The group worked hard 
under the tuition of Gussie Johnson, Director, and Stacey Black, 
Choreographer. Mrs Murray on piano, accompanied the group 
for one extract. 
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Senior Production
“The Sound of Music”
This year Southland Boys’ High School was alive with “The Sound 
of Music”. Astonishing acts from the cast principals, nuns and 
the ensemble brought together a fantastic show. Members of the 
junior school who were able to be part of the senior production 
this year showcased some of the upcoming talent from both SBHS 
and SGHS. All three nights played to a full house at Centre Stage, 
with the added treat of an audience sing-along on the second night.

From the cast we would like to say a special thank you to Ms Rae, 
Mr Buick and Mr Hughes

Troy Smith

Hokonui Wearable Arts
Congratulations to the following students who were all successful 
in the Mask making section of the Hokonui Art Awards:  

1st Nic Hoffman, 2nd Jack  
Cannon, 3rd Tim Dennison

Outstanding Art Work
Congratulations to Graydon Hayes, Robbie McKenzie and Shaun 
Fraser.  Their outstanding 2010 NCEA Art Boards were selected to 
be exhibited at the City Gallery in Invercargill. We are also proud 
to exhibit their work at school.

1

2

3
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Junior Production
“Thoroughly Modern Millie”
 The Junior Production is always very exciting because 
for some, it is their first big show. Auditions were held in 
Week 4 of Term 3 and everyone was hopeful that they had 
secured a place in the “Thoroughly Modern Millie” cast. 
The list was up within a week and the 5 week rehearsal 
schedule began. 

The cast was full of enthusiastic and excited people 
including Catlin Wood playing the title role of Millie. 
There was no time to waste because we had words, songs 
and dances to learn. After ‘sweat, blood and tears’ we were 
confident the show was ready to hit the theatre. 

When the technical rehearsal came around both the 
directors and cast knew the show needed a bit of work, 
so we all started to panic. But when the curtain lifted for 
the first time and the show had finally begun, there was 
a sense of relief as both the cast and audience loved our 
performance. It was a funny, vibrant and lively show with 
tunes that stayed in people’s heads long after the show 
was over. We had lots of fun in this years SBHS and SGHS 
production and look forward to the many more to come.

Thank you to all the SBHS staff who were involved. Your 
time and experience is invaluable.

Sam Smith, Year 10
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Aspiring Leaders Forum
Arriving at the prestigious James Cook Hotel foyer in casual 
street clothes, we suddenly felt embarrassingly out of place. Set 
out before us was a sea of extravagantly dressed specimens, female 
and male alike. It was then, looking from side to side with an 
expression similar to that of a cow viewing an oncoming train that 
we realized the Aspiring Leaders’ Forum we had been nominated 
and selected for was not your classic High School leadership 
pep talk. This was the real deal…and we needed to get into our 
suits pronto. Exchanging swift pleasantries with leaders young 
and old from various communities around New Zealand, we 
dashed, maintaining our chic disposition, to the toilet to slip into 
something far less comfortable. Despite our awkward appearance 
in suits, the mirror seemed to reflect men with purpose. 

The Aspiring Leaders forum which was held on the 14th-17th of 
July was truly an amazing experience. As an initiation, we were 
assigned focus groups with people unknown to us, who we then 
followed to the Beehive where we would be formally welcomed 
and spend the day. There was a sense of awe as we were welcomed 
with a powerful Powhiri and the pace only increased from there. 
An opening address from the Hon. Paula Bennett was followed by 
‘question time’, a select MP panel which included Tim Macindoe 
(National), Jacinda Arden (Labour) and Gareth Hughes (Green) 
that answered our questions. We were privileged to hear candid 
and real accounts of what leadership looks like for these MPs. A 
parliamentary anomaly also occurred as we got to witness Hone 
Harawira being evicted which made national headlines! 

Just when we thought the day couldn’t get any more enthralling, 
we filed with our MP friends into the banquet hall for a delicious 
3 course meal, and a heavy dose of inspiration courtesy of Sir 
Michael Hill. He shared with us insights of his journey into 
leadership, sharing some strong memories and how they shaped 
his attitude towards life. 

The following two days consisted of a similar programme, as we 
spent more time at the Beehive rubbing shoulders with various 
leaders. We had a change of venue, and spent the remainder of 
the forum attending seminars and discoursing our personal faiths 
and values with our focus groups. 

On the whole the keynote speakers were absolutely fantastic; 
however there were a few who distinguished themselves. Marcus 
Akuhata Brown’s keynote address left many speechless, sharing 
from his own experiences growing up in a poverty stricken rural 
town on the East Coast of the North Island. In his stories were 
humor, sadness, inspiration and wise words which were truly 
motivational. 

The remaining highlights included a community service mission, 
sports tournament, Barn Yard dance and getting to know John Sax, 
CEO of Southpark Corporation. 2011 Aspiring Leaders Forum 
brought together a group of young leaders who are passionate, 
concerned and courageous enough to make a difference in New 
Zealand. 

So now we would like to sincerely thank Southland Boys’ High for 
graciously sponsoring us, so that we could attend this once in a 
life time experience. We also like to thank Rotary for the generous 
contribution as well. We would recommend this exclusive 
opportunity to any aspiring leaders in our great school. 

Cameron Richardson, Fayez Shahbaz and  
Sahdique Mohamed

Blues Awards Recipients 2011 
Congratulations to the following students who received Blues 
Awards recently.   

SPORT & CULTURAL 

Athletics
Sam Anderson
Nathan Frisby 
+ Smallbore Shooting

Badminton
Tyler Young

Basketball
Jacob Duffy + Cricket
Hamish O’Brien + Cricket
Kane Entwisle
Jake Hansen
Ricky Miller

Catering
Isaac Cross
Michael Patterson

Cricket
Henry Burns + Rugby

Hockey
Cameron Veint
James Heffernan
Stephen Howard 
Benjamin McLean
Cory Sutton

Kapa Haka
Peter Ngatai
Taylor Loach
Jordan Tiplady

Multi-Sport
Angus Larsen
Henry Buckingham

Rugby
Ryan Carter
Nicholas Hayes
Sven Penwarden
Jackson Wallace

Football
Danny Leung

Smallbore Rifle Shooting
Phillip Brown
Ryan Warhurst
Taylor Winsloe

Swimming
Robert McDonald + Waterpolo

Tennis
George Muschamp
Brett Allan

Trapshooting
Shaun Bickley
Ben KeenanLeadership

Keanu Kahukura + Rugby
Ben McKerchar + Rugby
Fraser Beck + Basketball
Alfie Broughton + Rugby
Jonty Brown + Basketball + Cricket
Jason Dobson + Waterpolo
Mitchell Harvey + Hockey
Hapimana Lines
Callyn Lindsay
Stanley McDowall + Drama + Waterpolo
Kieran OcConnor + Waterpolo
Cody Oughton
Cameron Richardson
Jesse Robertson + Drama + Music + Volleyball
Fayez Shahbaz + Drama
Mackenzie Smith + Football + Volleyball
Jayden Tohill + Basketball + Cricket

ACADEMIC
Academic  Year 13
Graydon Hayes + Prefect + Music
Robbie McKenzie + Prefect + Volleyball
Jamie Culling + Prefect
Troy Smith + Drama + Prefect
Shaun Fraser

Academic Year 12
Jake Henderson + Harriers 
+ Hockey
Lachlan McKenzie  + Tennis
Michael Lee + Waterpolo
Simon Cook 
Stewart Marshall + Hockey
Jayden Dodunski + Catering
Rowan Cox
Ethan Roberts
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Kapa Haka
Peter Ngatai
Taylor Loach
Jordan Tiplady

Multi-Sport
Angus Larsen
Henry Buckingham

Rugby
Ryan Carter
Nicholas Hayes
Sven Penwarden
Jackson Wallace

Football
Danny Leung

Smallbore Rifle Shooting
Phillip Brown
Ryan Warhurst
Taylor Winsloe

Swimming
Robert McDonald + Waterpolo

Tennis
George Muschamp
Brett Allan

Trapshooting
Shaun Bickley
Ben Keenan

SBHS Sports Department
Another year has been and gone in the Sports Department. 2011 
has brought with it some great moments not only from student 
achievement but also hosting responsibilities.

Hosting Highlights
The 2011 Rugby World Cup was one of the big highlights for the 
nation, and SBHS was no different. After months and months of 
preparation and meetings Southland Boys’ were able to host both 
Georgia and Romania’s training sessions on our very own number 
1 field. The boys embraced both teams and were out in force to 
watch and show their support.

The 1st Winter Inter-school was the biggest with SBHS hosting 
arch rivals Otago Boys’ here in Invercargill. The 1st XV match 
was the highlight as it was filmed by Sky Sport and shown the 
following Saturday. As a school this was our time to show off the 
type of school we are and our students didn’t disappoint. Even 
though we went down to Otago Boys’ 17-3 the day was a huge 
success.

South Island U15 Rugby Tournament was held in Invercargill this 
year. This meant 8 of the top rugby teams in the South Island 
spending a week in Invercargill and Dunedin, fighting it out to 
see who the best is. Once again our students did not let us down, 
as a school we managed to cater for 4 teams, finding them billets 
for the week and also providing a great atmosphere at the games.

Sporting Highlights
SBHS Senior Squash team winning the Southland Champs

SBHS U15 Rugby team winning the South Island Rugby 
Tournament

SBHS U14, U15, U16 and U18 Rugby teams winning the 
Southland Wide Rugby age group competitions

Senior Trapshooting team performing well at the National 
Champs

Senior Small Bore Rifle Shooting team winning the Southland 
Competition and placing 3 in New Zealand

SBHS Senior Waterpolo team placing 3rd in the Southland/Otago 
Champs

A big thanks goes out to all the parents and teachers who have 
helped with the coaching and management of all the sporting 
teams at Southland Boys’ High School. This year we had a total 
of 398 boys participate in some sort of sporting activity. Without 
the help of the parents and teachers there is no way we would 
be able to offer students at Southland Boys’ High School the 
opportunities they have had this year. I hope we are able to get the 
same support next year for our boys.

Chris Neylon and Lyn Crofts
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Southland Secondary Sports Awards
Congratulations to the following students who were nominated 
for the Southland Secondary Sports Awards, these students did 
extremely well to be selected for finals:

Contribution to Sport Award:  Troy Smith

Team Achievement:   Shaun Bickley & Ben Keenan   
 Trapshooting
 U15 Rugby Tournament Team

Southland Future Champions: Jacob Duffy
 Ethan Hawken
 Robert McDonald

Senior Boy: Jacob Duffy
 Michael Culling
 Josh Haggerty

Southern Wide Real Estate
Southland Boys’ High School 1st XV
Right from the word go, the 2011 rugby season for the Southern 
Wide Real Estate Southland Boys’ High School 1st XV looked like 
it was going to be an emphatic year. With many old heads from 
last year’s team gone, there were many new, fresh faces in the 
squad that was to be coached by the experienced Marty Smith, 
Jason Dermody and Alan Bailey. Labelled at the start of the year as 
a ‘building year’, these new players along with the senior members 
had much bigger expectations and goals. From an early stage there 
was a hunger and desire to once again be the leading team in the 
Highlanders competition and take out the title for a third straight 
year. 

After a few weeks of rigorous training sessions, the team coasted 
through its two pre-season games against King’s High school 
from Dunedin and Timaru Boys’ High School, before the season 
opening game against Kavanagh High, which the boys won 44-12.

Four days later the team was facing its biggest challenge of the 
season, a home interschool against arch rivals Otago Boys’ High 
School. To add to the traditional spectacle the game was to be 
aired, live, on the popular ‘College Rugby’ on the Rugby Channel. 
For many of the players, this was going to be one of the biggest 
games of their lives. As expected, every man and his dog turned 
up to get in behind the boys; creating a crowd of 3-4 thousand 
that provided an amazing atmosphere that surrounded the field. 
You could feel the tension in the air as the two teams walked out 
and then laid down the challenge through the spine-tingling 
haka’s.  From the first kick-off the tone of the game was set as 
both teams, working off adrenaline threw everything at the 
opposition. The game was played at a fast pace and was extremely 
physical. However, despite the overwhelming home advantage 
and Southland Boys’ greatest efforts, Otago Boys’ proved to be too 
strong and ground out a 19-3 win.

After the loss to OBHS the boys looked to get their season back 
on track and did so with convincing wins over South Otago, St 
Kevin’s, John McGlashan and Verdon College before their next big 
challenge against Waitaki Boys’. The traditional interschool was to 
be played in Oamaru, which is never an easy task. After travelling 
up on the Tuesday, the boys were to square up against the old foe 
on the Wednesday. As usual the wind was up for the occasion, with 
a chilly breeze drifting in off the ocean. The first half as expected 
was a dogfight, neither team giving an inch. However the second 
half was a different story, as the pressure built by the boys in the 
royal blue became too much for the Waitaki Boys’ and they started 
to edge away. Winning in the end 33-14.

A week later and the boys were on the road once again, this time 
in Dunedin playing the third and final interschool against King’s 
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High School. At stake was the new Fuji Xerox Trophy. The team 
had a lot to live up to, as King’s hadn’t beaten us in the last 12 
years. While we were content on maintaining this record, King’s 
were determined to break it. As expected it was going to be no 
walk in the park like the pre-season fixture. Playing into a strong 
breeze in the first half, the Southland Boys’ side gritted its teeth, 
keeping ball in hand and looking to drive King’s into the ground. 
This tactic proved useful as we claimed a 12-6 lead at the break. 
After oranges, King’s came out firing and threw everything bar 
the kitchen sink at us. Wave after wave of attack was repelled by 
this gutsy Southland Boys’ side as we did everything we could to 
maintain the lead. Two more penalties by Jackson Wallace saw the 
score push out to 18-6 before King’s scored a five pointer bringing 
it to within 7. However, there was not enough time left on the 
clock for a fairytale ending for the home side and Southland Boys’ 
left, extending the record to 13 years. 

The run into the semi-finals saw the Royal Blue build some much 
welcomed momentum with convincing wins over Gore High 
School, Dunstan High School and finally Menzies College. The 
boys now had their sights set firmly on knockout footy, with Gore 
High to be the first hurdle.

The build-up to the game saw plenty of hype and buzz around 
the province. After being labeled as ‘favourites’ at the start of 
the competition, this was to be Gore High’s biggest game of the 
season, however this was just extra motivation for the Southland 
Boys’ side. Never before has a Southland Boys’ 1st XV lost to Gore 
High, this game was not going to change anything. Once again 
a huge crowd rolled out, this time at the Les George Oval. The 
game was filled with tension and suspense as both teams did 
everything capable to take the lead. The physicality of the match 
was shown through the numbers of bodies hitting the deck, both 
sides playing with an ample amount of passion and pride. After 
an unsustainable period of pressure built up by Southland Boys’, 
Gore High finally cracked and we were able to take the lead and 
then extend it. The boy’s then went about their business and 
closed the game, crushing Gore’s hopes and dreams and moving 
one step closer to a third straight title.

Unsurprisingly Otago Boys’ had beaten King’s and were now 
waiting for the showdown. For the first time in the Highlanders 
competition the final was to be played outside Invercargill. The 
team trained brilliantly during the week, with everything coming 
together. You could see the focus and determination on the 
faces of the boys, as they realized this was their opportunity at 
redemption, their opportunity at making history. The Saturday 
came around extremely quickly, both sides chomping at the bit. 
Once again the pace and physicality of the match was played at 
a high level. The first half saw both teams going blow for blow, 
both teams relentless not to give an inch or be the first to crack.  
How even the sides were, was shown in the 11-11 halftime score. 
Midway through the second the cracks began to show in the 
Southland Boys’ side as some spectacular play from Otago Boys’ 
and their captain saw them run in two tries within 5 minutes. 
While the boy’s did everything within their power to retake control 
of the match, this proved to be the winning blow as OBHS ran in 
another try, winning the game 32-11 and claiming the Highlander 
1st XV title for the first time. Although this was a disappointing 
end to the season, the boys held their heads high as they knew they 
had given it their all.

The 2011 season for the Southern Wide Real Estate Southland 
Boy’s High School 1st XV was entertaining and memorable. 
Expected to be not as strong as previous 1st XVs, this team defied 

all expectations as they worked hard to get to a third straight 
title, bringing it together on the field. As a team it has been 
an entertaining year as we experienced both highs and lows. 
Although we were unable to achieve our ultimate goal, we are 
able to hold our heads up high when we reflect on the season 
as we realize that we gave it our best shot and played some 
outstanding footy. I’d like to take this opportunity on behalf of 
the team to thank coaches Marty Smith, Jason Dermody and 
Alan Bailey, along with manager Tom Dowling for the amount 
of time, blood, sweat and tears that you poured into this team. 
Also thank you to all our sponsors, most notably Southern Wide 
Real Estate, Fuji Xerox and Meadowfresh, for all of your support, 
it is highly appreciated.  To the school, families and supporters, 
we would like to thank you for all the support that you have given 
over the 2011 season. Without this driving force, we would only 
be half the team we are. Good Luck to the SBHS 1st XV in 2012, 
may the Legacy live on...

Ben McKerchar  

2nd XV Season Report
A perfect season all started with a close game against James 
Hargest College with minimal pre-season training and a mid 
week hard fought traditional interschool match against Otago 
Boys’ High School we came out on top with a close 16-15 victory. 
These two games were the building blocks of a great team. 

Just four days later we came up against a well drilled St Peter’s 
team who really took it to us throughout the game. St Peter’s held a 
four point lead with only seconds to play in our own 22; they were 
hard on attack with possession in the lineout. But a wonderful 
lineout steal by Angus O’Donnell secured our team the ball. This 
go forward ball was all the skillful midfielder Hapimana Lines-
Tohairiki needed as he found a hole in the defence and sprinted 
down the sideline this eventuated in Thomas (Tank) McKenzie 
scoring the winning try in overtime  to clinch the win. 

With Mr Swift and Rodger Dawson’s nerves being a little on edge 
after the narrow victories they had a brainwave that excessive 
fitness training would be the key to win the competition. This 
led to many exhausting trips to the Daffodil Bay stairs; this really 
took its toll on the players (Sam Stewart). Our next match up 
was against the competition favourites Central Southland 1st 
XV the day after our school ball. This was a very hard encounter 
for some of the older members. This didn’t stop captain Nathan 
Bokser running through the central defence to score the opening 
try in only minutes. Central were on a comeback but with Logan 
Nicholson’s form with the boot we scraped out an unconvincing 
20-19 win. 

There was worse to come with five games in the following two 
weeks including two interschool games. First interschool game 
was against Waitaki Boys’ which turned into a blowout with Metua 
Aerenga and Lachie Wood playing outstanding games. Next 
interschool game was against King’s College on a swamp of a field, 
keeping the ball in the forwards we won a physical encounter 19-
12. Players of the game were Mac Popham and Matthew Wesney. 
To top off our five wins in two weeks we had a superb day out 
against Waiau Star winning 66-0. Players of the game were Nathan 
Bokser, Jaycob Brown, Jay van den Arend and Jack Robertson. 

With other wins against Gore High School, DLS, Bluff and SBHS 
3rd XV we headed into the top four of the competition as favourites 
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and we proved this winning all three games convincingly. The boys 
came up against James Hargest in the final of the competition. 
Going into the final as favourites we had everything to lose and 
Hargest had everything to gain. With two heart pumping school 
hakas the game was ready to begin and both teams were fired up 
and ready to go. The boys chased the kickoff hard with an even 
first half match up until Lachie Wood scored a try on half time 
to put us in the lead. With an inspirational halftime chat by the 
coaches we went straight into the second half ready to go. This 
showed as we regathered our form and nuggetty halfback James 
Larsen started finding holes everywhere and dotting down for two 
tries as we grabbed the game and the Under 18 title.

 With the season over and only one game left against the Grange 
High School the boys took a laid back approach to the game. 
This really showing in the first half as only having one pre match 
training the boys were taking in a few deep breaths during the first 
half due to the lack of fitness. Going into the second half trailing 
14 - 12 caused for the need of some wise words from Mr Swift to 
rev the boys up for the second half. These wise words caused the 
boys to come out firing in the second half and score a staggering 
44 unanswered points to win the game 56-14. The boys who really 
performed well in this game were Hapimana Lines-Tohairiki, 
Wade Marshall and Sam Stewart. Logan Nicholson was named 
man of the match. It was a great season all round and many 
thanks to the coaches Jamie Swift, Mark Buckingham, Karl Shaw 
(Shooter) and Rodger Dawson, without them we would never 
have got as far as we did.

Nathan Bokser (C) and Angus O’Donnell (VC) 

Revolution
On the 28th October 2010 a Revolution began. It was formed by a 
band of talented athletes, a band of mates, a band of BROTHERS. 
Their aim was to ‘Revolutionize” the way sport was played 
throughout Southland, and were fully committed and dedicated 
to the cause. Decked out in classy yellow and black colours, these 
boys were going to show Southland that a sporting team could be 
social and still dominate and win.

First on the checklist of sports to ‘Revolutionize’ was Touch with 
the Revolution entered into the secondary school men’s and social 
men’s touch grade, held on Thursday nights. Although we had 
limited experience in the sport across the board, except for the 
odd NZ rep or two, we were a team filled with gifted and talented 
players who all played in representative teams in their own 
respective codes. From the very first blow of the whistle, the lads 
came out firing, dominating the opposition in both grades and 
picking up two season opening wins. On that memorable night, 
the Revolution stamped its mark on Touch, setting the benchmark 
for the rest of the competition and making a name for itself. And 
so, on the 28th of October 2010, a Revolution had begun.

The team swept through November unbeaten in both grades, 
claiming the scalps of Verdon, CSC, Aparima, James Hargest and 
respective men’s teams. As Christmas approached, we had the 
Secondary School competition wrapped up and were halfway 
towards our goal in the men’s grade. 

After a lengthy and entertaining break over the festive period, the 
boys got back into it in the middle of January. Sadly the lifestyle 
of the holiday period had taken its toll on the boys and we picked 
up our first, bitter loss. This was to be the only one of the season 

however, as the boys quickly picked up from where we had left off 
and made an exciting and heroic run towards the finals. Disabling 
anything that got in our way, we now had a reputation to live up 
to during finals footy. 

We were to face the Blues rugby club in the grand final who were 
featuring players such as Pehi Te Whare, Seminar Manu, James 
Lew and Fai Mika. The weather on the night was true Southland 
conditions, with a cold westerly and a constant drizzle of rain 
doing its best to hamper what was to be a special night.

However, the boys had come to play and put on an absolute 
spectacle of touch, defeating Blues 7-3 and becoming the social 
men’s Touch Champions in their debut season.

Touch in Southland had been Revolutionized!!!

With winter rapidly approaching, and a handful of players in 
the 1st 5 basketball squad, the rest of the boys decided that it was 
time to Revolutionize Southland Basketball and so Revolution 
entered the Secondary School Division 2 grade. With a squad of 
8 players who hadn’t played b-ball in years, we didn’t know what 
to expect. But, after some rigorous training sessions, a touch of 
natural talent and help from our 1st 5 representative players we 
were as ready as we would ever be. The hard work paid off as we 
downed James Hargest 52-1 in the 1st game, our defense proving 
to be our strongest foundation as it would be for the entire season.  
We then went through the next six weeks hustling, putting the 
hand in the face, hitting our shots and getting the results as we sat 
comfortably at the top of the table. Throughout those six weeks 
we took the innocence of CSC, SBHS 3rd 5, James Hargest 2nd and 
3rd 5 twice over. The highlight coming at the start of the 2nd round 
when we were up against the James Hargest 3rd 5.  From the tap 
off James Hargest stood no chance as all our shots were dropping 
and the score started to mount. At halftime the boys were asked to 
pull back a bit, however, that’s not how we play. Offended by this 
question, we decided to pick it up a notch and midway through 
the 4th quarter we racked up 100. The final score ended up being 
Revolution 111, James Hargest 7. Go figure.

However, Revolution hit a speed bump in the last week of round 
two. Playing in unfamiliar territory at the Velodrome against Mr 
Meijer’s Boys’ High team. The boys were well and truly outplayed 
in all areas with the young bucks issuing a reality check to the 
Rev, winning 44-42. That loss brought the boys back down to 
earth and they were determined to not have their season derailed. 
The following week saw semifinals footy underway with the 
Revolution going up against CSC. After the feeling experienced 
a week earlier due to the loss, the boys were completely in the 
zone and came out firing. Although CSC put up a gallant effort, 
Revolution came out triumphant and set their sights on the final 
next week against the team that had handed them their only loss.

So it was back to the all too daunting Velodrome to once again 
square off against Mr Meijer’s SBHS team. Revolution knew we 
were in for a dogfight, and a dogfight it was with both teams 
struggling to get a grasp on the game. When the fourth quarter 
rolled around the Rev was up 26-24, and finally managed to 
build some momentum. With the clock ticking down, the shots 
began to drop and the Rev pulled away. As the buzzer sounded, 
the Rev boys lifted their arms in victory and claimed their second 
trophy. Final score 42-34. Division 2 Southland Secondary School 
Basketball had been revolutionized.

The end of rugby season saw rugby league taking over Saturday 
afternoons. Not to be outdone by another Boys’ High team, the 
Revolution decided it was a must to enter. However recruitment 
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was needed and before long, a majority of the ‘Coldstream 
Cowboys’ decided to join the Revolution and unite under the 
black and yellow banner. With a talented side that featured many 
1st and 2nd XV players, we set ourselves high standards for the 
year. The ultimate goal obviously being revolutionizing the way 
league was played in Southland. Leading into the competition the 
squad had a few training sessions that were run by the players 
themselves, most notably Ben McKerchar, Jayden Tohill and Ryan 
Egerton who believed that their love of the NRL gave them enough 
knowledge on the game to coach as well as play. The team faced a 
terrifying task first up, playing Menzies in Wyndham. As expected 
every man and his dog turned up for the occasion, however they 
went home with their tails between their legs as the Rev got up 
28-18. The benchmark had once again been set for the season. The 
Revolution were here to play.

The following week Revolution entertained the crowd at Centre 
Point, annihilating a spirited James Hargest side 66-8. The game 
was played in fantastic conditions, and some tries were scored that 
would feature on highlight reels all over the world. 

Gore High in Gore was never going to be easy, especially with 
only 14 players. From the outset we had to dig deep as Gore 
scored early. The boys bounced back and began to build some 
momentum, taking the lead and then extending it to 24-12. 
However some poor technique in a tackle from a Gore High player 
saw hooker Jayden Tohill visit Never Never land and having to go 
off. Revolution were now going to have to tough it out with only 
13 players, going into the breeze and uphill. Using Ying’s injury as 
inspiration, and rallied by Captain Ben McKerchar the boys dug 
deep and produced a stunning display of character, showing what 
the Revolution is all about. Like the movie 300, the boys played 
and fought like warriors and against all odds, came out on top 
48-32.

Back to strength a week later and the combined schools of Verdon, 
Aurora and Kura were no match for the Rev going down 54-26.

After winning four on the trot, the Revolution now had its biggest 
game of the franchise’s history. The grand final showdown against 
rival SBHS team the Raiders. The week’s build up saw plenty 
of hype around the game with both sides firing a few shots. 
Game day rolled around sooner than later, and both sides were 
prepared for war. The whistle blew and war it was as the tone of 
physicality was set during the first couple of sets. The first half 
saw both teams going blow for blow, try for try. The game was 
being played at an astonishing pace and towards the end of the 
first half the Revolution built some momentum and pressure, 
scoring two unanswered tries and pushing the score out to 24-
14. After halftime the boys put the foot on the throat and played 
some of their best footy of the season. There was magic happening 
all over the park from the boys in black and yellow as they ran 
in another four unanswered tries pushing the lead out to 44-14. 
The game looked to be in the bag, that was until the wheels fell 
off. The Raiders with nothing to lose began throwing everything 
at us, and on the back of some awful discipline and some good 
footy, ran in 6 tries within 20 minutes, bringing the score to 44-
42. With only 5 left on the clock and all the momentum with the 
Raiders things looked grim for the Rev. However after a great set 
of D, a touch of individual brilliance came from Fraser Beck who 
broke the line 50m out and dotted down. The Rev though weren’t 
done and managed to dot down once again, on the hooter. As the 
whistle sounded the fist pumps began.  The Revolution had just 
swept the competition and had revolutionized Southland Rugby 
League adding another trophy to the cabinet. This was our finest 
hour and shall never be forgotten.

All in all it’s been an outstanding year of sport for a bunch of 
mates who wanted to form a team and show that you can be social 
and still win. Over the months the team has morphed into more 
of a franchise, spreading across three different sports, all of which 
were revolutionized. The black and yellow jumper has provided 
all of us with many memories and highlights, seeing a lot of blood, 
sweat and tears along the way.   For those leaving, it is now up 
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to you to take the Revolution to wherever you go, and for the 
ones staying to carry it on.  Revolution is more than a socially 
competitive sports team, it is a family and a dynasty in which we 
take pride in and represent with passion. Long may it continue! 
TIME TO REVOLUTIONIZE THE WORLD!!!!!!!

Ben McKerchar (Founder)

Squads:

Touch- #0 Jason Dobson, #1 Callyn Lindsay, #2 Jay van den 
Arrend, #3 Jayden Tohill, #4 Fraser Beck, #5 Ben McKerchar, #6 
Jonty Brown, #7 Kane Entwisle, #8 Mitchell Harvey, #9 Hapimana 
Tohiariki, #10 Troy Kelly

Basketball- Ben McKerchar, Ryan Egerton, Jason Dobson, 
Hapimana Tohiariki, Cody Oughton, Kieran O’Connor, Callyn 
Lindsay, Jay van den Arrend, Stan McDowall

League- Ben McKerchar, Jayden Tohill, Ryan Egerton, Fraser 
Beck, Jason Dobson, Hapimana Tohiariki, Cody Oughton, Kieren 
O’Conner, Kane Entwisle, Henry Burns, Alfie Broughton, Macrae 
Sanderson, Patrick Clegg, Brandon Rogers, Angus O’Donnell, 
Nathan Bosker, James Sommerville, Jay van den Arrend, Callyn 
Lindsay

U15 Rugby Tournament Team
Congratulations to the Southland Boys’ High School U15 
Tournament team, who won the South Island U15 Rugby 
Tournament which was held in Invercargill. Eight schools 
competed in this event and Southland Boys’ High School 
progressed to the final unbeaten.  The final was played on the Les 
George Oval against Shirley Boys’ from Christchurch, Southland 
Boys’ High School won 26-17. Thank you to the coaches, Craig 
Smith, Bob Shaw and Manager Mark Buckingham.

 

U15 Rugby League
This year the Under 15 League side played in two championship 
competitions, the first being played in the summer and the second 
during spring. The team was captained by Taamati Harris and 
Connor O’Brien who always led from the front showing good 
vision of game play.

Other promising players were Neihana Kahukura, Jharn Winter, 
Jack Capil and Joe Tamanui who were outstanding on attack. 
Special mention must also go to some of the big forwards Nathan 
Stenton, Cody Donnelly and Josh Mackie for their metres gained 
on attack and their bone crunching defence.

While the team only managed 3rd place in the later competition, 
the boys did take home the overall championship trophy in the 
first term which was an outstanding effort. Well done boys.

Greg McDonald
Coach Under 15 Southland Boys’ High Rugby League 2011

Most Improved Player :  Damien Conner
Most Potential:  Neihana Kahukura
MVP:  Taamati Harris
Southland Under 15 Representatives: Jharn Winter
 Nathan Stenton
 Tyler Dewe
 Tim Yaxley
 Thomas McGavin
 Taamati Harris
South Island Under 15 Representative: Taamati Harris
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2011 Touch Rugby
The 2011 Touch Rugby season was a mixed bag for SBHS. 

The Junior Touch teams did well in their respective competitions. 
We have a lot of boys who have made it into their respective 
Southland teams. 

The Senior team had a lot of bad luck throughout the season. The 
team was mixed with some very experienced players and some 
upcoming players. We were lucky enough to have one Interschool 
against King’s High School, which we won. Due to the Christchurch 
Earthquake we were unable to compete in South Island Secondary 
Schools which would have given us the chance to compete at 
Nationals.  So all in all the Senior team didn’t really compete. 

In term four, we have run our own competition for our Year 7/8s, 
which has been great to see 9 teams taking part. We also once 
again have older boys coaching these teams. 

A big thank you to the following Coaches, who have taken up their 
time to mentor the boys:

Daniel Neho, Chris Neho, Josh Tipu, Tre McKenzie, Marlon 
Adcock, Joe Rabbitt, Taamati Harris, Oliver Stirling, George 
Karamaena, Neihana Kahukura and Sam DeVries

outcome of one game. Southland Boys’ High School has two nem-
esis teams OBHS and St Bedes College. Our big game in the first 
round was against St Bedes. This game saw us as the underdogs 
against a very good shooting team that believed themselves to be 
20 points superior to us. The game started with a small crowd 
waiting for the moment when St Bedes would pull away from us; 
however, every time they tried we fought back. With two minutes 
to go in the game the stadium was full and everyone knew they 
were watching the game of the tournament. Having played the 
game of their lives Fraser Beck and Jonty Brown started cramp-
ing violently and were playing, at best, on one leg. When the full-
time whistle blew all heads fixed on the scoreboard saw that the 
game was tied. Overtime – with nothing left in the tank and foul 
trouble mounting up the game was over, almost… Showing great 
heart we again fought back and got to within three points with 20 
seconds to go, the ball moved up the court and in a last second 
attempt Fraser shot the ball willing it to drop… But it didn’t, it 
bounced off the front of the rim and the game was over. St Bedes 
qualified for the quarter-finals and would eventually finish fourth, 
while we were relegated to the bottom tier and would eventually 
finish 10th. 

The season however, didn’t finish there. We returned to Southland 
to compete in the High School competition. For the third season 
running we dominated, finishing undefeated and winning the 
final by 22 points. At the awards ceremony we were unlucky not to 
have one of the team receive the MVP for the league, but we did 
collect the trophy for the winner of the senior boys’ competition. 

The best thing about this team is that it never had to rely on one 
key player; in every game we found a way to use the talents of 
every player to come out victorious. I would like to thank Fraser 
Beck and Jonty Brown for their leadership, Kane Entwisle for his 
deadly shooting, Jayden Tohill for his determined rebounding 
and wish them the best for their futures. I am looking forward 
to seeing the rest of the team next year where we will again look 
to extend our reign as the leading basketball team in Southland. 

Team on three…

Ray Laurenson, Head Coach SBHS First V

Basketball 1st V
2011 was another stellar year for the SBHS Basketball club; 
spearheaded by a very strong starting five, the First V again 
showed that it is the preeminent Schoolboys team in Southland. 
The team came together in March for what would prove to be 
a very long season. The restructuring of the school year due to 
the Rugby World Cup meant that the team would have to play 
its first interschool before ever playing a club game. At SBHS the 
first interschool is always against Otago Boys’ High school which 
means that the two top teams south of Canterbury open the 
season by playing each other. The last time OBHS came to SBHS 
to play an interschool we won by 26 points (the first victory over 
them in recent memory) 
this time OBHS had a 
point to prove. Despite 
the standout play of Jonty 
Brown, Fraser Beck and 
Jacob Duffy we were unable 
to get up for the victory. One 
game played and one game 
lost. This for many teams 
would be a devastating start 
to the season and may well 
spell the end of it. But for us 
we knew we were only just 
getting started. 

Bring on the rest of the 
season

A basketball season at sec-
ondary school level is always 
measured by the team’s per-
formance at tournament. 
This year we travelled to 
Dunedin knowing the sea-
son may well rest on the 
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from Nathan Frisby, the boys were able to produce the win and 
finish a respectable 5th in the competition.

Stars of the season included the motivational Captain, Henry 
Burns, who led from the front, and some valuable contributions 
from Michael Lee and Liam Howley.  Also special thanks go to our 
reliable and wonderful manager, Miss Bloxham.

Thomas Grandiek

SBHS 2nd V Basketball  
The 2nd V’s rookie season, in the highly competitive Secondary 
Schools A Grade Competition, had some mixed results. In the 
boys’ first year in the competition there were some very pleasing 
results against more experienced and trained teams, but also 
some disappointing results at crucial times throughout the 
season, which in the end cost us the opportunity to compete for 
higher honours.

Highlights of the season included the first win against a very 
professional James Hargest 1st V team, which consisted of a 
Southland Sharks import.  After the win the boys were unable to 
kick on and produce back to back wins.  

Finishing 5th on the table we had to play off for the wooden 
spoon, against a well drilled Kura team.  After athletic displays 

Year 9 First V
A few of us Rugby boys decided to put in a Basketball team for 
this year.

We started our first game at Boys’ High against James Hargest  
College.  We had no idea how we would go but went into the game 
feeling confident we would knock the first team over.  We did just 
that, winning the game by almost 100 points.

The next few games we really were shocked, playing other Boys’ 
High teams and not getting very good results.  We wanted to be 
beating teams back to back.  We knocked over Verdon 44-15 and 
then beat Boys’ High Mavericks in a 53-50 nailbiter.  Although 
we should have been in a semi-final, we ended up playing JHC 
College again – winning 88-23.

Unfortunately they were the only games we won winning four out 
of approximately 10 games.  But we all had fun and we did well as 
most of us were playing Basketball for the first time.

Team: Joseph Rabbitt, Joshua Tipu, Marlon Adcock, Henri 
Deuchrass, Jake Turner, Tre McKenzie, Robert Leishman, Timothy 
Young, Tyler Hopa and Cameron Rogerson.

Thanks to Jonty Brown and Fraser Beck for helping out.  Special 
thanks to Mr Meijer and Miss Bloxham for their help with the 
team.

Marlon Adcock

2011 SBHS Basketball Highlights
•  Winning all four School Sections (again) – Junior Boys B, 

Junior Boys A, Senior B, Senior A.
•  Fraser Beck scoring 50 points in a game (twice)
•  Tyler Ryder scoring 7 three pointers in a game (5 in one half)
•  Kenji Suzuki, Connor Bissett and Callyn Lindsay all shooting 

halfway shots
•  SBHS Maverick’s double overtime win in the Junior B final 

versus Verdon (after being down by 15 points) –Mr Hughes 
making a huge impact as the next super –manager in Junior BB

•  Super Coach Mr Laurenson, again undefeated for a season in 
the Senior A

•  Ben Fotheringham and Harry Taane – the next BIG thing in 
Southland Boys’ Basketball

•  Junior A Panthers – unbeaten all year with James Angus 
McDonald leading the way as top scorer, captain, motivational 
speaker, coach, manager, water boy and ultimate leader in this 
team

•  James McDonald picking up the junior MVP (Most Valuable 
Player) in Southland schools

•  Mr Laurenson NOT getting a technical Foul
•  Fraser Beck in the three point final – pushed hard by Daniel 
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Robertson & Bailey Andrews with 11/20 points – watch out 
Sharks – here comes Fraser!!!

•  Mr Meijer showing up to coach a SBHS Second V game (Miss. 
Bloxham had it under control)

•  Twin towers of Matthew Jackson and Josh McKenzie doing the 
damage in the rebound, points and block department for the 
Junior A team

•  Scott Kingsbury having a blinder in the semifinal and final of 
the Junior A section with a triple double of points, rebounds 
and steals 

•  Jonty Brown (need we mention more? – he da man!)
•  Jacob Duffy – the dunk machine showing that ‘white men can 

jump’
•  The Tournament team smashing Fiordland College  who had  

their Nelson Giants Player!
•  The Energizer Bunny Joe Rabbit, who just keeps on going, and 

going and going.... (can’t wait for tournament team trials next 
year)

•  The Pocket –rocket Bailey Andrews – hope he keeps up with 
that energy in the A team next season

•  Just Jayden (Tohill) – he’s more than Just Jayden – did you see 
him rebound in the staff vs prefects game?

•  Boys’ High Staff Team – unlucky to not go undefeated all year, 
should dominate next year

•  Kane Entwisle – delivered in some of those interschool and 
tournament games!

•  SBHS Senior B – year 11 boys being the ONLY team to beat the 
SBHS Revloution year 13 team!

•  Tom Grandiek – alias Superman,  making his debut in the All 
Star Dunk Competition (he should have won on the costume 
alone!)

ALL STAR RESULTS
•  Dunk competition -  1st James McDonald,  2nd Fraser Beck,  

3rd Paul (jump over da scooter) Aigernian
•  3 point shootout – 1st Fraser Beck,  2nd Bailey Andrews,  3rd 

Daniel Robertson
•  Skills Competition winner – Scott Kingsbury
•  Junior All Star MVP – Joint award – James McDonald, Tim 

Yaxley
•  Senior All Star MVP – Jonty Brown 
•  ½ way shootout – Tyler Ryder
•  Junior Tournament Team: James McDonald, Cory Thompson, 

Scott Kingsbury, Bailey Andrews, Tim Yaxley, Matthew Jackson, 
Josh MacKenzie, Jack Welsh, Nathaniel Arnold, Piet Grandiek, 
Jai Whelan

   
 
Senior A Final

Basketball 
Junior 
Heat 
Team

Basketball 
Mavericks 
Team

Panthers 
Team
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First XI Cricket Report
The Southland Boys’ High First XI was a younger and more 
inexperienced team in 2011, they were looking to rebuild from 
a successful season last year. With seven players leaving from the 
previous year, meant that there was a lot of young blood and the 
senior members consisting of Jacob Duffy, Jonty Brown, Henry 
Burns, Hamish O’Brien and Jayden Tohill requiring to step up.

The first interschool of the 2011 year was against Shirley Boys’; 
unfortunately the weather got the better of us on the first day 
meaning the interschool was abandoned. On day two, after some 
lengthy work put in by the Queens Park groundsmen, we were 
able to take the field for a 50-over game. Shirley put us into bat 
and we were off to a solid start being 88 for 3 at drinks. From 
here we crumbled under the bowling of Tom Dickson (6 – 18) 
and ended up being bowled out for a mere 124. This total was no 
match for Canterbury U18 and willows rep Ken McKlure who 
hit the ball to all areas of the ground during his sublime 98 not 
out.

The second interschool against King’s High at Southland Boys 
‘was definitely one of the toughest and most even two days 
cricket of the season. After losing the toss we found ourselves in a 
dominant position of 119 for 2 during the second session, strong 
contributions from Ben McKerchar (51) and Hamish O’Brien 
(57) helped the team through to a score of 244 all out. King’s 
declared mid-way through day two on 181 leaving us with the 
opportunity to score quick runs and then try to bowl them out. 
A positive start from Ben Mckerchar again scoring 51 and Ryan 
Ackland (28) resulted in King’s needing 167 runs in around 40 
overs. A negative approach from King’s left captain Jonty Brown 
bringing in an attacking field to try to take wickets. From here the 
King’s batsmen decided to hit out which led them to being 90 for 
2. After a breakthrough wicket from Jacob Duffy, this opened up 
an end for Jackson Wallace who took 3 superb quick wickets along 
with a run out, and another wicket from Duffy gave Southland 
Boys’ hope of doing something special. This was not to be as 
King’s fought out the final overs to be 142 for 9. Match drawn.

The last interschool against Otago Boys’ was drawn due to heavy 
rain on day two.

Although the interschools didn’t produce a lot of success, the boys 
had a successful season elsewhere. We battled above our weight 
making it to the Senior Men’s One-day competition semi-final, 
as well as the Otago/Southland Gillette Cup semi-final after 
convincingly thumping a lacklustre Hargest outfit by 201 runs. 
Most members in the team were selected for various Southland 
and Otago age-group teams as well as five boys in the Hawke Cup 
Academy/Squad.

We would like to thank Chris Neylon and Craig Smith, our 
coaches, for all the time and effort they put into the team this year. 
We have had a lot of fun and played many memorable games. The 
future of Southland Boys’ High cricket is looking promising with 
seven of this year’s team coming back for 2012, they are young, 
full of talent and will be a strong force in the senior competition, 
interschools and Gillette Cup. Good luck to Jonty Brown, Jayden 
Tohill, Callyn Lindsay, Ben McKerchar and Jackson Wallace who 
will be leaving school at the end of the year. All the best for your 
future endeavours.

Jonty Brown,  
Captain

U15 Colts
This year our Under 15 colts cricket side achieved something 
that hadn’t been done by an U15 cricket side at SBHS for many 
years; reach the final of a national tournament. The competition 
was held in Taupo in late March. 160 teams participated in the 
qualification stages and SBHS made the last 8, representing the 
Otago/Southland region. 

The team qualified by beating East Otago High School in early 
February. The match was a closely contested affair and thanks to 
some big late innings hitting by Sam Rodden and James Ng as 
well as some inspired spin bowling and equally impressive wicket 
keeping from Ezrom Goodsir, we came out on top. This meant we 
were off to Taupo! 

The Team flew out of Dunedin after our flight was delayed and 
then diverted to Auckland, which meant that a group of very tired 
young men arrived at the motor lodge in Taupo very late in the 
evening.

The tournament itself was a great experience for the boys, who 
applied themselves with great endeavour and represented their 
school and region with a lot of pride. Although the results did not 
go our way (we were beaten in every game!), the boys learnt a lot 
and gained valuable experience which should stand them in good 
stead in the future. Playing consecutive matches on grass surfaces 
was certainly a major learning curve. 

Standout individuals included captain and opening bowler Nick 
McCallum as well as hard hitting middle order batsman Brandon 
Rodger, who claimed the MVP prize for best overall player in the 
SBHS squad. 

This trip would not have been possible without the support and 
contribution from all parents as well as the companies which 
supported our fundraising initiatives. 

A special thank you must also go to Chris Neylon, whose 
organisation, hard work and coaching assistance made this trip 
possible in the first place. 

Sure, 8th out of 8 doesn’t sound that impressive, but 8th out of 
160 sure does!

Alex Hughes 
Coach, U15 Colts Cricket 

Goldrush 2011
Three teams from Southland Boys’ High went to contest the 
Goldrush this year, an iconic multi-sport event which has run for 
15 years and is viewed in the same light as the Coast to Coast.

Based in Central Otago it is run over three days and covers 375km 
of fast flowing rivers, hot windswept roads and cold mountain 
passes.

SBHS took out first, second and third in the Team College Male 
section –

Team 901 Angus Larsen First Place 19:12:32
 Pieter Bulling
 Kyle McKenzie
Team 903 Andrew Miller Second Place 19:38:01
 Tom Day
 Henry Buckingham
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Team 902 Harry Hunter Third Place 21:48:41
 James Heffernan
 Chris Withers                  

Overall our boys finished in 12th, 20th and 41st in a field of 
seventy-two.  

Team 901 were an experienced team and were strong over all 
disciplines (running, kayaking and cycling) which showed in their 
high overall placing.

Team 903 was a combination of experience and youth, with 
Andrew competing in his 4th Goldrush with top four finishes 
in all four years, Tom competing in his first ever Goldrush and 
Henry coming back from a broken collarbone.

Team 902 were all first timers and over the three days all had 
strong performances.

Hockey 2011
It has been a great year for hockey at Southland Boys’ High School 
in 2011. We had 43 players representing the school in three hockey 
teams this year. The first and second elevens were both playing 
in the senior A grade and a Year 7/8 team playing in the junior 
hockey league.

Much like last year senior players from each team were asked to 
provide leadership and mentoring to younger players throughout 
the season and they did this with maturity beyond their years. 
Again two of the senior players (Cameron and Jake) were asked 
to coach, umpire and help manage the Year 7/8 team and the two 
students did this with the utmost professionalism. 

This year saw a number of changes to the teams as far as practise 
times, game rescheduling and fitness trainings, which required a 
huge commitment of their time. 

RESULTS

Southland Secondary School Competition –  
A grade

Southland Boys’ High School 1st XI
The elite team of the school started the 2011 season with a 
relatively new lineup as it had lost seven senior players from the 
2010 season. Right from the start of the season the 1st XI was 
focussed on winning and continued this throughout the season, 
winning a total of 5 out of 7 games, scoring a total of 67 goals 
from those 7 games and letting only 8 goals in. Unfortunately we 
couldn’t manage a win against old foes JHC 1st XI and this meant 
that the Southland Boys’ High School 1st XI would finish runners 
up in the two term Southland Secondary School competition for 
2011. However for a young hockey side who had had some major 
rebuilding this was still a good result.

Southland Boys’ High School 2nd XI
This team was made up of a mixture of players ranging from those 
who were very experienced to those that had not played before. 
This team although very young was put into the A grade section 
of the Secondary School competition, pitting them up against 
teams such as the Verdon 1st XI, James Hargest 1st XI and our own 
1st XI. Despite this highly competitive grade the 2nd XI performed 
very well and the results bode well for the coming years of this 
sport at Southland Boys’ High School.

Year 7/8 Hockey
At the start of the season we played versus SGHS to get into the 
top division. We beat them convincingly. 

Then it was on to the Interschool games. We played Balmacewen 
at the Turnbull Thomson Turf down here. Our team played 
hard but let in three early goals in the first fifteen minutes. We 
toughened up and almost scored losing 3-0. 

The second game in Dunedin against John McGlashan we played 
very well winning 3-1, with goals to Thomas Winter, Thomas 
Kennedy and Cody McKenzie. 

In our final game we beat Verdon 4-2, we were lucky that our 
goalie Lachlan Graham did some great saves. 

Callum Holloway has had an outstanding season. He has put a 
huge effort into training and games. 

All in all we had a great season finishing 3rd with outstanding 
moments.

We would also like to give a huge thank you to our coaches Jake 
Henderson and Cameron Veint. 

Haydon McElligott and Cody McKenzie

Interschools (Southland Boys’ High School 1st XI)

Vs. Otago BHS
Loss (home)

This is always the 1st XI’s toughest game, because Otago BHS play 
in the top national division and ourselves in the third national 
division. Right from the first whistle our boys played with a belief 
and intensity well beyond their years. This was reflected in the 
score line of 1 – 0 to us at halftime. Unfortunately in the second 
half we started to show signs of fatigue and inexperience letting 5 
goals in. The result of 5 – 1 is one of our best against the 7th best 
boys’ school in the country.

Vs. Waitaki BHS
Draw (away)

This was the first serious test this season for the hockey 1st X1. 
The match up, with Waitaki Boys’ High School is traditionally a 
close contest, with only a few goals separating the two teams and 
2011 was to be no exception. The Southland Boys’ High School 
1st XI controlled the game extremely well playing with structure 
throughout which meant maintaining possession and territory. 
With a 1-0 lead with 10 minutes to go it looked like a win, however 
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Waitaki scored in the dying minutes to level the score and draw 
the game. This was a result that left a nasty taste in the mouth of 
the senior players but a result we could build on for the rest of 
the season.

Vs. King’s High School
Win (away)

Again our Hockey 1st X1 took part in the annual winter Interschool 
against Kings’ High School from Dunedin.  Our team attacked 
the opposition goal for the full 50 minutes and built pressure by 
maintaining set structure and territory. King’s as history would 
dictate kept their definite strategy to combat this, which was to 
keep 9 out of their 11 players in their own defensive circle and 
not look to attack our goal. This negative (but legal) play saw the 
score at 2-0. When the second half started it was clear that King’s 
were still going to adopt the same negative strategy. The 1st XI 
maintained composure and set structure scoring 3 more times 
and only conceding a late goal. A good win due to composure 
and structure, attributes needed to be sustained for the rest of the 
season.

Vs. John McGlashan College
Loss (away) 

This Interschool was introduced this year to give both teams some 
much needed game time prior to tournament week. It put us up 
against the winners of our tournament last year and national 
division 2 team John McGlashan. It would prove to be a very 
physical game contested between two relatively even sides and at 
halftime the scoreline of 1-1 reflected this. More injuries occurred 
and the reserves were called on to step up. But the Johnies were 
just too experienced and scored twice to win 3-1. 

This result left our Interschool record at 1 win 1 draw and 2 losses, 
but with Tournament fast approaching some much needed game 
time against older and higher ranked teams was just what we 
needed.

Congratulations to the boys and thanks must go to the umpires, 
parents and supporters who came down and officiated or watched 
the games in, at times, very trying conditions.

Winter Tournament Week

Nelson 2011
A fifteen man squad flew to Nelson to compete in the National 
Boys’ Hockey Tournament the Johnson Cup. The third nationally 
ranked tournament ran for one week comprising of pool 
play and then into a series of knockout games against other 
secondary schools from around the country. Right from the first 
game the team showed the other sides exactly what it means to 
go to Southland Boys’ and played the game at a very high pace 
throughout the tournament. The warm climate of Nelson did not 
phase the team on the first day winning their first game against 
Marlborough Boys’ High School 3-1. Tuesday was to be the team’s 
hardest day having to play two teams during that day. After being 
1-0 down at halftime to Shirley Boys’ in the second pool game 
we scored two quick goals and led 2-1 with 10 minutes left on 
the clock. Unfortunately Shirley scored off two penalty corners 
and we lost that pool game 3-2. The third pool game then turned 
into a must win, if we were to make the top eight, but we came up 
against a strong old Darfield team who beat us 4-1. Our cross over 
match against Heretaunga saw an emphatic win 2-0 putting us into 
a game the next day against local team Waimea. The Nelson locals 
were out in force to support one of their local teams but the crowd 

was silent for long period of time during the game as we were 
in front 2-1 at halftime. Unfortunately the local team bounced 
back with 2 unanswered goals at we lost 3-2. This meant our final 
game would be a playoff for 11th or 12th against Auckland team 
Takapuna Grammer. For three of the boys this would be their last 
game for the 1st XI and the whole team dug deep and found an 
inner strength to win the game 4-2. Overall the team finished 11th 
and was the top Southland team for the tournament. This result 
did not fairly reflect the efforts that boys put in all week and all 
season, but they did show nationally how strong the beliefs are at 
Southland Boys’ High School. On a personal note the team was a 
pleasure to take away and Mr Jackson and I would like to thank 
them for a great week. Thanks too, to everybody who was involved 
in the fundraising, your efforts and support were appreciated by 
all those who took part.

Overall Hockey at Southland Boys’ High School in 2011 has had 
a major phase of rebuilding. We now have a very good nucleus 
of fine young players each with their own unique skills and each 
bringing different experience levels to each team. We now can 
look forward to a better and more experienced season in 2012. 
Congratulations to those players who have represented their 
province and received awards for their hockey this year. Thank 
you to the parents for their support of their sons down at the cold 
turfs. Special thanks to the coaches and managers this year, Miss 
Mulligan, Mr Tapper and Mr Jackson – you all have helped the 
sport in your own ways this year. Also Mr Swift who gave up his 
valuable time to be fitness trainer to the 1st XI, the boys were the 
fittest they ever have been for a hockey season. Thanks to the boys 
your participation in the sport this year has helped rebuild the 
sport and lift its profile around the school. Lastly to Corey and 
Stephen who are leaving the school this year, we thank you for 
the years of service you have given to school hockey and we wish 
you all the best for the future. I would also like to make special 
mention of a player who leaves us this year who has been in the 
1st XI since Year 8, Veinty your knowledge, skill, leadership and 
experience will be sorely missed and I would like to thank you and 
your family for your support and efforts to hockey at this school. 
On behalf of the school I would like to wish you all the best for 
the future.

Chris Boyce, TIC Hockey 

Cycling Report
City student eyed for junior worlds
After a year of training almost every day, either the road, wind 
trainer if the weather is too rough, or track, I am really enthusiastic 
about being eyed as a local prospect for the New Zealand team 
for next year’s junior world track cycling championships in 
Invercargill. 

I have been included in a New Zealand Development Team, for 
both Road and Track Cycling.

During the NZ National Track Champs in March, I placed in 3 
events winning a gold, silver and bronze medal.  I won Gold in 
the Southland & South Island Secondary School Track Champs.

I have been selected as a member of a 12 strong Southland team 
for the Oceania Track Champs, which are in November this year, 
of which there are only 2 other U19 Southland competitors.  I will 
ride for Southland in 3 events and ride for New Zealand in the 
Team Pursuit.
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This will be my first time competing with the carbon wheels that 
I have been sponsored with by Baxter and Neilson Plumbing, 
having won this year’s U17 Omnium Track Series

For road cycling; earlier in the year I placed first overall, winning 
Gold in the Southland and Otago Secondary School Road Champs 
and Gold for the Southland Road Champs in both the U17 Time 
Trial and Road Race.

I placed during two junior road tours this year, 2nd in the Tour de 
Taieri Road Cycling Event in Otago and 3rd in the Reiker 2 Day 
Timaru Tour. In October I placed fifth in the Yunca Junior Tour 
of Southland, placing 3rd in NZ, and finishing runner-up in the 
King of the Mountains classification.   Overall this has placed me 
8th in NZ, as part of the Calder Stewart Junior National Road 
Cycling Points Series, having only competing in 3 out of the 
possible 7 events (those in the South Island).

I dedicate my success to following a scheduled training 
programme, striving for improvement and having Julian Ineson 
as my coach.

Joshua Haggerty, Year 11

.

Josh Haggerty warms up on the rollers at the ILT Velodrome during 
ILT Trans-Tasman Carnival in October.

Following their success at the Southland Championships, all the 
boys were selected to represent Southland at the New Zealand 
Track Nationals held here in Invercargill from 1 to 5 March. This 
was an exhausting week with some of the riders having many races 
to compete in and sessions finishing late at night. Competition 
was strong with teams of riders from throughout New Zealand. 
The small Southland Boys’ High School team performed very well 
and they helped Southland retain the points shield again this year 
with a landslide victory. Well done to the boys on their success in 
riding against the best track cyclists in New Zealand. 

National Track Champs Results:
Open Men: Jamie Culling  – 1 Silver
Under 17: Michael Culling  – 4 Gold
 Joshua Haggerty  – 1 Gold, 1 Silver, 1 Bronze
Under 15:  Joshua Carpenter  – 1 Bronze
 Hayden Strong  – 1 Bronze

SBHS Cycling Team
The Southland Boys’ Cycling Team had a very busy start for 2011.

Southland Track Championships Results:
Under 19 Men:  Jamie Culling - 2 Silver Medals 
Under 17 Boys:  Michael Culling - 4 Gold Medals,
                           Joshua Haggerty - 1 Gold, 2 Silver
Under 15 Boys:   Joshua Carpenter - 2 Gold, 1 Silver
   Hayden Strong – 1 Silver
                                            

Jamie in action

Michael with the points shield 

Congratulations to Michael Culling and Josh Haggerty who were 
chosen by Bike New Zealand to join the New Zealand Junior 
Development Squad.

Troy Smith – Cycling Commissaire
At the beginning of August Troy applied and was accepted for 
a Cycling Commissaries course at Trentham, Wellington.  A 
Commissaire in cycling is equivalent to a referee, umpire or judge.  
The course consisted of a series of lectures to cover areas of the 
UCI rules (Union Cyclist International World Cycling Body), a 
written and oral exam.  The overall results of the written and oral 
exams determines the level of Commissaire pass you are awarded. 
There are three levels, Club, Regional and National.

Troy’s dedication and hard work was rewarded with a National 
pass which will allow him to officiate at any Road or Track cycling 
event throughout New Zealand.
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Troy now plans to get as much experience as he can as a 
Commissaire during the coming years and his goal is to attain 
an International Commissaire qualification when he reaches the 
required age of 25.

“I would encourage anyone who is interested in being an official 
in their chosen sport to start young and see how far you can go,” 
Troy  Smith.

Cycling Tour in Blenheim 
Joshua Carpenter and Nick Kergozou participated in a cycling 
event in Blenheim.

The cycling was superb and the boys did their school proud. The 
tour comprised of a Time Trial, Criterium, Hill Climb and Road 
Race. There were Sprint Ace and King of the Mountain jerseys up 
for grabs plus the overall Tour Leader.

Nick was in a very strong field of 34 U17 riders and he rode 
extremely well. He was placed 8th in the Time Trial, 9th in the 
Criterium, 11th in the Hill climb and 6th in the road race. 

Joshua won his year 7/8 grade winning every award in his grade. 
His grade only had two jerseys to present plus he has brought 
home a trophy for the year. The competition in this grade was 
lacking a bit and realistically Joshua should have been riding up 
a grade but the rules were that as a Year 8 that was where he had 
to compete.

This was a well organised tour and speaking to a member of the 
NZ Secondary Schools cycling committee he said this event is 
the best of the schools’ road cycling events. We were made very 
welcome and all the riders were sponsored an enjoyable evening 
at the movies on Saturday night.

Rowing
The 2011 Meridian South Island Secondary School Rowing 
Championships were held at Lake Ruataniwha. The only 
representation from SBHS was from Connor Gibson, Josh Hayes, 
Tim Yaxley, Jack Capil with cox, Benjamin Robinson.  Whilst the 
boys did not make the A final with their Coxed Quad, they are 
very new to the sport with just 6 months’ training so batting well 
under their competition yet convincingly won the B final with 
7min 45sec. Coached by SBHS Old Boy, Scott Barnsdale and Alan 
(Waihopai Rowing Club).

Scott Barnsdale, Connor Gibson, Tim Yaxley, Josh Hayes, Jack Capil, 
Alan (Waihopai Rowing); Cox - Benjamin Robinson

Cross Country
Southland Cross Country Championship 2011
Southland Boys’ High school was well represented at the annual 
cross country champs held at Ivan Wilson Park, Te Anau. Placings 
were as follows:

U13 Boys Yannis Warrender 2nd
U14 Boys Tom Slee 2nd
 Jack Welsh 17th
U16 Boys Henry Buckingham 5th
 Jared Deal 10th
 Tom Day 16th
O16 Boys Jake Henderson 4th 
 Arthur Shaw 7th

Henry Buckingham U16

Jake Henderson O16 Tom Slee U15 Silver Medal

Year 7/8 Cross Country
Results:
11 Years:
1st  Jack McNaughton
2nd  Ethan Yeo
3rd  Ryan Scott

12 Years:
1st Brad Kooman
2nd Keegan Fiebig
3rd Keegan Winter
13 Years:
1st Yannis Warrender
2nd Mitchell Taylor
3rd Hayden McElligott
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Eighteen students competed 
in the Southland Primary 
Schools Cross Country 
which was held at Holt Park, 
Otautau, on Friday 18 June.  
The 11-year-old boys raced 
over a 2km course and the 12- 
and 13-year-old boys raced 
over a tricky 3km course.  With 
over 70 boys in each age group 
there were some very pleasing 

Yannis Warrender in action at the 
Southland Cross-Country

results. Jack McNaughton finished in 19th place in the 11-year-
old boys.  Kaleb Talamahina finished 13th, Keegan Winter 16th, 
Keegan Fiebig 17th and Hughan Sharp in 18th place. Unfortuately, 
in this race we were struck down with two injuries and it was left 
to the 13-year-old boys to produce a big team performance. After 
a fantastic start all the boys stepped up, with Yannis Warrender 
2nd, Josh Carpenter 5th, Mitchell Taylor 8th, Hayden McElligott 
9th and Harry Small 13th. With the top 4 results counting towards 
team results, the SBHS team won gold in this race. Well done to 
all competitors.

SBHS South Island Team 

Jharn Winter 1500m Michael Mitchell 100m U16

Sam Anderson, Nathan Frisby, 100m Senior 100m final

Athletics 2011
SBHS has competed to a high standard at athletics this season 
with the school being represented to national level.  Numerous 
top placings at the Southland Athletics Champs were achieved 
with highlights including the glamour event of the senior 100m 
sprint being taken out by Sam Anderson with Nathan Frisby in 
second.  Our relay teams also performed well with the U15, U16 
and Senior teams being first over the finish line.

At the Southland/Otago event Tim Young U14 threw well to take 
first in Javelin and Ashley Craig U15 first in Discus, Shot Put and 
Hammer. Jared Deal also won High Jump U16 and was placed 2nd 
in Long Jump and Discus. Brett Allen won the U16 Triple Jump 
with Jake Henderson 2nd in the senior 3000m.

Boys who went on to the South Island Champs were Tim 
Young, Ashley Craig, Jake Henderson Jack Welsh and Tom Slee 
all competing to a high level. Notable performances were from 
Ashley Craig who placed in all three of his throwing event as did 
Tim Young in javelin.

The school will be represented by Ashley Craig, Tim Young and 
Michael Mitchell at Nationals in Wellington in December.
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New Zealand Secondary Schools Athletics 
Championship
Wellington, December 10/11, 2011

SBHS sent four students to the NZ Athletics Nationals, which is 
the most competitive event on the athletics calendar each year.

Our team performed well with the highlight of a bronze medal in 
the Hammer Throw event for Ashley Craig, who thew a personal 
best of 42.65m.  Ashley was also 9th in Shot Put throwing 12.99m 
and 11th in Discus with 39.26m.

Jordan Rackham showed his talent and speed in the 800m  
securing 4th place and running a PB of 2:01.99. A great effort for 
Jordan as he has only come to NZ from the UK three weeks prior 
to this.

Michael Mitchell ran in the Senior 100m only missing the 
semifinals by one place and running 12.71. Michael also thew a 
PB in Javelin (41.41m) to take 13th place. This was Michael’s first 
year at competitive athletics so a great effort.

Tim Young also showed his potential for the future competing in 
the Javelin 14th, Shot and Discus.

Ashley Craig U15

Materua Tupou, javelin

Ashley Craig   
U16 Boys Hammers throw 
Bronze medal winner

Jordan Rackham U16 Lining up 
for the start of the 800m final, 

where he placed 4th.

Multi-Sport – Peak to Peak
Peak to Peak is a multi-sport race from the top of the Remarkables 
to the top of Coronet Peak which consists of five different stages:

Stage 1: 2km downhill ski down the Remarkables Ski field
Stage 2: 17km downhill mountain bike ride down the 
Remarkables Road
Stage 3: 7km kayak trip starting at Frankton Bay round the point 
and back into Queenstown
Stage 4: 9km run from Queenstown out to the base of Coronet 
Peak
Stage 5: 9km uphill road or 
mountain bike to the top of 
Coronet Road

You can either compete as an 
individual or in a team of 2-5 
competitors, I competed in the 
junior section (16-19 years) and 
won this event.

Henry Buckingham

Squash Congratulations to Alex Tait, Mitchell Kempton 
and Regan McNaught, these three students competed in the 
South Island Year 7 and 8 championships held recently and won. 

This tournament 
attracted 19 schools 
from throughout 
the South Island. 
Southland Boys’ 
High School went 
through unbeaten; 
this was a great 
achievement – well 
done boys.

Alex Tait, Mitchell Kempton, Regan McNaught
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Small Bore Rifle Trophy 08 August 2011

Small Bore Rifle
Southland Boys’ High School were the winning team for Southland 
Regional Secondary Schools’ Small Bore Rifle Trophy Shoulder to 
Shoulder shoot Monday 08/08/2011 at the Invercargill range.

Taylor Winsloe (Top scorer overall individual scores)
Ryan Warhurst (Second overall individual scores)
Phil Brown
Jack Welsh
Nathan Frisby

Swimming
Robert McDonald Year 11
Robert competed in the New Zealand Short Course Swimming 
Champs in Wellington, in the 16 years section earlier this year.

His fantastic results included:
1st 200 metre Butterfly
3rd 400 metre Freestyle
6th 100 metre Butterfly

He also competed in the New Zealand Age Group Swimming 
Champs and placed:
4th 200m Freestyle
4th 400m Freestyle
5th 200m Butterfly
6th 100m Butterfly
6th   100m Freestyle

Fabulous results!

Table Tennis 
Southland Secondary Schools Tournament August 8, 2011
Southland Boys’ High School had three teams entered in the SSS 
Table Tennis Tournament on Monday, and they were placed 2nd, 
3rd and 4th well done to these boys. The teams were:

2nd – SBHS Red:  Lachlan McKenzie, Jake Henderson and 
Martin Carlaw

3rd – SBHS Wildcats: Fayez Shahbaz, MacKenzie Smith and 
Cameron Richardson

4th – SBHS Blue:  Jared Deal, Jay Renton and Decha 
Niramaithaworn

Martin Carlaw, Lachlan McKenzie and Jake Henderson

Tackle Tens 
For tackle tens SBHS had two teams in the tournament, Red and 
White. There were 5 teams all up. SBHS=2, JHC=1, Verdon=1 and 
Aurora=1. 

Round 1: In the first game the 2 SBHS teams played it each other. 
It was a battle but Red came out on top 17-12. 
Round 2 : In the 2nd game Red played Verdon and Red got killed 
60-12. White played Aurora killed them 75-5. 
Round 3: In the last round it was a double up with Red having a 
bye first up and White playing Verdon. It was a battle but SBHS 
came out on top 21-20. 

In the second round White had a bye and Red played JHC. Red 
came out on top 50-12. In the end it was a 2 way tie between SBHS 
White and Verdon. SBHS Red came 2nd. 

Ben Pope and Keegan Fiebig

Tae Kwon Do

Taine Forbes, Silver Medal At Tae Kwon Do Champs.
Right: Lachlan Graham, National Tae Kwon Do Champion.

The New Zealand Tae Kwon Do champs were held in Tauranga at 
the beginning of June.  Lachlan Graham, Room 14, produced an 

outstanding result to become 
New Zealand Champion. 
Taine Forbes, Room 20, was 
defending his National Title 
and was awarded silver in 
the final. This was a fantastic 
result.
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SBHS Tennis 2011
The school champs this year were held on a beautiful sunny hot 
February day at the lovely ILT Waihopai Tennis centre. It was 
delightful to see John McKinlay visit the tennis centre supporting 
the boys, watching the wonderful games played throughout the 
day.

Entries this year were up on last year, which is exciting to see.  It is 
a good idea to include the Y7 & 8s in this competition this year for 
the first time, as the school champs are a great selection tool for 
upcoming tennis interschools.

Selection for interschools is based on results.  It is good to have 
these school champs results as a tool for selection for SBHS tennis 
events,  as it creates depth of players. All players in the school 
champs were seeded on the NZT Top Dog ranking system, so 
there were no discrepancies with seedings.  This was evident with 
the very close matches that prevailed throughout the day.

 Sue Marshall is keen to see the “junior boys”, Y7 & 8, acknowledged 
at prize-giving with trophies for tennis, like the senior boys, in 
both singles and doubles.

SBHS SENIOR TENNIS TEAM: George Muschamp, 
Ben McLean, Brett Allan, Lachlan McKenzie

SBHS SENIOR CHAMPION:  
Brett Allan

SBHS SENIOR DOUBLES CHAMPIONS: 
Ben McLean & Lachlan McKenzie

SBHS JUNIOR CHAMPION: 
Liam Ryan & Strath McKenzie

SBHS JUNIOR SINGLES 
CHAMPION: Liam Ryan

The “Junior school”, Y7 & 8s, who were included for the first 
time in the school champs which gave a new dimension to the 
competition.  It gave a new vibe over the day, with the junior 
boys watching the senior boys’ games with excitement, looking to 
where they can aspire to. 

The entries were enthusiastic and competitive this year.  It was 
good to see those junior school boys who play tournaments at 
regional and club level enter this competition and play alongside 
their senior peers who they also see at regional and provincial 
tournaments.  It builds up depth for the secondary schools 
competition for SBHS.

The “intermediate boys” Y9 & 10 entries were again competitive 
and excited to be there watching in anticipation the outcome 
of the senior boys’ clashes, whilst encouraging the junior boy 
through their games.

The senior boys’ clashes always cause an air of expectation and 
excitement as they are always tough matches.  The boys, whilst 
good friends are fiercely competitive on court and tough battles 
ensue always.

The senior boys’ event first round was a marathon event.  Corey 
Stephens and Bevan Whelan fought for 3 hours in the hot sun in 
February to get a result.  Corey came out on top so gained a place 
in the SBHS Secondary Schools tournament team.

Brett Allan came out winner of the singles over Lachlan McKenzie.  
Brett doubled with George Muschamp in the doubles, and the pair 
looked like winning the senior boys’ doubles title, when Lachlan 
McKenzie and Ben McLean came through a tough nail bitting tie 
breaker to win the doubles title 10-8.  It was stressful tennis to 
watch.

The senior boys then went on to be runners up to Gore High in 
the Southland Secondary Schools tennis tournament.  This is 
run by the secondary schools office and is a fabulous day out of 
awesome tennis. For the second year in a row, SBHS won the silver 

Left: Senior Boys’ singles winner and runner up
Right: Junior Boys’ Y9&10 singles winner and runner up
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SBHS JUNIOR SINGLES 
CHAMPION: Liam Ryan

medal, second to Gore High in the final. Gore went through to the 
South Island Secondary Schools event in Blenheim.

The SBHS secondary schools tennis team this year was: Brett 
Allan, George Muschamp, Lachlan McKenzie, Ben McLean, Corey 
Stephens

Julie Allan covered this event for SBHS and reported back that 
the boys were very close to their Gore High peers, with pressure 
on the No. 3 & 4 players to support their No. 1 & 2 players, and 
pick up wins.  Whilst the results may suggest an “easy beat”, the 
matches were a lot tougher on court.

It is an absolute delight & pleasure to manage and look after SBHS 
tennis & teams.  Both Julie and I thoroughly enjoy the days we are 
involved with SBHS tennis.

Lee Muschamp
Waihopai Tennis Club Junior Coordinator

Weightlifting 
Congratulations to Jaz Pou, Jayden Pou, Ethan Hawken, Blake 
McCorkindale and Keegan McGowan who participated in NZSS 
weightlifting held in Christchurch.

Jaz won a Silver medal in the 96+kg class, and his overall total 
was 70kg.

Jayden won Silver in the U52kg class; his overall total was 66kg.

Blake won a Bronze; he lifted a total of 95kg for the U77 class.

Keegan McGown won a Bronze in the U16. 

Ethan Hawken won Gold in the U16 and Silver in the U69 weight 
class. The team was placed 4th in New Zealand at this event – well 
done to all these boys.

Ethan Hawken also competed in  Australia in the New Zealand 
and Australia School and Youth Competition and he lifted a total 
of 145 kilos, placing him in 7th place, his team achieved 2nd place 
overall – well done!

held at Donovan School recently, finishing 1st in the Intermediate 
competition and 3rd in the regional final.  Well done – great effort.

Old Boy Profile
CHEF – ETHAN FLACK
We often see young people who enter 
the catering industry who have so 
much drive and passion that they are 
able to achieve some amazing goals. 
This is the case with local Southland 
man Ethan Flack from Otautau via 
Queenstown and Invercargill. Ethan 
was a past student who has achieved well beyond his 20 years.

2005 Year 10 – Raised funds with 11 other students to attend 
the WACS Culinary Congress in Auckland 2006. The group 
participated in the WACS Junior forum with many delegates 
impressed by the group of young secondary school students 
attending with their teacher/Chef Scott Richardson.

2006 Year 11 – Represented New Zealand as part of the two 
member team at the International Secondary Schools Culinary 
Challenge (ISSCC) in Australia. Awarded silver medals. Won the 
Top School title with team-mate Gary Hughes.

2007 Year 12 – 1st recipient of the Millennium Hotels and Resort / 
SBHS Scholarship programme Chef Apprenticeship. Represented 
NZ in Taipei at the ISSCC – awarded 4th place and silver medals.

2008 – 1st year cookery apprenticeship at Millennium Hotel 
Queenstown. Worked at numerous other restaurants and artisan 
food suppliers. 2nd year of cookery apprenticeship. Made the final 
eight of the HIS Modern Apprenticeship Competition

2010 – Completed and passed Modern Apprenticeship in Cookery 
Level 4. Won Southern Lights Salon Culinaire Commi Chef title.
Competed at NZ Culinary Fare in Auckland – awarded Silver and 
Bronze medals.

2011 – Work experience in New York arranged by another ex 
student Michael McMeeken who had been working at Thomas 
Keller’s Per Sec. Ethan worked at Le Baurdearin, Gordon Ramsay, 
Daniels and Gramacy Tavern. With the help of his executive chef 
from the Millennium Hotel he was able to arrange a two week 
internship at Raymond Blanc’s Le Manoir Aux Quat’Saisons. Ethan 
had always seen Raymond Blanc as a role model for the type of 
food he wanted to learn about. On the second last day of his work 
experience he was offered a position at the restaurant which is a 
huge achievement. All his hard work and dedication is paying off.

I will continue to follow Ethan’s career and will use him as a 
role model for future boys following a culinary career path at 
Southland Boys’ High School.

Scott Richardson, Catering and Hospitality

Chess Tournament
Congratulations to Nathan Geraghty, Alex Hansen, Tayne 
Katuke, Jack Sievwright, Morgan Ormsby and Bailey Greenem-
Newcombe (absent). These boys competed in a chess tournament 
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817
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9 Coldstream

9 Deaker
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9 Grant

9 Pearce
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9 Uttley

10 Coldstream
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10 Deaker

10 Grant

, Mrs Wendy Edgley (Teacher)
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10 Pearce

10 Uttley
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11 Coldstream

11 Deaker

, Mr Ben Tapper (Dean)
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11 Grant

11 Pearce
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11 Uttley

12 Coldstream
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12 Deaker

12 Grant
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12 Pearce

12 Uttley

Parry,
Jaye
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13 Coldstream

13 Deaker
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13 Grant

13 Pearce
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13 Uttley

Winter Wonderland – SBHS & SGHS Ball
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Sports Prizes 2011
INTER-HOUSE COMPETITION
Colin Nicholson Memorial Shield Coldstream; 
Cultural Competition (SBHS Cup) Grant; 
The Auckland Old Boys’ Cup (House Relay) 

Pearce; 
SBHS Swimming House Competition 

(McDonald Family Trophy) Coldstream; 
Overall House Competition (Uttley Cup) 

Coldstream

NETBALL
The Quantum Just 4 Boyz Netball Competition 

SBHS Red

RUGBY
Southern Wide Real Estate Trophy for the 

Best Performed SBHS Rugby Team SBHS 
2nd XV; 

SBHS Under 18 SBHS 2nd XV; 
Under 15 Rugby South Island Tournament 

SBHS; 
Under 16 Southern Wide Real Estate 

Champions SBHS; 
Rugby Southland Secondary Schools’ Sevens 

Competition SBHS; 
Fuji Xerox Challenge Cup SBHS v King’s High 

School SBHS; 
Lawrence Cook Memorial Shield SBHS 1st 

XV; 
Bob Swanson Memorial Cup for Outstanding 

Contribution to Rugby by a Year 9 Student 
Tyler Hopa; 

Senior player who has contributed to the 
game and the spirit in which it is played (J 
C Braithwaite Trophy) Alfie Broughton; 

1st XV Rugby Contribution to the game by a 
first year player (Dan Wells Memorial Cup) 
Jordan Stewart; 

Gordon Hunter Memorial Trophy for 
Sportsmanship Jackson Wallace; 

Mackintosh Family Trophy for the player 
displaying the qualities and values that 
make a difference Nicholas Hayes; 

Esportif International Rugby Scholarship 
Keanu Kahukura

RUGBY LEAGUE
SBHS MVP Taamati Harris; Southland 

Secondary School Rugby League 
Champions SBHS Revolution

SHOOTING
Smallbore Rifle Shooting Southland Teams 

Event SBHS

SWIMMING
Southland Swimming Champion Mitchell 

Holden

TENNIS
Junior Tennis Champion Liam Ryan; 
Junior Doubles Champions Liam Ryan, 

Strathan McKenzie; 
Senior Tennis Champion J D Patton Cup Brett 

Allan; 
Senior Doubles Champions (SBHS Cup) 

Benjamin McLean, Lachlan McKenzie; 

TOUCH
Most Dedicated Player Joshua Tipu; 

Outstanding Contribution to Touch 
Hapimana Lines-Tohiariki

TRAPSHOOTING
SBHS v King’s High Interschool Trophy SBHS; 
Senior Champion (SBHS Champion Shot) 

Shaun Bickley; 
Southland Clay Target High Gun Cup Benjamin 

Keenan; 
Most Promising Junior Trapshooter (Buckley 

Family Trophy) Martin Carlaw; 
Outstanding contribution to shooting (Mark 

Whyte Memorial Cup) Shaun Bickley

WATER POLO
Southland Water Polo Welsh Family Trophy 

SBHS

OUTWARD BOUND
Invercargill Licensing Trust Outward Bound 

Award for 2011 Jesse Hapuku, Jake 
Henderson

BEST ALL ROUND SPORT RECORD, 4TH 
YEARS AND ABOVE (JULES TAPPER 
MEMORIAL PRIZES)

Fraser Beck, Jonty Brown, Jason Dobson, 
Mitchell Harvey, Stephen Howard, 
Keanu Kahukura, Ben McKerchar, Kieran 
O’Connor, Fayez Shahbaz, Mackenzie 
Smith, Jayden Tohill

BEST ALL ROUND YEAR 7 & 8 SPORTING 
RECORD

Year 7 Ben Pope, Kaleb Talamahina; 
Year 8 Mitchell Taylor

ATHLETICS
Senior 800 metres Champion (Sutherland Cup) 

Robbie McKenzie; 
Senior 400 Metres Champion (Jim Gerken 

Memorial Cup) Robbie McKenzie; 
Senior Athletics Champion (Len Hanan 

Memorial Cup) Nathan Frisby; 
U15 Athletics Champion (Junior Challenge 

Cup); Ashley Craig; 
U14 Athletics Champion (Parents’ Association 

Cup) Timothy Young

BASKETBALL
Senior Boys’ MVP Fraser Beck; 
Southland Basketball Association Senior A 

Section SBHS 1st V; 
Southland Basketball Association Senior B 

Section SBHS Revolution; 
Junior Boys’ MVP James McDonald; 
Southland Basketball Association Junior A 

Section SBHS Panthers; 
Year 7 Southland Basketball Competition 

SBHS

CHESS
Chess Champion Troy Smith;

CRICKET
Best All Round Junior Cricketer (Jim Scobie 

Cup) Brandon Rodger; 
Most Improved Cricketer (1959 Prefects’ Cup) 

Jacob Duffy; 
Best SBHS Individual Cricket Performance 

(Southern Wide Real Estate Cup) Ben 
McKerchar

CROSS COUNTRY & ROUND THE PARK 
Under 14 Champion (SBHS Harrier 

Championship Cup) Thomas Slee; 
Junior Champion (Herbert Smith Trust Cup) 

Jharn Winter; 
Year 11 Champion (IAAC Cup) Robert 

McDonald; 
Senior Champion (Alex Derbie Challenge Cup) 

Robbie McKenzie

HOCKEY
Contribution to Hockey (McGregor Cup) 

Cameron Veint;  
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Special Prizes 2011
AGRICULTURE/HORTICULTURE
Year 11 Prize Lachlan Wood; 
Year 12 Prize Benjamin McLean; 
Year 13 Prize Nathan Bokser

ART
Year 10 (ILT Prize) Ian Simonka 
Year 11 (ILT Prize) Bradley Frew; 
Excellence in Art (Koning Cup) Robbie 

McKenzie

CATERING
Year 8 Catering Regan McNaught; 
Year 11 - (Southern Hospitality Prize) Samuel 

Deuchrass; 
Year 12 (Southern Hospitality Prize) Jayden 

Dodunski;  

COMPUTING
Focus Computing Cup Excellence in 

Computing Senior – Braydon Peterson; 
Excellence in Computing  Junior – Brendan 

Wallace; 
Contribution in Senior Computing (D-Link Cup) 

Brock Fairweather

CULTURAL
Cultural Involvement in Year 7 Thomas Doyle-

Franklin; 
Cultural Involvement in Year 8 Harrison 

Burgess; 
Junior Cultural Leadership Gregor Wood; 
Senior Cultural Leadership Redcliffe Peseta; 
Kerr Brothers’ Cup Awarded for Academic 

Achievement by a Pacifika Student Keanu 
Kahukura; 

Best Overall Male Kapahaka Performer for 
2011 (Paki Eramiha Koroneho Memorial 
Trophy) Peter Ngatai

DRAMA
Outstanding Contribution to Drama at 

SBHS (Gavin Paskell Memorial Cup and 
Miniature) Graeme Snodgrass, Justin 
Sullivan; 

SBHS Shakespeare Speech Cup Cameron 
Richardson; 

SBHS Shakespeare Cup for Best Costume 
Robbie McKenzie

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
Technology Year 11 (AMTEC Award) Cameron 

Ballantine 
Technology Year 11 Zachary Robertson; 
Technology Year 11 (The Carl Wilson, 

Marc Hill and Richard Kelly Memorial 
Scholarship) Jed Thomas; 

Neil McDowell Memorial Cup for Senior 
Design Richard Mouat; 

Technology Year 12 Morgan Buckingham; 
The Jackson Plumbing Award for Technology 

Liam Grant; 
Technology Year 10 – Most Improved student 

in Technology Calvin Evans; 
Year 7/8 BP Technology Challenge Kieran 

O’Neill

GRAPHICS
Most Improved Graphics Student (Crown 

Sheetmetal Graphics Trophy) Benjamin Yeo

ENGLISH
Senior English – Original Writing (1989 

Prefects’ Cup) Lachlan McKenzie; 
Essay Writing (1958 Prefects’ Cup) Robbie 

McKenzie; 
Year 8 Putake Korero – English Speech Trophy 

Alexander Tait

HISTORY
Year 12 History for Special Studies (Crispin  

Miller Memorial Cup) Jordan Hopa
CR Williams Prize Awarded in Year 13 History 

for Excellence Fayez Shahbaz

LANGUAGES
Senior French Cup Simon Cook; 
Senior Japanese (Japan Embassy Prize) 

Graydon Hayes

MATHEMATICS
Year 13 (ILT Prize) Statistics Troy Smith; 
Year 13 (ILT Prize) Calculus Troy Smith; 
Year 12 (ILT Prize) Lachlan McKenzie;
SMAC Maths Form 2 Team Competition SBHS 

MUSIC
Junior Music Shavhan Harris; 
Senior Music Lachlan Hayes; 
Musicianship (SBHS Cup) Adam Carter; 
Senior Vocal (Low Cup) Troy Smith; 
Junior Vocal Samuel Smith

YEAR 7/8 SPEECH
Year 7 Speech Cup (Alex Derbie Trophy) Jesse 

Dodd; 
Year 8 Speech Cup (Alex Derbie Trophy) Henry 

Smith, Alexander Tait

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Senior Physical Education Fraser Beck

SCIENCE
Biology – Independent Research Project (ILT 

Prize) Robbie McKenzie; 
Biology Year 13 (ILT Prize) Samuel Anderson; 

Chemistry Year 13 Jamie Culling; 
Physics Year 13 Shaun Fraser; 
Biology Year 12 Fraser Matheson; 
Science Year 11 Zachary Andrews; 

Science Year 10 Adam Carter; 
Chemistry Year 12 Lachlan McKenzie; 
Physics Year 12 (ILT  Prize) Lachlan McKenzie; 
Elman & Alfred Poole Science Scholarship 

Jamie Culling; 
University of Otago Leaders of Tomorrow 

Scholarship 2012 Robbie McKenzie; 
University of Canterbury – Law Bursary 2012 

Hapimana Lines-Tohiariki 

SCHOOL COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP 
AWARDS FOR CONTRIBUTION TO THE 
GREATER LIFE OF THE SCHOOL

Year 7 Citizenship Award Uphold school 
values of honesty, respect, responsibility, 
perseverance, service, compassion Curtis 
Williams; 

Year 8 Citizenship Award Uphold school 
values of honesty, respect, responsibility, 
perseverance, service, compassion Yannis 
Warrender;  

Year 8 Leadership Award Gregor Wood; 
Best All Round Year 7 Student (Andrew Smith 

Trophy) Ethan Yeo;  
Best All Round Year 8 Student (Allan Dennis 

Trophy) Alexander Tait;  
Best All Round Year 9 Student in School and 

Games (SBHS Award 1964 Prefects Cup) 
Thomas Slee;  

Best All Round Year 10 Student in School and 
Games (SBHS Award  1950 Prefects’ Cup) 
Samuel Smith; 

Colonel DG Grant Memorial Leadership Prize 
(Year 11) for Citizenship - upholding the 
school values of compassion, honesty, 
perseverance, responsibility, respect and 
service Samuel Robertson;  

Best all round Year 11 Student in School and 
Games James Heffernan; 

SBHS Year 12 Citizenship Award (K J Bowie 
Trophy) for upholding the school values 
of compassion, honesty, perseverance, 
responsibility, respect and service Michael 
Lee; 

Best all round Year 12 Student in School and 
Games Jake Henderson; 

Head Prefects’ Award 2011 Keanu Kahukura; 
The F R Miller - Leadership (Year 13)  
(Taiaha) Keanu Kahukura;  

PTA Celia Lashlie Award for Citizenship      
(Year 13) - upholding the school values 
of compassion, honesty, perseverance, 
responsibility, respect and service Troy 
Smith; 

Incoming Deputy Head Prefect Jacob Duffy, 
Jake Henderson; 

SBHS Patron’s Cup awarded to the Incoming 
Head Prefect Michael Lee;  

Best all round Year 13 Student in School and 
Games (Deschler Cup) Robbie McKenzie
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Academic Prizes 2011
712 - General Excellence Callum Holloway 

Merit Oliver Lee  
Effort Bailey Mowday

713 - General Excellence Logan Halder  
Merit Tayne Katuke  
Effort Tom Harrington

714 – General Excellence Jeremy Ryan  
Merit  Cairo Pennicott  
Effort Ryan Scott 

715 - General Excellence Ethan Yeo  
Merit Thomas Kennedy  
EffortBrayden Horton

716 - General Excellence Sheldon Warburton 
Merit Ryan Evans  
Effort William Clapperton

817 - General Excellence Alex Campbell  
Merit Jaden Castle  
Effort Ethan Molloy

818 - General Excellence Wade Calder  
Merit Shiloh Tupua  
Effort Jamie Smith

819 - General Excellence Rhys Broad  
Merit Alexander Tait  
Effort Kyle Jameson

820 – General Excellence David Meades  
Merit Harrison Burgess  
Effort Kahlil Kingi-Kelso

822 - General Excellence Ryan Edgley  
Merit Henry Smith  
Effort Mitchell Taylor

YEAR 9 - MERIT  
Tamaroa Ave, Thomas Aerepo-Morgan, 
Liam Calder, Sam Calder, Jack Cannon, 
Vanya Carter, Joshua Clive, Timothy 
Dennison, Henri Deuchrass, Taine Duthie, 
Royce Fife, Ben Fotheringham, Jayden 
Fraser, Thomas Grey, Nicholas Hoffman, 
Jack Honeybone, Tyler Hopa, Aaron Kent, 
Terence Langlands, Connor McDonald, 
Marcos Matautia, Cameron O’Donnell, 
Cameron Perkins, Myah Popham, Joseph 
Rabbitt, Bradley Shaw, Kyle Schins, Jamie 
Stevens, Jake Turner, Boyd Van Leeuwen, 
Brendan Wallace, Tahuna Wanakore, 
Benjamin Weston

YEAR 9 - GENERAL EXCELLENCE  
Mathew Auld, Raynen Collins, Billy Hansen, 
Shavhan Harris, William Heffernan, Jayden 
Holten, William Marshall, Thomas Slee, 
Teague Stephens, Hayden Strong, Joshua 
Tipu, Daniel Ward, Jack Welsh, Joshua 
Willis

YEAR 10 - MERIT  
Bailey Andrews, Josef Bode, Yuri Carter, 
Sydney Caughey, James Goodman, Nikora 
Houkamau, James Hume, Bobby Irvine, 

Benjamin McKenzie, Strathan McKenzie, 
James McLees, James Ng, Nathan Nilsen, 
Lee Richardson, Jamie Robertson, Liam 
Ryan, Aaron Walker, Donald Walter, Jai 
Whelan, Todd Wells, Ethan Wilks, Cole 
Williams, Timothy Yaxley

YEAR 10 - GENERAL EXCELLENCE  
Finn Burfoot, Caleb Burke, Adam Carter, 
Blythe Clearwater, Jamie Colvin, Robert 
Cook, Brody Cunningham, Calvin Evans, 
Bjorn Hamblin, Matthew Jackson, George 
Karamaena, Daniel Keen, Scott Kingsbury, 
Thomas Lilley, Jack Lyders, Mitchell 
McAulay, Nicolas McCallum, Harrison 
O’Donnell, Jarran Osborne, Caebian Pahl, 
Dushay Pont, Matthew Roberts, Samuel 
Smith, Cory Thompson

YEAR 11 - MERIT  
Callum Affleck, Jack Blair-Edie, Samuel 
Brown, Henry Buckingham, Martin Carlaw, 
Edward Duncan, Daniel Erskine, Jorge 
Harding, Javan Keach, James Larsen, 
Benjamin Lay, Cameron McGregor, 
Michael Mitchell, Brock Miller, Decha 
Niramaithaworn, Riki Nyhon, Redcliffe 
Peseta, Risati Peseta, Awatea Pihama, 
Shardd Ranui, David Searle, Shaun Shaw, 
Kenji Suzuki, Jed Thomas, Tain Thomas, 
Adam Turner, Nicholas Walker, Jaidyn 
Wilson

YEAR 11 – GENERAL EXCELLENCE  
Zachary Andrews, Cameron Ballantine, 
Ashley Craig, Samuel Deuchrass, Connar 
Fife, Bradley Frew, Blake Hansen, Lachlan 
Hayes, James Heffernan, Harry Hunter, 
Daniel Levett, Daniel Robertson, Samuel 
Robertson, Jake Stewart, Lachlan Wood, 
Benjamin Yeo

YEAR 12 - MERIT  
Robert Allan, Samuel Allan, Christopher 
Brash, Morgan Buckingham, Logan Butt, 
Nicholas Carleton, Simon Cook, Jacob 
Duffy, Jayden Dodunski, Thomas Grandiek, 
Liam Grant, Tyrone Hall, Bradley Hamlin, 
Ethan Maheno, Fraser Matheson, Caleb 
Mitchell, Richard Mouat, Peter Ngatai, 
Hamish Parry, Nico Parry, Luke Pile, Dylan 
Price, Ethan Roberts, Jack Robertson, 
Arthur Shaw, Brennan Sutherland

YEAR 12 - GENERAL EXCELLENCE 
Henry Burns, Rowan Cox, Nathan Frisby, 

Connor Harvey, Matthew Heads, Jake 
Henderson, Jordan Hopa, Michael Lee, 
Lachlan McKenzie, Benjamin McLean, 
Tayne Raumati-Mackie, Jase Stewart

Dux of the School 
Jamie Culling 
 (English 301, Mathematics with Calculus 

301, Chemistry 301, Mathematics with 
Statistics 301, Physics 301)

Proxime Accessit to the Dux 
Sahdique Mohamed 
 (Economics 301, History 301, English 301, 

Geography 301, Media Studies 301)

YEAR 13 - MERIT  
Samuel Anderson, Nathan Bokser, Fraser 
Beck, Kane Entwisle, Shaun Fraser, 
Graydon Hayes, Cameron Richardson, 
Benjamin Rogerson, Eric Tan, Cameron 
Veint, Rory Whatson

YEAR 13 - GENERAL EXCELLENCE   
Michael Brownlie, Brock Fairweather, 
Robbie McKenzie, Braydon Peterson, Fayez 
Shahbaz, Troy Smith

FUJI XEROX ACHIEVEMENT SCHOLARSHIPS
 Excellence Level One
 Lachlan McKenzie
 Simon Cook
 Jake Henderson
 Excellence Level Two
 Graydon Hayes
 Robbie McKenzie
 Frazer Beck
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